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PRBFACE

I,

My object in writing this book is to bring before the stu-

dent of hygiene the practical application of the important
theoretical principles underlying the science.

No attempt has been made to go beyond this idea, and
the work is not intended in any sense to supplant regular
treatises on the subject, but rather to be considered as

supplementary.

As the Museum is fairly complete, and contains either

actual specimens, or working models, of everything re-

lating to practical hygiene, it was thought advisable to

incorporate with the text the Descriptive Catalogue of the
Museum.

As r , . ,

• » Museum it will be noted that in the
choice < . .rious exhibits, the chief idea has been
always <> ,ach specimen a "type" of a class. This
has been ^^^c for Iwo reasons—first, in order to keep the
collection within reasonable limits, and, secondly, to avoid
repetition as far as possible.

This method of dealing with "types" of classes, will, I

think, prove of more value to the student of hygiene, than
the individual consideration of numberless specimens of
each class—for in studying the "type," special attention
must be paid to the "working principles" of the class—
which principles can be applied to any particular specimen.

2TS\f^



In this way, I think, a more lasting and serviceable im-

pression is created in the mind, than by a cursory exam-

ination of a multitude ot specimens, all exhibiting the

same working principles with slight modification in each

case.

With this in view, explanatory diagrams of the more im-

portant, or complicated, apparatus have l>een enclosed in

the catalogue.

The Decimal System has been adopted throughout in

classifying, and numbering, the exhibits.

The different sections of the Museum are indicated by

large numbers, corresponding to the sectional numbers in

the catalogue.

My best thanks are due to Dr. R. St. J. Macdonald for

the kindly, and extensive assistance, whi :h he has given in

the work.

T. A. STARKEY.

Hygiene Dki-artment,

McGiLL University,

Montreal.

January 1st, 1915.



SECTION I-DISFN-'ECTANTS.

As regards the practical disinfection of a room, and its

contents, particular attention must l)e paid to the natnre
of the internal finish of the room, and also the materials of
which the various objects in the room consist—that is,

furniture, etc.
; this is very essential because such knowl-

edge directly governs the choice of the disinfectant to be
used.

The following hints may be found u.seful in carrying out
disinfection of a room, and its contents. FAerything which
is of no value, and can lie l)urnt, is best destroyed directly
by fire. All objects which can be boiled, or steamed, (e.g.
culinary utensils, bed clothes, and such like) should be
treated by these methods of disinfection. Boiling is a form
of disinfection which can usually be carried out on the
premi.ses

;
an application of .steam involves the use of some

form of steam sterilizer, and as this is usually a Municipal
concern, the articles to be disinfected by this means must
neces.sarily \x tran.sported to the Municipal plant. For this
purpo.se all such articles should be freely sprinkled with
Carbolic Acid solution, 1

' 20, or Izal 1 in 100, and wrapt
in tarpaulin. (Exhibit' 1.91.) This is to prevent the
spread of infection by the dissemination of dust and germs
from the infected articles during transit. The usual things
treated in this manner are bedding, mattresses, and certain
articles of clothing. The remaining articles in the room,
together with the room itself, now call for treatmtnt. I
don't think there is any question about the superiority of
the liquid disinfectants when bey can be applied ; they
are certainly more thorough, and penetrate better than a
gaseous disinfectant

; for this reason 7 always recommend
the use of a liquid disinfectant wherever it is possible. The

I



nature of tho surface, and materials, to which the lifiuid

disinfectant is to l)e applied must )>e such as will not be

injured >v the liquid.

The nutter resolves itself into walls, floors, and wood-

work coi iposing articles of furniture, (like chairs, tables

and bedsteads).

The liquid disinfectants in common use are a solution of

Perchloride of Mercury ( 1 in 1000) , Carlxilic Acid solution

(1 in 20). and Izal(l in 60). Of these Carlwlic Acid and

Izal are much to lie preferred, because they will stick to

greasy surfaces, whereas Mercury solution will not adhere.

All articles of furniture, which are handled by people,

necessarily become greasy on their surface.

^ The various objects, having l)ecome wetted with the

liquid disinfectant, should lie allowed to remain untouched

for about twelve hours. The remaining objects in the room

which do not allow, by their texture of the application of

the liquid, must !je treated by some form of gaseous

disinfectant. These articles usually consist of carpets,

tapestries, various ornaments, pictures, and certain articles

of fine clothing.

The only gas which we need consider, from a practical

standpoint, is Formaldehyde.

Before applying the gas however, the room must be

prepared to receive it. as we wish to attain a certain concen-

tration of the gas in the air of the room. We mu.st therefore

render the room as nearly air-tight as possible ; all cracks

and crevices in the floor, walls, around windows, and

doorways, must be plastered up with strips of paper, 2

inches wide, stuck on with common flour paste—the various

articles must be spread out, such things as bundles of

clothing, etc. , must be freely opened up, a^.d are usually hung

over lines, so that the gaseous disinf m. can be brought

into contact with all surfaces. It is necessary to observe

this precaution, because as mentioned before, these gaseous

disinfectants have very little, or no penetrating power, and

it can be realized how easily impel i^ct disinfection may
arise when these precautions are not observed.
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It is for this reason that I recommend sostrongh- i liquid

disinfectant, as giving better results all round, and insuring

a more perfect disinfection ; for any individual can see at a

glance if a surface has been dosed with a li(|uid disinfectant,

whereas in the case of a gaseous disinfectant no one can tell by
the ordinary sense of sight, whether or not a surf-re has
escaped disinfection. It may be as well to note that aj. those

places which have been plastered over with the paper strips

are of such a natiirt- as to allow of an application of a licjuid

disinfectant ; and it should always \>e applied before the

pajHjr is pasted on, otherwise an infected surface covered up
with a pasted strip is protected from the gaseous disinfec-

tant, and when the paper is stripped off again, the under-
lying surface remains still infec:.' s.

As regards the generation of the (Formaldehyde gas,

two methods are in popular favour :

—

The first, and Letter method, is by placing in a Ijovvl. or

regular receptacle sold for this purpose (Exhibit No. 1.39),

a certain quantity of Permanganate of Potash crysUk. and
then adding a definite quantity of Formalin solution ; a
double chemical decomposition takes place with a rapid

liberation of Formaldehyde gas. Of course as soon as the
operator has completed the mixture, he will have to leave
the room quickly, and paste up the door through which he
has made his exit.

In the second method, the gas is gen;;rated by boiling he
Formalin .solution in a copper boiler (Kxhibit No. I.'^fi,

;

the gas, and accompanying steam, are conducted throur^ a

rubber tube leading from the boiler; this tui.ing can .,<?

pas.sed through the keyhole of a door, so t\.,. lie boiling

process can be controlled outside the room. The drawback
to this method is that where the room to be disinfected is

very large, it takes a long time before the requisite strength
of Formaldehyde gas can be obtained in the air of the room

;

and if the room be not air-tight, one may go on indefinitely

introducing the gas into the room without it reaching the
requisite strength—resulting in imperfect disinfection.
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The requisite proportions for the generation of Formalde-

hyde gas, are, by the first method, 1 pint of Formalin to 1 lb.

Vof Permanganate crystals, and by the second method, 1 pt. of

F^ormalin for every thousand cubic feet of space in the room.

Although Formaldehyde is the gaseous disinfectant most

conmionly used, still there are two others of which mention

must be made, viz.. Chlorine and Sulphur Dioxide.

In former jears before the introduction of Formaldehyde
these were the only two gaseous disinfectants known. They
are very powerful germicides when properly applied, and

undoubtedly have their uses, even at the present day, where
the surroundings will permit of their application. The great

disadvantage of these two gases is their powerful bleaching

properties, and their corrosi'. e action on certain metals. For
this reason their use is practically preclu'- ' in disinfecting

ordinary living rooms ; but for such places as out-houses,

dairies, milk shops, stables, etc., these gases are eminently

suitable—?nd besides, they are cheap and easily applied.

The rooms must be prepared, in the sense that they must be

rendered as air-tight as possible, so as to concentrate the gas

in the atmosphere. In the case of both these gases, moisture

must be present in the air of the room, otherwise no dis-

infection takes place. The necessary amount of moisture is

easily obtained by boiling water in a kettle, or suitable pan,

placed in the room ; the steam issuing from the kettle

permeates the air of the room, and when the walls appear

damp, the generation of ste^^ni may be stopped, as quite

sufficient water vapour will then be present.

Chlorine is generated by placing a definite quantity of

Chloride of Lime in a bowl, covering it with a little water,

and then adding crude Hydrochloric Acid, when the gas is

produced in large quantities. The operator then retires

quickly from the room, pasting up the door behind him.

The proportions are 1 Ib.of Chloride of Lime and 1 pint of

Hydrochloric Acid for every thousand cubic feet of space.

The disinfecting action of Chlorine is due to the formation

of nascent Oxygen when Chlorine comes into contact with

water vapour.
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Sulphur Dioxide is obtained from the burning of Sulphur,
made into blocks with wicks for this purpose (Kxhibit No.
1.21). It may also be obtained from liquid Sulphur Dioxide
—for when this liquid is placed in an open vessel it rapidly

volatalises into the gaseous state. This latter method is by
far the better of the two, because it not only involves less

trouble, but it also avoids the risk of fire, which is always
present when the first method is employed. The strength in

which the sulphur is used is 1 lb. of Sulphur, or 1 pint of the
liquid gas, for every thousand cubic feet of space in the room.
The disinfecting action is due to the combination of Sulphur
Dioxide gas with moisture forming Sulphurous Acid.

A reference has already been made to the use of Steam
Sterilizers.

Besides the actual manipulation of the machines, details

of which are given in subsequent pages, it is essential to

understand fully various physical facts relating to the action

of steam in its different forms.

Steam may be either Current or Confined, that is to say, it

may be allowed to flow freely from the boiling water through
the disinfection chamber quite devoid of any added pressure,

this is termed Current Steam,—or it may be Confined in the
chamber under pressure.

Under ordinary atmo.spheric pressure, water boils at 100°

Cent.
,
and the steam arising from that water will also be

at 100" Cent.

I The boiling point of water may be raised either by adding
Ks9JH€ mineral salt, thereby increasing the Specific Gravity,
I o> by applying pressure.

Calcium Chlo-^ide is the salt most commonly used, a 2%
solution pos.sesses a boiling point of about 105° Cent., but
obviously a limit to this method of raising the boiling point
is soon reached

; the application of pressure is much more
preferable in practice, on account of the ease with which
varying ranges of temperature can be obtained.

Under 5 lbs. pressure water boils at 109° Cent.
10

15

" 115°

'' 121°
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There is likewise another important point to note,—what-

ever the boiling point of water may be, the temperature of

the steam arising therefrom is the same, and in all such cases

the steam is said to be Saturated.

Now if this Saturated Steam be introduced to a body of

lower temperature, even though it be only one or two degrees

lower, it will at once condense, and at the moment of con-

densation will give up its Latent Heat, which is largely

imparted to the cooler body.

Again, if steam from boiling water be conducted through
some kind of pipe which can be heated externally, the

temperature of the steam contained in the pipe, can be raised

to any temperature ; but steam so treated no longer behaves

as ordinary steam, it is really a dry gas, and it will not

condense until its temperature is lowered below that of the

boiling point of water from which it was originally obtained.

Such dry steam is known as Superheated Steam.

It has been found that Saturated Steam is far more effica-

cious than Superheated Steam for disinfection work, and
this depends upon the fact that the latter has no penetrative

power when applied to thick bundles of clothes, etc.

The explanation of this penetrative power possessed by
Saturated Steam is briefly as follows :—when saturated steam
is introduced to a bundle of clothing of lower temperature

than itself, it penetrates the outer layers for a short distance,

and at once condenses, imparting its latent heat to the

outer layers. At the moment of condensation a vacuum is

formed, and more steam rushes in to occupy th" place of

the condensed portion ; this in turn penetrates a deeper

layer of the bundle, there to undergo the same condensation

process
;
and so on, in successive stages, penetrating deeper

and deeper into the bundle until the centre is reached, when
disinfection is completed.
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1.1 Disinfectants.

A disinfectant, or germicide, is an agent which is capable

of killing or destroying micro-organisms, especially the

pathogenic varieties. To attain this result the disinfectant

must be applied in a certain definite strength ; when used
in weaker proportions it may only inhibit the growth, and
not actually kill the organism.

A complete list of disinfectants would include, besides

those enumerated below, such agencies as fire, heat (moist
and dry), sunlight, and oxygen. The subjoined list, however,
comprises all the more common disinfectants in ordinary
use, and of these Carbolic Acid, Perchloride of Mercury,
Sulphur, Chlorine, Iodoform, Potassium Permanganate,
and Formalin, are most employed, and the strengths are

given in which they may be relied upon to disinfect com-
pletely all organisms, both spore-bearing and non-spore-

bearing.

Carbolic Acid , Perchloride of Mercury, Sulphur, Chlorine,

and Formalin, are described more in detail later on.

1.11 Natural Disinfsctants.

1.111 Turpentine.

1.112

1.113

1.114

Eucalyptus.

Eucalyptol.

Camphor.

Applied pure.

1.12 Coal Tar Products.

1.121

1.122

1.123

1.124

1.125

1.126

1.127

1.128

1.129

_ 1.120

Carbolic Acid, 5%.
Izal, 2%.
Creosol, 4%.
Salicylic Acid.

Thymol.

Solution in Alcohol, 1 %

.

Menthol.

Resorcin.

Iodoform. Applied pure.

Formochlorol. Formalin and Calcium Chloride.

Formalin, 3-10% .solution.
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1.13 Inorganic Disinfectants.

1
.
131 Lime. ( 1 Slacked Lime, to Water, 4 parts. )

1.131a Chlorinated Lime, .5%.

1.132 Boric Acid, 5%.
1 . 133 Borax.

1.134 Chromic Acid, I'/r.

1.135 Corrosive Sublimate, 1%.
1.138 Zinc Sulphate.

1 . 137 Iron Sulphate.

1
. 138 Copper Sulphate.

1
.
139 Potassium Permanganate, 1 %

.

1.130 Sulphur. (SO, 1%.)

1.14 Patent Disinfectant.s.

1.141 Specimens of Jeye's patent disinfecting fluids and
soaps.

1.142 Glyco-Thymoline.

1.2 Disinfectants Commonly Used.

1.20 Liyuii) Sulphur.

1.21 Speci.mens of Sulphur Blocks.

1.22 Specimen of Chlorinated Lime

ordinarily used for the generation of Chlorine Gas. This
is made up in 1 lb. tins for convenience.

1.23 Speci.men of Formalin.

This is a 40% solution of Formaldehyde in water.
"Formalin" is the technical or trade name for this solution.

It deteriorates rather quickly, and after being kept a
month or two usually contains about 33-.367f of Formalde-
hyde.

The Formaldehyde Gas is generated from this in one of

the special generators.
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1.24 Specimen of Paraform Tabloids.

This is a polymer of Formaldehyde. Chemically, it con-

sists of three molecules of Formaldehyde, and can be ob-

tained from a solution of Formaldehyde by the addition of

dilute Sulphuric Acid.

When heated it is dissociated again into Formaldehyde gas.

This is one of the original methods of generating
Formaldehyde.

l.?5 Specimen of Carbolic Acid.

1.28 IZAL.

1.27 Perchloride of Mercury.

1.3 Formalin Machines.

1.81 Hand Spraying Machines.

A portable machine for spraying disinfecting solutions,

such as Formalin, or Carb' "Ic Acid, upon walls, etc.

This machine is the one usually employed by
municipalities.

1.32 Hand Spraying Machine.

This is on the same principal as No. 1 .31, but a cheaper
variety, being made of common tin.

1.33 Hand Spray.

A small hand spray for Formalin.

/ 1.34 Alformant Lamp.

This Lamp is for the use of Paraform Tabloids. The
Tabloids are placed in the iron cup above the spirit lamp

;

the heat from this causes the Formaldehyde Gas to be
evolved from the Tabloids.

A minimum of 20 Tabloids to the thousand cubi'^ feet of
space is to be recommended.
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1.86 Formaldehyde Generator.

The Formalin Solution is placed in the copper boiler

above
; the heat is supplied from a spirit lamp or primus

lamp, the gas coming off through the funnel-shaped nozzle
when the solution boils.

1.36 Formaldehyde Generator.

India Rubber
Tube to fit into

keyhole.

Reservoir for Pormalin.

Valve regulating flow.

Heated Chamber in which
gas is generated.

Exit Tube for gas.

a. Gauge for Reservoir.

6. Primus Lamp.

The construction is practically the same as No. 1..35, but,

in addition there is a long India rubber tube attached to

the gas nozzle, so that the apparatus can be used outside
the room.

The India rubber tube is ivjserted through the keyhole,
or some other suitable aperture, and the gas, as it is evolved,

is conducted into the room by means of the tubing. This
is an advantage over the preceding generators, for the rea-

son that the whole operation can be watched and regulated
from the outside, whereas, in the preceding ones, the lamps
are placed in the room, and, after having been started, are
left there w^ithout further supervision.

.S
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1.37 FORMALDEHYDB GENERATOR.

This has a tubular boiler iu place of the simple coppet

boiler, as in the preceding specimens.

1.38 Robinson's Formalin Lamp.

T This lamp is for use with Methyl Alcohol.

1.39 Formaldehyde Generator.

Gas produced by mixing Formalin and PermangaLate of

Potash.

I ,
-£ v' 1.30 Trillat's Formo-Chlorol Generator.

I
This machine is in all respects similar to an ordinary

I
autoclave. The Formalin Solution is placed in the inner

* chamber, quantities recommended being not less than a
*

litre, and not more than three and a half litres. The cover
is screwed down and heat applied below by means of the
ordinary primus lamp.

When the manometer registers a pressure of three at-

mospheres, the stop cock is slowly turned on. The temper-
ature at this pressure is generally about 135°C.,and it is not

I desirable to take it beyond this. The gas which comes
through the stop cock can be conducted into the room
through a hole, or some other aperture, by means of an
India rubber pipe.

1.4 Steam Disinfecting Apparatus.

1.41 Simple Apparatus for Pasteurizing Milk.

Water is placed in the can to a depth of about three
inches

;
the bottles, after having been perfectly cleansed,

are filled with milk to within about an inch of the neck.
One bottle is filled with water and a thermometer inserted
through the cover so that the temperature of the water in
the bottle can be registered. The bottles are then placed
in the rack, the corks being lightly inserted to allow of the
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escape of steam, the whole placed in the water and the
cover adjusted. Heat is applied below, and the tempera-
ture of the milk inside the bottles is carried to from
7()-«0°C. for 15-20 minutes. It is then allowed to cool
down.

The cover is then taken off, and the corks quickly pressed
tight into the necks of the bottles.

If necessary this procedure can be repeated at the end of
12 or 24 hours so as to give the milk a double pasteuriza-
tion, but this is not commonly practised.

1.42 Reck's Ste.vm Disi.nkector.

To work this apparatus the first step is to warm up the
chamber. This is done by opening the outlet (13) and then
admitting the steam slowly through the valve (2).
The next step is, to place the articles to be disinfected

inside the chamber on a rack, spreading them out .so that
the steam can penetrate thoroughly. It is now closed and
steam valve (2) opened slowly, the outlet valve (13) being
kept fully open

; the little air valve (5) is also opened.
The steam is allowed to pass through until all the air

from the inside of the chamber has been completely driven
out. When this is accomplished the thermometer (11) will
indicate 100°C. The valve (13) is now closed and the pres-
sure begins to rise. This pressure forces the water from
the chamber (8) into the ball (4). and when the water be-
gins to run out of the little stop cock (5) the latter must
be closed.

This ball is the reducing valve which automatically shuts
off the steam, when the pressure has reached two-thirds of
a pound. The process is allowed to go on for 20 minutes
The steam valve (2) is then shut off, the outlet (13) opened,
and cold water admitted by opening the tap (lOj. This
cold water condenses the steam in the disinfector.
The delivery door of the disinfector is now opened, the

carnage drawn out, and emptied. The different articles
must be shaken in the open air to remove the steam and to
dry them.
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The diagram of the steam lx)iler explains itself, but, be-

fore coniiueiicing the disinfection, the pressure guage should

always record (J lbs.

1.43 Model of Kny's Stkam Di.sinkector.

This is in full working order with Formalin Injector.

Directions for Workinc.

The clothes or articles to l)e disinfected, are placed on

the rack within the chamlier of the disinfector through the

opening marked (1). The doors are then tightly closed,

valves (S) are opened to allow of the escape of air; valve (9)

is also opened, and the steam is then allowed to circulate

within the jacket by means of valve ((>). After a few min-

utes, that is, until the chamber has lx;en thoroughly heated,

valve (0) is closed ; the steam is thus under pre.ssure in the

jacket, and is allowed to remain so for ten or fifteen min-

utes This is done with the object of warming up the con-

tents of the inner, or disinfecting, chamlier, in order that no

condensation may take place when the live .steam is admitted

around the infectious articles. Valves (">) are then opened

and the steam . ushes in to the inner chamber, displacing

the air through openings (8). In a few minutes it will be

seen that i'le whole of the air has been displaced, when
valves (S) can be closed and the live steam left in contact

with the articles to be disinfected for about one-half to one

hour.

It is exceedingly important that the whole of the air in-

side the di.sinfecting chamber shall be displaced before

valves (8) are closed, otherwi.se efficient disinfection does

not take place.

If desired, at this point, Formalin vapour can be driven

into the •-—er chamber, to aid In disinfection. This is done

by placi pint of Formalin in the little boiler by the side,

adjusting lue flame beneath, and when the solution boils

the vapour forces its way into the inner chamber.



1.43. KnV .S STKAM DlSINFKlTok.

REFEiENCE.
1. Door.

2. Oufside Chamtjcr or
Steam Jacket.

3. Inside Chamber into
which articles to
be disinfected are
placed.

4. MainSteam Pipe from
Boiler.

5. Steam Pipes to Inner
Chamber.

6. Steam Pipes to Outer
ChamhJer or Jacket.

7. Pressure Gauge with
Safetj' Valve, com-
municatinR with
Inner Chamber.

8,

9.

10.

11.

12.

Outlets for Air, Condensed Steam, etc., from Inner Chamber
Outlets for Air, Condensed Steam, etc.. from Jacket.

Pipe from Formalin Injector to Inner Chamber.

Safety Valve.

Waste Pipe for Steam.
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When sufficient time has elapsed for disinfection, the

steam to the inner chamber is cut off by closing valves (G),

and valves (8) are opened so as to admit air. The jacket

is still kept working, and in this way the articles in the in-

terior are quickly dried. This requires only about ten to

fifteen minutes. At the end of that time the steam to the

jacket is cut off by closing valves (6), the door at the op-

posite end of the steriliier opened, and the articles taken

out into the next room, for, as will be seen from the model,

the ends of t' J sterilizer project into different rooms, one

being reserved for infectious articles, the other for the dis-

infected ones ; in this way contamination is avoided.

Model of Thrksh's Steam Disinfector.

This consists of a boiler jacket, the space enclosed being

the disinfecting chamber.

The articles to be disinfected are placed in the cage in

the interior, the door closed, the steam turned on, and al-

lowed to pass through the chamber under the ordinary at-

mospheric pressure.

The boiler is a .simple boiler, except that the water con-

consists of a 27c solution of Calcium Chloride. This is

used in order that a temperature of 105°C. may be imparted

to the stea^n as it comes off the boiling solution. Hence

the articles in tht interior are sterilized by means of car-

rent steam at about 10o°C. The process lasts about 40

minutes, to an hour.

This disinfector is usually mounted on wheels, and is

one eminently suitable for poor rural districts where it is

impossible to establish one central disinfecting station.

1.9 General.

1.91 Samples of Tarpaulin Used in Disinfection.

Infected clothes and material generally can be sprinkled

with some disinfectant, wrapped in these tarpaulins and

safely conveyed to the public, or private, disinfecting

station.

1.92 Specimen of Canvas Bucket Used in Disinfection.
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SECTION II-HEATING AND LIGHTING.

//£A TING.

In the consideration of heating from a practical stand-
point, the aim, or object, is obvious, viz., to keep the room
warm. The best all round temperature is in the vicinity
of 66 or 6S Fahrenheit

: this will be found to be the most
serviceable, both for working and resting purposes ; a
higher temperature induces a feeling of lassitude, and is
not favourable to intellectual activity.

The heating appliances at our disposal are comprised in
the following list : Firefijaces. stoves, hot air system, hot
water, and steanwadiators. The'methods^ which hear
is transmitted are—(1) Radiation, (2) Conduction. (3)
Conve tion.

. //^" radiation the heat travels through the air in the form
TC^f waves, radiating in straight lines from the source of

heat—in practice this is usually an open fire. The remark-
able thing about radiant heat is that in its passage through
the atmosphere, it does not unduly warm the air, but the
hf"* rays warm up any surfaces on which thev may impinge.
C duction means the transfer of heat from one body to

another lying in contact—for instance, the air lying in
contact with a hot stove, or pipe, is warmed by conduction,
the heat passing directly from the iron surface to the air
next it.

Convection applies to fluids only. When any portion of^ liquid, or gas, has been warmed, that ^urt is of lesser
density than the remaining cooler portion, and will there-
fore have a tendency to rise, at the same time carrying
with It the contained heat ; we thus have a transference of
heat from one place to another.

In the study of heating from the hygienic standpoint
attention must be paid to the method by which the heat is
transmitted, and to note any effects upon the air of a room
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either in the way of abstracting a portion for combustion

purposes, or adding something to it in the way of products

of combustion. Acting on these lines, the various simple

heating arrangements may now be reviewed.

FiREGKATKS.—These work on the principle of radiation

as far as the heating of a room is concerned. They warm

up the surfaces of all objects presented to the source of

radiant heat, but surfaces which are .screened from the

heat waves are not warmed at all. The heating effect on

any object is inversely as the square of tfiedistance between

the""object and the source of heat. Looking at it in this

light, an open fire does not seem to be the best form of

heating ; one frequently hears the complaint from a person

sitting in front of a fire, that they are roasted in front and

frozen behind. As a heating arrangement an open fireplace

is decidedly not economical, for on a rough estimate three-

quarters of the heat goes up the chimney. Open fires,

however, have two great advantages which outweigh to a

larger extent the disadvantages just mentioned. They are

—(1) the air in the room is not unduly heated, and (2)

the chimney flue attached to the fireplace acts as a very

powerful exhaust, so aiding ventilation. (See Kxhibits

Nos. 2.13 to 2.15.)

Stoves.—These appliances have for combustion material

oil, wood, coal, coke, or gas. They are usually very simple

in construction. In some very simple forms where oil, or

gas is used, they are really nothing more than large lamps

(Kxhibit No. 2. IT), the products of combustion escaping

freely into the air of the room. Both oil and gas when

burnt produce fairly large quantities of "Carbon Dioxide"

which is extremely undesirable in the atmo.sphere to be

breathed by the inmates ; besides this, however, in the

case of coal-gas, we have certain sulphur compounds formed

when the gas is burnt. These products are extremely

irritating to the respiratory tract, and unhealthy. All the

other kinds of stoves are practically on the box principle,

that is, the fire inside a metal casing ; the products of

combustion arc conducted up a chimney, and the heating
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of the room is efTected very largely by Conduction and
Convection,—the air in contact with the heated surface of
the stove becomes warmed by Conduction, and then rises

owing to its lessened density, carrying with it the contained
heat

:
the heat being thus transferred by Convection.

These stoves possess certain advantages and disadvantages.
In view of having a chimney flue attached, they aid in

/^•entilation, which is a point to the good. The heating by
Convection causes the relative humidity of the atmosphere
to be markedly lowered, producing a disagreeable sensation
of dryness. The nio.st important drawback connected with
stoves, however, is the power .some of them possess, of
enabling Carbon Monoxide to be manufactured in .small

quantities, and adding it to the air of the room. The
actual manner in which this Carbon Monoxide is formed
is not well understood, and is thought by some to be due
to the Carbon Monoxide inside the .stove permeating the
red hot cast iron constituting the sides of the fire box.
Personally I am more inclined to the theory that it is due
to the production of Carbonyl compounds (probably that of
iron), which would be split up again with formation of
Carbon Monoxide

; however this gas may be accounted
for, there is no (luestion about it being formed in some
cases where stoves are u.sed, and on account of its very
poisonous properties it wcftld be extremely dangerous to
the inmates.

Hot Water Radi.^toks work on the principle of Con-
vection, (See ICxhibit No. 2 81), the heat being applied at a
central point, is carried by means 6f the pipes to the various
radiators, where the water is cooled, and owing to its
inc ased density falls down again towards the furnace.
This system has the advantage of being under full control
as regards the heating, that is, the pipes can be made hot,
or luke warm, according to the degree of .stoking.

In Stka.m Radiatoks, .steam is forced under slight pre.s-
sure from the boilers, situated in a convenient part of the
building, into the radiators hi the various rooms. The one
di.sadvantage of this system lies in the fact that there is no



means of obtaining a moderate degree of heat. The steam
is either full on, or entirely cut off.

We may consider both these types of radiators from their

hygienic aspect together. The method of heating is by
Convection, the air lying in contact with the radiators be-

coming warmed, rises in the room, carrying with it its heat,

and so, by a process of circulation, the temperature of the
f

room is raised. The term radiator seems to be a misnomerr
because radiation hardly enters into the question at all. The
air of the room, under these systems, may become unduly
heated, thus producing a marked reduction of relative hu-
midity, which, as we have already seen, is not very healthy.
These appliances do not add anything to the air in the way
of combustion products, neither do they iike anything from
it, nor do they aid in ventilation ; on the contrary, the
maximum effects would be obtained from the radiators in

the room, if the apartment could be made perfectly air

tight
:
and in the modern dwelling where these arrange-

meets are usually employed, and where we rarely find such
a thing as an open fireplace, rooms are actually kept as air

tight as possible. It is extremely probable that this condition
of affairs in modern dwellings is answerable to a certain
extent for such ailments as catarrh of the respiratory

mucous membranes, and explains why the older genera-
tions, who used simple stoves md open fireplaces, did not
suffer from these complaints so much.

^ Of recent years a combination of heating and ventilation

has been favoured. The principle involves bringing the

^
fresh air into the house, but warming it before being
admitted to the rooms. Many of the heating arrange-
ments which have been considered already, may l>e adapted
to meet the requirements of the ca.'-e ; for instance, aii open
fireplace may have an air shaftjiehiudjt^along which the
fresh air travels on its way to the room. Immediately
behind the back of the fireplace is a series of heating
flanges, which warm up the air as it passes by. This is a
very satisfactory arrangement, for it utilises the waste
heat from the open fire, and does not warm up too much
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the incoming fresh air. The same idea of warming incom-
ing fresh air can be carried out in connection with steam

-ladiatorsjDy means of a suitable box condni tjhownTrth^"
accompanying diagram. "~ '

House Wall

•:j \ B^ l)oi)r a

O o

O

C

O

«

O

Q

• adjustable at A or B.

Fresh Air Inlet.- J

Steam Raili.itor Pipes,

Door adjmtable at C, I) or K.

^ -- Floor.

/

This arrangement gives very good results, and has the
additional advantage of allowing the air to be moistened
by permitting a little .steam to escape from the radiators
through the pet-cock.

As regards ventilating stoves we are virtually being in-
troduced to the system of Hot Aik Heatixg. The stove,
or fire box, is surrounded by an air space, formed by the
outer jacket, where the contained air can he heated The
cold air is led to the air jacket by means of a conduit, and
the heated air is conducted away by suitable flues to the
various rooms. Two different methods of supplying these
air jackets with air are in vogue. In the first system, the
air in the room, when cooled, is conducted from thence to
the furnace, where it is agaiu heated up and returned to the

C-^
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room once more ; in this way a veritable circulation of air

is set up, but it is important to note that the air of the

room is not renewed, except by what takes place through

leakages, and so eventually we have to deal with an atmos-

phere which is decidedly vitiated by the inhabitants of the

house. The economy of this arrangement cannot be ques-

tioned, but the hygienic results are very far from perfection.

Under the second system these defects are to a certain

extent remedied, because the air which is brought to the

furnace is fresh air, conducted through a conduit directly

from the outside; after this air is heated, it is led along the

air shafts to the various rooms, when, after being used, it

is allowed to escape through ventilation openings, so that

the vitiation products, due to respiration, etc., are disposed

of, and are not sent back, so to speak, to the furnace to be

re-heated, and served up over and over again to the inmates

of the room, as really takes place under the first system.

In all arrangements of heating purely and simply by hot

air, the necessary warmth has to be distributed by the

air itself, none being furnished from or . fireplaces, or

radiators ; under such conditions, in .er to maintain an

agreeable temperature, the incomng warm air must be

heated up to quite a high degree, thus causing a tremen-

dous lowering of the relative humidity, and the production

of a very dry atmosphere. Various attempts have been

made to supply the requisite moisture for mitigating the

dryness of the air, but so far without much success. The
usual arrangement is by installing a shallow pan over the

top of the furnace, keeping the pan filled with water, and

allowing the steam produced to mix with the air ; the

amount of steam generated from these pans is totally

inadequate to meet the requirements of the case.
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2.1 Stoves.

In this Section are exhibited various kinds of stoves and
grates used for heating purposes. It will be noted that the
exhibits are worked by gas, but it is to be borne in mind
that, although the heating agent is gas. the same remarks
apply with equal force to any other agent, such as oil, coal,
coke, or wood.

2.11 Single Burner Gas Stove.

This apparatus can be placed in any part of a room ; the
products of combustion are conducted straight into the
apartment, there being no flue connected with a chimney,
or other outlet. The heating is accomplished by simple
convection

;
the air in the room comes into contact with the

heated portions of the stove, and by virtue of being heated,
rises and diffuses ivself into the apartment generally.
The principle is a bad one, seeing that the inmates of

such a place would be breathing the air vitiated by the
products of combustion.

2.12 Heating Stove with Six Gas Jets.

.The principle of heating with this apparatus is much
more preferable to that of 2. 1 1 . The products of combus-
tion are conveyed by means of a flue to a chimney, and
so into the outside air. Again, f.-sh air, from the outside,
is conducted, by means of tubes, through the heated portion
of the stove, and so allowed to have free access to the
apartment. In this way the stove acts as a good ventilator,
admitting the fresh air from the outside, and at the same
time warming it, if the outside air be too cold.

2.13 Gas Fire Grate.

This is supplied with patent non-strike-back Bunsen
burners. The flame from the burners plays onto an iron
fret-work, which becomes red hot, ard radiates its heat
into the room just like an ordinary fire. The products of
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combustion are conveyed by means of a flue to the chimney
and so to the outside air. The stove is enamelled with
patent silicate enamel, which is not affected by heat.
The chief point about this stove is the large heating

surface presented to the room, and, witli r given con-
sumption of gas. throws out far more heat than the ordi-
nary gas fire.

2.14 Bali- Firk Gas Grate.

This has patent non-strike-back Bun.sen burners, and the
principle of heating involved i.s that of simple radiation
exactly similar to 2.13. but the amount of heat given off
from this fire with the same amount of gas consumed as in
2.13, is very much les.s.

The products of combustion are conveyed to the chimney •

the grate is enamelled with patent silicate enamel.

2.16 Ball Fire Gas Grate.

This has the patent non-strike back Bnnsen burners and
Js the same in every respect as 2.14. except that ordinary
Japan black is used as the enamel. This Japan black when
heated, gives rise to a very offensive odor.

2.2 Gas Burners (Heating.)

2.21 Specimen of DorisLE Ring Binsex Birner.

2.22 Specimen ok Single Ring Bi-nsen Burner.

2.23 Specimen ok Patent Sakety Bl^nsen Burner.
As used in laboratories, etc.

2.3 Radiators, and Appliances.

2.31 Working Model of System of Heating hy Hot
Water Radiators.

This model illustrates the circulation of hot water through
pipes, radiators, and coils ; the principle involved being
that of convection, and radiation to a much less extent.
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The hot water rises by virtue of its lessened density, bu;.

as it passes through the coils it becomes cooled, and its

density thereby increased, the latter causing it to sink to

the boiler, where it is again warmed up, and so the process

of circulation continues.

2.32 Working Model of Ordinary Hot Watkr System
Used in a Household.

This model illustrates, the circulation of hot water in

pipes. It is fitted with glass tubes, and expansion joints,

Ixjiler, gas burner, circulating tank, bath and sink supplies.

2.33 Small Water Tube Boiler.

This is heated by means of a Bunsen burner. It is con-

nected up with an ordinary radiator, and is a very compact

form of hot water heating. It is suitable for heating small

houses, green-houses, etc.

The specimen shown is capable of heating 80 ft. of 2 in.

pipe, the water inside being kept at a temperature of 60-

55°F., according to the weather. A boiler, one and two-

thirds the size of this, is capable of heating 200 ft. of 2 in.

pipe to the same temperature.

2.34 Model of Johnson's Thermo-Rbgulator.

This can be applied to hot water, or steam radiators, and

to hot and cold air conduits. It is an automatic apparatus,

the automatic machinery being actuated by means of a

thermostat, which is placed in the wall of the apartment.

The power is supplied by compressed air, which is con-

ducted through pipes to the working valves attached to the

heating apparatus of whatever kind. When the tempera-

ture reaches a given point, a lever attached to the thermostat

opens a small valve, and allows the compressed air to reach

the regulating valves, which it closes, and so cuts off the

heat supply until the temperature in the room falls again,

when the compressed air valve is once more closed and the

hot water or steam is allowed to circulate. vSo the process

goes on automatically.

iiiMi
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2.5 General.

",fil Gas Distributors.

2.52 Specimen of Gas Cookino Ovi:n.

This is a cheap and handy form of small oven, capable
of cooking, and also for lieing used for Iwiling pans, etc.
The feature about it is, that the products of combustion
have very free exit, and so do not tend to contaminate the
food in the interior of the oven.

i

I 2.53 Si'EciMKN OF Polishing Iron.

The heat is supplied by a Bunsen flame in the interior
of the iron.

i 2.54 Specimen ok Primus Brazing Lamp.

LIGHTING.

There are two kinds of lighting to be considered—

Natural and Artificial.

Natural Lighting is derived from the direct sun rays,
or diffuse daylight. It is admitted into dwellings through
windows, and as it is so essential to the maintenance of
health, a certain window space is required in all habitable
rooms by municipal authorities. The law usually provides
for an amount of window space in its relation to the area
of the floor of the room, and in most places decrees that for
ordinary dwellings the window space shall be at least one-
tenth of the floor agej^ this is in reality little enough;
and if we examine the lighting of a room where this rela-
tionship exists, we shall find it very indifferently lighted
up. In most well-designed private houses, the area of
window space is usually much larger than this, and is more
often in the vicinity of one-fifth of the floor space, or even
more. In special buildings, like hospitals and schools, the
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window space is. by common aRreement, about one-fourth
of the floor space

; it having Jieen found that tlie inmates
in these institutions do l)etter in a well-lighted building
than in one less well provided.

In regard to the manner in which human Ijeings react
when they live under conditions where the necessary amount
of daylight IS not admitted, they behave very much like
plants

;
where green plants are deprived of daylight they

turn white, and so it is with human l^eings under similar
circumstances-they become pale, ana-mic. and their Inxlily
resistance is distinctly impaired. Besides being hea'thful
direct sunlight is undoubtedly a germicide and purifier • for
these rea.sons dark living rooms have pron d, by ex{)erience
to ]ye very unhealthy quarters for people

; their general
.lealth suffers, thus paving the way for the onset of any
disease

;
and besides such dark rooms are invariably dirty

Special bye-laws are usually directed against cellar dwel-
lings, and rooms situated in the middle of a block where
daylight cannot be directly admitted to them on account of
their situation. It is a curious fact, but nevertheless true
tnat no amount of artificial illumination can take the place
of natural light.

The means for introducing daylight are windows, sky-
lights, etc. There ii nothing worthy of note concerning
the working of these appliances

: the light is simply ad-
mitted directly to the apartments

; but there are outside
conditions which call for special mention, because they in-
terfere with the direct admission of light, even though
ample provision exists in the way of window space • for
instance, in the case of tall buildings on each side of a'nar-
row street— It is obviously impossible for the direct sun
rays to penetrate into the lower rooms, it being shut off by
thp building opposite. Under circumstances of this de-
scnption. Reflectors, or Refractors, are placed outside the
windows at an angle of 45°, or in such a position that the
light rays coming from above, are deflected in a horizontal
direction into the room. For this purpose perfect Reflec
tors would ~'"

• •give us the best results, becausc they do not ab-

i
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sorb so many light rays as F''fractors
: but exjKTietice

proves that Reflecting materials, such as mirrors, would not

be able to withstand the ravages of wind, rain, etc. Refrac-

tors, which are nothing more than a series of glass prisms,

are unaffected by the weather, and so have come to Iw used
almost exclusively. A specimen of the material conuno 'y

employed is .shown in Ivxhibit Nos. l'.71 and 'i.7.">.

Reali/.ing to the full how buildings situated clo.se together
can cut off the daylight from one another, many municipal
authorities have instituted the "building angle.

'

' It mostly
applies to residential ])roperty where space around houses
can usually be obtained; it hardly ever pertains to the busi-

ness section of a city, because it is impossible to provide
space, owing to the high value ol land.

The building angle is (>:i.r,°, and its application is as fol-

lows : where a new building is to Ix' erected near one al-

ready in existence, no portion of the new building (not
counting the chimney) must project above a line dran-n at

an angle of < i3.5° from the wall of the older house at

ground level. This is to insure an access of dire( t sun-
light through the lower windows of the dwelling.

Basement rooms in house.'' or shops, abutting on the
main thoroughfare, are very aiilicult to light, liecause they
are situated below the street level, and windows could only
be installed where light wells could be provided ; light wells
are obviously impossible in a public sidewalk, and so other
means for the admis.sion of daylight uuist be instituted.

The method most practised is the employment of heavy
glass prisms (see Kxhibit No. 2.7o) fixed in a strong iron
framework, the whole being able to bear the weight of the
foot traffic, which passes along the sidewalk. The action
of the prisms is very simple ; vertical rays from above are
refracted by the prism into a horizontal direction, and so
shot into the basement room. The arrangement is not
very satisfactory however, even when the prisms are new ;

the amount of light absorbed in its pa.ssage through the
prism constitutes at least ")0'/r of the whole ; moreover the
upper surface of the prism on which people walk, quickly

)
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volumes of this gas, they are really more healthy on the

whole than coal jas.

The action of the artificia . ^ht rays i;;)on the eyesight

depends very largely upon the amount of violet rays which

an illuminant gives off ; these rays are very apt to cause

irritation of the eye, and where poople arc subjected for a

prolonged period to the action of these violet rays, their

eyesight frequently suffers. Cases of this description are

fairly coninioti amongst jHJople working in offices where

daylight cannot be admitted in necessary (juantity, and

artificial illumination has to \x resorted to during the day

time. The illuminants which seem to lie the most irritat-

ing are thos» which produce a bright white light ; and it is

found that on examining these white lights through a

Sj)ectroscoj>e, they are particularly rich in violet rays.

Yellow lights, such as we obtain from candles, oil lamps,

etc., produce very few violet rays, and for this reason are

pronounced more restful by people who have to work un-

der this form of illumination.

Among the various exhibits will lie found .specimens of

the different types of gas jets, and oil lamps, in common
use. Attention may lie drawn to the use of the Colza oil

lamps—Colza oil possesses the advantage of being non-ex-

plosive, and so effectively prevents accidents, which not

infrequently accompany the use of couunon coal oil lamps,

owing to their receptacles becoming overheated.

A passing note may witii advantage be made, concerning

the use of water gas, owing to its attendant dangers. This

gas contains a large percentage of Carbon Monoxide, which

is deadly poisonous : any leakage of water gas s therefore

particularly dangerous. As this water gas po.s.sesses no

distinctive odor, a leakage can take place without the occu-

pants of the house being aware of the fact, until poisoning

ensues. In this respect it differs markedly from coal gas,

which possesses a very characteristic odour, and is readily

detected when it escapes even in small quantities.

+<^

^



2.7 Reflectors, and Refractors, for Daylight.
2.71 SlMXIMKN OK Rki-KACTOK

«ver ,„ n,„l ,„dr >vay i„,o the ,o„,„
'' °' """"«'"

2 75 Si'iicijiuxs „,. Pkismk

-...sins ,„a,erir,L::j'"
""" """ "" ""'" "'"">'

2.8 Artificial Agents.
2.81 Candi.ks.

4.01^ Paraffin wax caiicile.

2.813 Sperm candle.

2.82 I^A.Mp.s.

2.821 Specimen of co„,mon paraffin lamp.
2.822 Col/a oil lamp.

^

2.823 Incandescent oil lamp

SBHB
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2.83 CxAS.

2.831 Si'KciMKNS OK Ordinary Gas Jets.

These are constructed .so as tc ^I • w of a certain amount

of gas being cc uned per he ii , and aiv o' \ under such

.standardization, a given amou' of ^as prodrr iig a certain

intensity of light, and they ari '1^ ;ially dtsi^ lated as 8, 10

or IG candle power, and so on.

2 832 vSl'KCIMENS OF ArOAND BlRNKR.

It is claimed for this burner that, with an equal amount

of gas consumed, a brighter light is produced than by the

use of an ordinary burner.

2.833 Specimen of Incandkscknt Lamp.

This is produced by the action of the Bunsen flame on an

incandescent mantle and causes a very white light.

2.837 Specimen of Acetylene Gas Lamp.

The flame produced by the use of this gas is very intense

and white, though much smaller in size than the ordinary

gas jet. The same remarks, about its effect upon the

eyesight, apply to this specimen of lighting with rather

more force than the ordinary incandescent gas light.

2.84 Kl.KCTRIC LlGlITINC.

>i

2.841 Specimkns or Incandescent Lamps.

The.se are of varying candle power, the common ones

being 8, 10, 1(5 and .52. They give a very agreeable light,

though, for reading purposes and such like, they are not .so

comfortable to the eyes as an ordinary lamp.

2.842 TuNOSTEN Lamp.

This protluces a very white light.

1
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2.846 Samplk of Arc Lamp.

The arc lamp, which gives a tremendously powerful liehts used pract,cally only where large areas have to be ^
n'e The't ' 7' '^^^^;-^^-^ establishments, and Z
as th..!f .

P'°^"''^ ^^ ^'' '^"'P« i« ™"^1' the sameas that of ordinary sunlight.



SECTION III —WATER SUPPLIES.

All available water supplies are originally derived from

rain which falls upon the earth. Ignoring evaporation,

this rain water either runs oS the surface of the earth, or

sinks into the soil ; from the former, all brooks, rivers and

lakes are derived ; the portion which sinks into the soil

goes to form vast reservoirs of "underground" water.

As Rain Water has to be collected and u.sed for drinking

purposes, in some localities, where, owing to unfavourable

natural conditions, the local waters are not available, a

few practical details may be noted concerning collection,

storage, etc. In circumstances of this description the roof

is nearly always employed as the catchment area : and the

roofing materials may, in some instances, prove to be

dangerous where rain water is concerned, owing to its re-

markable solvent properties. Attention must be given to

the nature of the roof. The common materials, wood.Ni^

slate, and iron are not apt to give rise to any trouble, but '

there are two metals no* -nfrequently used, copper, and

lead, which are partic i 'angerous. Rain water can

dissolve quite an apprec antity of these metals, and

although never very lar^^ in amount (^\, of a grain per

gallon), nevertheless consumers of such drinking water are

very apt V develop lead, or copper poisoning, as the case

( jjjay be oecause these metals accumulate in the system,

^being known as cumulative poisons. Sometimes roofs are

made of some pitch preparation ; such roofs wlien new are

apt to impart a "tarry" flavour to rain water collected on

them. This objection grad- ' ' disappears after a time.

A practical point may be noted regarding the collection

of the rain water from the roof. Before a fall of rain, every

roof will show on it a collection of dust, to a greater or less

'egree ; the first washings are unsuitable for use, for this

verj- reason, and therefore it is usual to emploj" some form
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material derived from huniau habitations, situated within

a catchment area ; the habitations are of necessity very few

in number, for a tract of land thickly dotted with hous^
would be totally unfit as a catchment for rain water, be-

cause the ground would be so fearfully polluted. In prac-

tice, therefore, the contamination nearly always originates

from a solitary house, and reaches the lake by means of a

small brook, or something of that nature. These small

pollutions are really the more important, because they are

so often overlooked ; gross pollutions are usually palent to

everybody.

These catchment areas have to be guarded very closely

by the sanitary authorities, and a common practice amongst
municipalities using these upland waters for drinking sup-

plies, is to buy up the whole of the catchment area,

so preventing habitations being erected thereon. It is a

frightfully difficult matter, however, under any circum-

stances, to absolutely prevent pollution, and although
things may go on favourably for a time, trouble eventually

occurs when the countryside Ijecomes fairly well populated.

The dangers attendant upon pollution of these upland sur-

face waters will be fully appreciated if it be remembered
that these waters are nearly always used in their raw, or

unfiltered state.

When we come to deal with rivers as sources of drinking
water, the possibilities of contamination are greatly in-

creased, because they traverse long stretches of country,

receiving on their way the drainage of the land on each
of its banks.

Nearly all rivers have at intervals towns, or villages,

situated on them, and as these communities usually adopt
the common practice of taking their drinking water from the

river above the town, and of pouring in their .sewage at some
point below it, the quality of the river water mu.st deteriorate

after several towns have been passed. In all countries the
story of river pollution has been the same , commencing
with a river flowing through an uninhabited region, the
waters are naturally pure, but as the country becomes
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greatei and ,t ,s only a ,,uestion of time when the con-tannnat.on hecomes so pronounced as to render the river

wh c,; :r?f
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"eatn e 7 """^" ^" "^^'^- '^>- -"- method of
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""'"''''' '"°''" ''^^" ^">- °ther, call for someform of punfication to render then, safe to the consumer^

^tn-,ficat.on methods will be dealt with under theHwo
UN„ERr.ROfNn VVaters.-As the earth mav be s^id toons.st of a series of layers, some permeable; ami some

percolates .nto the earth will sink down through thepermeable soil until, eventually if stril-^-
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stratum ^^,u;^u •„
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t gh
. 1 he underground water lying i„ the first permeablestratum (constituting the surface of the earth), is that^t.on of the rainfall which has travelled directly d^v f^

Lo^eT/aTa f:w f::^
''''-' '' ''' ^--y *^ '-^^y ever
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mZluL u T"" P"""" °' ^^^-^^ contaminating

Ss he
"'^"'^'^-7"'^^ down through the porous soil, anf

tTsfl .. " °'-' °' ^"P^^'^^'^^ Underground WaterI IS for this reason that Superficial Underground Watersare so very often badly contaminated
As we proceed downwards in the earth we shall comeacross other permeable layers deeply situated, an" lyil^
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beneath one or more deep impermeable layers. (See Dia-

gram Exhibit.) Any permeable layer situated beneath

the first impermeable stratum is designated a deep layer.

They usually contain water, and this water is therefore

termed Deep Underground Water, in contradistinction to

that contained in the superficial permeable layer ; and any

well, or spring derived from this water is known as a Deep

Well, or Deep Spring, respectively. Now in the case

where a deep permeable stratum underlies the superficial

impermeable layer, it is obvious that the rain water did not

trickle directly down from the surface, that is to say, it

did not permeate the superficial impermeable stratum ; but

it must have reached the deep layer by some other route.

These deep strata do not go on indefinitely lying at the

same depth from the earth's surface, but at points break

out through the superficial layers, owing to corrosion, or

some natural convulsion of the earth, and it is at these very

points—termed "out-crops"—that the rain water finds its

way into the deep layers.

Having once gained access, the rain water sinks down
through the deep permeable layer, and may travel many
miles before coming to a stop, if the stratum has a

suitable inclination, and all the time getting deeper and

deeper from the earth's surface. If a boring be made into

this deep layer containing the underground water, many
layers, permeable, and impermeable, may have to be tra-

versed before the boring reaches it from the surface.

Any pullution to which these deep underground waters

may be subjected, in nearly all instances, passes along the

same route by which the rain water gains access to the deep

layers, that is, at the outcrop ; and, as we have seen, this

pollution v.-ould have to pass through long distances of soil,

or whatever material constitutes the deep stratum ; where

soil is the material, it practically constitutes a huge natural

filter, in some cases ten or twenty miles in extent, and the

liquid containing the germs, having to run the gauntlet of

this vast filter, is* deprived of the Bacteria. On this account

most underground waters are very pure from a Bacterial
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towards a well, or spring, the latter would be inevitably

polluted, whereas if tlie polluting material were carried

away from the well, there is quite a likelihood of the latter

not showing signs of contamination. ICxcessive pumping
from a well lowtrs the level of the underground water in

the immediate vicinity to a very marked extent, and in

those cases where side flow is not very rapid, the under-

ground water may be suck ! into the well from all sides,

and so may even reverse th- ow of the underground water
away from the well : a coi . which would be naturally

adopted if the well were uill, and not being overtaxed.

This is well shown in Diagram Exhibit and Exhibit No.
^5.01 , which is a working model, shewing the effect of puiup-

ing on t^^e level of the underground water in the .soil.

PURIFICA TION OF \VA TER.

•i

All waters requiring purification are dealt with either on
a large .scale by Municipal Authorities, or on a small scale

by householders.

Pi-RiFiCATioN ox A Smai.i. Scai.e.—Where the water
supply to a community is of a dangerous, or suspicious

quality, and is not purified on a large scale, it devolves

upon individual householders to adopt their own means for

procuring a safe drinking writer. There are several methods
which may be adopted for ihis purpose— ( 1) Boiling is a

well known, and efficient, form of sterilizing water ; as an
emergency method it is one of the lest, but as a permanent
procedure it is not very satisfactory, because people in

general dislike the taste of boiled water ; furthermore, the
boiled water has to be cooled down in some form of

receptacle, and the storage opens the way to risks of con-

tamination. (2) Filtration is probably the most popular
method of household purification, and for our purpose it is

convenient to divide domestic filters into two cla.sses :—the
plain, or ordinary filter, and the biological filter.
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The plain or ordinary filters may be described in a groupThe arransement consists in every case of an upJr a„dlo«.r con.partn,e„t separated by the filtering rJiZ
torces Its way through the filter medium by gravit- • thelower compartn.e„t serving as a storage re.sen oir

'

of Ihe folr "'
"T-

'•" ""'"'""^ '"^''•"'" -"-'^ts of oneof he follow,ng substances .-Sponge, flannel, asbesto"

^ro 'oxldT •

""" ^"' '^'^^'^°^'' •"-'«-- ^'-^^de. Tnd

The filtration effected by these substances is but crude •

they are capable of straining off only the larger s. sS d!dparucles
;
genns can pass through them free'^so ut as a

actuahy form a good growing medium for organisms which
.y be caught upon then,. a„<l so after a tLe the waterha comes through may actually contain more rgani m

P opem-TT r"''"^'
""'^^- ^^''"-^' possess "th:property of decolourising waters tinted with vegetablematters

;
under these r.V.,,„„tances a very clear Inarkhn^^er^. p«,duced. its c . .ess .nderingV! -^,1^^^tne. but at the same tune this clearness is absolutelv nocriterion of its bacterial content

a^soiutelj no

The principle of the biological, or germ-free filter isthat water is made to pass through some very fine rr^usmaterial capable of straining off all suspended mattS ^neluding micro-organisms. The material^suaireriplm^^^^^^

streware Th
^'^i^HL^ells). or v.^Tldl^^f^ci.stoneuare. The water may be forced through by pressureor drawn through by vacuum. ^ pressure,

In all varieties of this filter, it is found that a slimy layer

tTme
1"''' °"'"'^ °' '''' '^'^^""^ ™^<^i"-. and after ame. becomes so thick as to prevent any water passingthrough at all. The filtering block has then to be ckanedwhich IS done by scraping off "the slimy layer and ste^liz'
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It is to lie noted that in all these filters the filtrate is not

jiernianently sterib. This dejiends upon the fact that the

organisms in a few days grow through the interstices of

the filtering medium. It is an actual process of "growing

through," for no amount of pressure can force organisms

througii, and this l)eing the case, the period when the filter

"gives out" varies with diflere 't materials according to

the size of the interstices, i\fi., unglazed porcelain generally

lasts about five or six days, giving sterile filtrate with

continuous filtration : kisselguhr four to five days ; fine

unglazed stoneware froMi one to three days.

PtKiiiCATioN ON A Lakgk Scai.k applies to the water

supplies of Cities or Towns ; these are usually derived from

upland lakes, or rivers ; and, as we have already seen, these

two classes of water are very liable to pollution from the

surface of the earth, necessitating some form of purification.

The methods of purification on a large scale in present

day use are either—Disinfection, or Filters.

DisiNrKCTioN consists in adding a certain quantity of a

solution of Chloride of Lime to the water ; the Chlorine

efTects the disinfection. Only small quantities of chlorine

are required to bring about the destruction of Bacteria in

the water, but the amount required varies with different

waters ; those containing vegetable organic matter requir-

ing more than those which have none ; the organic matter

uses up for its oxidation the chlorine, or to be more precise

the nascent oxygen which the chlorine liberates, and when
dealing with such a water, sufficient chlorine must be

added not only to satisfy this organic matter, but also to

kill the Bacteria. In a water free from vegetable material

verj- small (luantities of chlorine are required to destroy the

germs—one part of chlorine to a million parts of water

being sufficient to render it sterile. In the case of any
particular water, the amount required for disinfection can

only be ascertained by trial and this explains the reason

why it is so important to keep watch upon the disinfecting

process, which may be applied to the town water supply;

for the constituents in water usually vary from time to time,

and so the amount of chlorine must be varied too.
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not suitable f«)r the purification of muddy water, unlc.-s sonic

p'-eliniinary treatment in the way of clarification is resorted

to. Tile great advnntaj^e, or recommendation, of slow sand
filters is their jH^rmanent character : there is so little to get

out (if order in the way of wear and tear, and Mie attendant

labour is very small indeed.

The Rajiid, or Mechanical, tyjK- of filter, when closely

examined, can hardly he saiti to involve the ])rii;cii)le of

filtration, hut is ba.sed upon the principle f coaRulation.

It depends uiwii the formation of a tlocculeiit mass, when a

coagulant is added to the water : the ba.sis of almost all

coagulants consists of either lime, or alum, or iron sulphate,

or a combination of one or more of these three. .\11 these

salts when added to water produce llocculent precipitates.

These precipitates form around suspended particles con-
tained in the water, so that when the flocculent mas.ses -ettle

down, they carry with them all the sus])ended matters, even
including germs, which for this jiuriJose can be looked
upon as susjiended particles. If now by any process of

filtration these flocculent mas.ses are separated from the
water, the filtered water will show a freedom from germs,
and mud, commensurate with the perfection of the process ;

so far only does filtration enter into the scheme.
Defective results can be obtained from the imperfect

working of this scheme in two ways— (1 ) If the amount of
coagulant be not sufficient to enmesh, and carry down, all

the germs in the water
; (2) if by any means the flocculent

masses containing the germs be broken up, the imprisoned
germs are liberated once more, and appear in the filtered

water. In practice this smashing up of the flocculent

precipitate may take place by attempting to rush the water
through too quickly. Very good results however as regards
purification (!I9 to 100%) can be obtained by this system if

the working is carefully supervised, but owing to the
highly technical nature of the operation, skilled attention
is very necessary. The working principles of this type of
filter are well .seen in Exhibit No. ;i42.

ii
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A passing reference may be made to one or two other

r^ults The^"r',
P'"'''' ^"* "'''^^"^ ^-y satisfactory

results. The Electrolytic process was tried
; this involves

Th?treatmenTb°'
"'"^"' °^^'^^" '' ^'^^^-'>'- °^ - -

air (virtually nascent oxygen) is blown through the waterIn both thes. schemes dependence is placed u^n thedlfn

ttnab Zr''^' °' ""^^"' °^^^- -• *^-^^« no qu-Uon about the power of nascent oxygen as a germicide butm bo h schemes the gas is introduced in the foL of bubbles "

and It can only disinfect that portion of the water wUh
^

that the schemes have proved unsatisfactory, because thedisinfection of the water is incomplete, the portion S hehquid between the bubbles, so to speak. ^sca'ngL
disinfection process. Perhaps at some fu ure S tM.mechanica difficulty of insuring complete admixTure o

b'n'thel
' r"'

'"'"' °' "" "^^" "^^y ^—»e. andthen these schemes may give quite satisfactory results
Electric treatment is occasionally heard of. that is the

uj?
1 A u

°''"" ^' ""• 'T^^ &^™« are supposed tobe kil ed by the passageof the electric current
; asfiTattlr

mayte o he^
on germ life, no matter what the currentmay tx, or the time of application.
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3.0 General.

3.01 Large Working Model Illustrating Movements of

Underground Water.

This consists of a mass of sand about 18 inches deep, IS

inches wide, and six feet long, -« isenting the superficial

permeable layer. The floor of the wank in which this sand

is contained, represents the first imnermeable stratum.

The interstices of the lower part of the sand are filled with

water, representing "ground water" ; in the centre is a

hole, representing an ordinary superficial well, and, ex-

tending in a straight line on each side of this well, is a

series of observation tubes. The well, and tubes, are con-

nected to gauges on the front of the box, so that the level

of the underground water in any of these borings can be

seen at a glance.

When water is pumped out of the well, the level of the

underground water is indicated on the manometers, and
takes the form of a curve, which is very steep near to the

well, running away into the ordinary level of the ground
water at a very short distance from the well.

This is instructive, showing how the level of the under-

ground water is depressed in the vicinity of a well which
is being used

; and so it follows, that any contaminating
material, situated in the vicinity of the well, can be, so to

speak, drawn into it. In cases where the well is not used,

the contaminating material would be carried away in the
direction of the side flow of the underground water.

The side movement of the ground water can be illustrated,

and its bearing to public health, by pumping the water out
of one end of the box. In this way the whole of the
underground water takes on a side movement towards the
end from which the pumping takes place. It can be shown
that any point of pollution on the far side of the well from
the seat of pumping, will actually contaminate the under-
ground water which flows from the pollution point, past

the well, to the place where the water is being pumped
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out. This can be beautifully illustrated by introducing
some chemical, which may be easily detected, at the point
where pollution is supposed to take place.

3.02 Boring Took.

3.03 MoDKL Illustrating the Suction Action Exerted
BY Leaky Water Pipes.

This consists of an ordinary piece of lead pipe, as used
in water connections, placed inside a glass cylinder ; con-
nected with the interior of the glass cylinder is a manometer,
to indicate any difference of pressure. The lead pipe is

punctured with a small hole, such as is usually made by an
ordinary wire nail.

If water be allowed to run through the lead pipe, (the
bigger the pressure the better), it will be found that air is

sucked in through the small hole, the lessened pressure
inside the glass cylinder is indicated by the manometer. If
the manometer is taken out, and the cylinder filled with
coloured water, it will be noticed that this water is sucked
through the small hole, in the same way as the air in the
first experiment. Thus contamination by ground air, and
ground water, can be demonstrated.

3.04 Water Meter.

3.06 Water Taps.

3.06 Case for Water Analysis.

3.1 Water Pipes, etc.

3.11 Specimen of Ordinary Heavy Lead Pipe.

This pipe is used for ordinary water connections for high
pressure. With an intermittent water supply of low pres-
sure, a lighter variety of lead pipe is used.
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3.12 Specimen of Lead Pipe Lined with Tin.

Used for water, mineral water, beer, etc. ; it is designed

to prevent lead poisoning.

A drawback to this kind of pipe is the fact that, when
the tin coating is broken, a galvanic action is set up between
the tin and the lead, causing a very appreciable solution

of lead.

3.13 Specimen of Iron Pipe Coated with Angcs Smith's
Preparation.

The coating is a kind of coal tar varnish, is very durable,

and can be used for large and small pipes.

3.14 Specimen of Iron Pipe, Tin Lined.

This is used under the .same conditions mostly as 3.12,

the drawback being that the iron pipe cannot be bent in

the same fashion as lead.

3.15 Specimen OF Iron Pipe, Glass Lined.

This was invented with a view to the prevention of the

absorption of metal.

The great disadvantage to this pipe is that the glass

lining is broken whenever the pipe is bent.

3.16 Specimen of Galvanized Iron Pipe.

The durability of this is not very great, the zinc coating

wearing off and corroding.

3.17 Specimen of 5/8th Galvanized Iron Pipe.

This .shows the lumen almost occluded by the defective

coating.

3.18 Specimen of Old Wooden Conduit.

This was used in ancient times for the distribution of

water supply. The specimen was excavated in Montreal,

somewhere in the region of Craig Street. Date uncertain.

3.19 Specimen of Ordinary Lead Water Piping

in which a hole was gnawed by rats.
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FIL TRA TION.

3.2 Ordinary Filters.

3.21 Model of Ordinary Domestic Filter.

3.22 Specimen of Maignen's Table Filter.

3.23 Five Samples of Maignen's Portable Filters.

These vary in size from a little pocket filter up to a large
camp filter. The principle involved is precisely the same
as in 3.21.

3.24 Specimen of Maignen's Iron Cylinder Filter.

This is for permanent attachment to a water pipe, and is

on the same principle as stated above.

3.25 Specimen of Carbo-Calcis.

Tlii.r is used in Maignen's filters.

3.26 Specimen of Davis's Filter.

This is for permanent attachment to a water pipe, and
the process of filtration here is through flannel, carbon', and
a mixture of lime and charcoal.

The results of filtration are the same as in the ordinary
domestic filter.

3.27 Specimens of Material Used in Davis's Filter.

3.3 Biological Filters.

3.32 Berkefei.d Filter with Rotary Pump

adopted for use in country houses where water supply is

derived from wells.

3.33 Berkefeld Filter, Permanent Attachment.



3.34 Berkefeld Filter.

Detachable union ; filter medium, finely powdered diatom

shells (Kisselguhr).

3.35 Large Sized "Eclipse" Filter.

3.36 The Pasteurizing Filter.

The filtering medium consists of a plate, or disc, of patent

composition, held firmly between two iron slabs. The water

is forced through the filtering plate by the usual main

pressure, and is sterilized in its passage through. The
recommendation for this filter lies in its extreme simplicity,

and especially in the changing of plates.

No sterlizing and cleaning of the old plate is required, a

new plate "o ing used each time, and the old one discarded.

The disc needs to be changed every four days.

3.37 Pasteur Filter.

Permanent attachment. Filter medium fine unglazed

porcelain. The rate of filtration is slow as compared with

the others, but this filter remains sterile longer than any

other, namely five to six days -

3.4 Muni 'oal Filtration Systems.

3.41 WoRKi _. Model ok Ordinary Sand-Bed Filter.

This, as used for municipal purposes, is a sand-bed com-

posed, from above downwards, of the following materials :

— F'irst, fine sand 18 in., coarse sand .S in., fine gravel ."5

in., coarse gravel 5 in., and broV:en brick 10 in.

3.42 Model ok Mechanical Rai-id Filter.

3.43 Model oe Fischer's System ok Water Filtration.

This consists of r series of hollow blocks made of artificial

stone. The water under its own pressure, is allowed to flow
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into the interior of these stone blocks, and it then percolates
through the stone, during which process it is subjected to
filtration.

This filter is not a germ-free filter, and the system has
not met with any great amount of success.

11



SECTION IV.—BUILDINGS AND SOILS.

I

.1

The practical application of Hygiene to the structure

of buildings is concerned chiefly with the prevention of

dampness, the entry of ground air to th? Interior of the

house, and the internal finish of the various rooms.

Prevention of Dampness.—Besides such things as

leaky pipes, defective water spouts, defective roofs, etc.,

dampness is frequently caused by water in the soil rising

up through the foundation into the walls, which are usually

composed of brick work. It is astonishing how much
water a common brick can hold ; Exhibit No. 4.76 shows

that an ordinary brick can hold in its interstices nearly a

pound of water—exactly on the same principle as a sponge

sucks up water. It is not surprising therefore that the

wall of an ordinary house, when thoroughly well soaked,

can retain within it a vast amount of water.

Damp walls are proverbially cold, and so exert their

inimical influence on the health of the inmates. Dampness
can be prevented from rising through the foundation into

the wall above by the interposition of a layer of Bitumen,

or Glazed Tile (damp-proof courses), in the brick work just

above ground level. (Exhibits 4.61 to 4.(55.) This applies

to houses without cellars, that is, all above ground ; in the

case of a house with a basement, the wall of a basement

room, next to the earth, can be kept free from dampness
by having it built double, with an air space in between, in

which free ventilation is arranged for ; Jr'np-proof courses

must be put in this double wall just ajove the actual

footing of the foundation, and at the top of the wall above
ground level.

The entry of Ground Air into a house is bad for the

heah .i of the inmates, not only on account of the noxious gas

it may contain, but because it is saturated with moisture.

"^TTcan readily be understood that the ground air from a

sewage polluted soil, or from "made land" (land made up

^
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from house refuse), is very deleterious to health. Such
ground air can he kept out of the house by covering the
soil, lying within the four walls of the house, with a layer
of asphalt, or of well packed pitch and cinders. This
furnishes an air tight, and water tight, covering to the soil •

over this is usually laid concrete, four to six inches in
thickness. This forms the ba.sement floor.

Regarding the Intkrnal Finish of the house, the Hy-
gienist is concerned chiefly with conditions which influence
cleanliness and disinfection—for instance, anything which
would harbour dust and dirt, and which could not be disin-
fected, would be decidedly unhygienic, as regards the inter-
nal finish of the house. It should be remembered that the
dust in a house may be highly infectious, as in theca.se of a
person suffering from some infectious disease being treated
in the dwelling. Briefly, the whole question resolves itself
into the consideration of walls and floors. In the case of
floors, all that can be said is, that they should be hard,
smooth, and as free as possible from cracks and crevices.'
Hard wood floors for general purposes are undoubtedly the
most suitable, because they have tight fitting joints, and
can be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected. In places
where concrete is suitable, this makes a very good floor.
Walls generally demand more attention than floors. All

horizontal ledges should be avoided as far as possible in
the design of interiors

; this applies to cornices, friezes,
and the like, because they offer good surfaces for the
collection of dust, besides providing numerous corners
and crevices which are hard to clean out. The ideal finish
for a wall would be something that is hard, smooth, wash-
able, and which would not give off deleterious products •

this is equal to saying that it would be some material which
\70uld not collect the dust, and which could be thoroughly
cleansed by a liquid disinfectant. Kxhibit No. 4.81 con-
tains types of all materials commonly used in the wall
finish, ranging through common whitewash, paint, tile, and
wall-papers, up to expensive fancy tapestry.
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Whitewash (Jime wash) is an excellent dressing where

it can be used, (suitable in stables, dairies, factories, etc.,)

and its general recommendation is that it is an excellent

disinfectant, as well as being cheap to apply. Paints are

very serviceable dressings, but are liable to give off turpen-

tine vapours, which have a bad effect upon the respiratory

passages, and sometimes upon the kidneys. Glazed tiles

are also excellent in the.i" way, where suitable ; wall papers,

apart from their colour, must be judged by their ability to

fulfil the ideal conditions enumerated above. A smooth

hard paper, capable of being washed, would be very good
;

but all crinkled, rough, and unwashable papers, are not

good from a hygienic point of view. Cloths, tapestries,

and such like, are worse than papers, because they afford

lodgement for any amount of dust, and can never be dosed

with liquid disinfectants.

A word may be said about roofing.

Corrugated Iron is a cheap roofing, and much utilised.

It is very durable. The disadvantage in its use lies in the

great power it possesses of Radiation. In summer it makes
the room very hot ; and conversely in winter, very cold.

A bad form of Roofing is one which will hold, or re-

tain, a large amount of moisture, and also afford facilities

for harbouring vermin—the best illustration of this is

Thatched Roofing.

I
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4.1 Stone.

4.H San

4.111

4.112

4.113

4.114

4. lis

Buff sandstone, Cleveland, Ohio.
Ohio sandstone.

Sandstone, New Brunswick.
Sandstone, Scotland.

Sandstone, Scotland.

4.12 Limestone.

4.121 Limestone, Montreal.
4.122 Limestone, Quebec.

4.18 Granite.

4.131 Granite, Stanstead, Quebec.
4.132 Granite, Nova Scotia.
4

.
133 Gregoire granite, Quebec.

4.134 Granite, Barre, Vermont.
4.135 Quincy granite, Massachusetts.
4.136 Scotch granite.

4.2 Brick.

4.21 Pressed Brick.

4.211 Pressed Brick, Ormstown, Quebec.
4.212 Pressed Brick, Milton, Ontario.
4.213 Pressed Brick, Laprairie, Quebec.

4.2? Plastic Brick.

4.221 Plastic Brick, Laprairie, Q; ebec.

4.23 Common Building P ick

4.231 Common Brick.

4.232 River Brick.
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.24 FiRK Rkick.

4.241 Fire Brick, plain, Glasgow.

4.242 F'ire Brick, enamelled, Kilmarnock, Scotland.

4.243 Fire Brick, enamelled, American.

4.244 Silicate Brick

4.3 Wood, used in Construction.

4.31 Ash.

4.32 Oak.

4.33 Maple.

4.34 Cotton Wood or Whitewood.

4.35 Pine.

4.36 Black Walnut.

4.37 Mahogany.

4.4 Roofing.

4.41 Specimens of Slate.

4.42 Specimen of Roof Tile.

4.43 Specimen of Corrugated Iron.

4.44 Specimens of Wood Shingle.

4.5 Flooring.

4.51 Marble.

4.511 American Marble, Tennesee.

4.612 American Marble.

4.513 Italian Marble, Cararra.

4.52 Tile.

4.521 English Floor Tile.

4.53 LlNOLITH.

This material is fire-proof, and almost "sound proof."

When the glaze wears oflf, it is somewhat absorbent.

4.531 Glazed.

4.532 Unglazed.

4.533 Tinted.

4.534 Mouldings, for rounding off the same.
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4.6 Damp-Proof Courses.

4.61

4.68

4.63

4.64

4.60

Glazed Tile, perf< ittd.

Asphalt.

Slate and Cement
Cement.

Plain Mortar.

The materials u.se.:. .-. g, „ in the order of their
efficiency. Glazed til . .,a .i.sj halt stand in a class by
themselves. l)emg infin, iv .u.. r-or to a.iy of the others •

of the.se two, glazed til. ^ ,. , p . f. rnhl. •
"

, more expen-
sive than, asphalt.

4.7 General.

4.71

4.72

4.73

4.74

4.73

,r» i, and Concrete,
Specimens of ingr. Hents ;i

showing prop .rlions.

Specimen of Tile Lining for smoke flues.

Specimen of Ten .t Cotta Lining tor walls.
Model of Building Angle.
S]>ecimens of Expanded Metal used in pla.ster ceil-

ings and walls.

4.8 Wall Coverings.

4.81 Model showing types of various materials used for
wall coverings, some good, some bad.

It contains specimens of :

—

White Wash,
Distemper or Calcamining.
Paint,

Common Wall Paper,

Good Wall Paper,

Plain Glazed Wall Paper for whitening
Plain Wall Tile,

Decorated Glazed Wall Paper,
Thick Corrugated Surface Paper,
Velvet Cloth,

Japanese Rough Surface Cloths.



SOILS

In this Siction will ))e considered the various kinds of

soil, chiefly from the point of view in its relation to health.

The actual cLeniical composition of the different soils is ot

niiror imjKjrtance. The principal points to which attention

will be paid are :

1. The jjermeahility of the soil to water.

'2. The permeabui.,/ to air and gas.

\^. The water holding capacity of different S(m1s.

1. As regards the permeability of soil to water, thi' is

of importance in relation to drainage, sub-soil water, ^rd
water supplies derived from the latter. I n examining water
supplies derived from the soil, of course it is of great im-
port to have an idt-a of the permeability of the soil to water,

with a view to the jwssibility of confaminat = on by drainage,

which may he in the soil. The greater the permeability,

the greater the risk of pollut on, in the sense that in a very
permeable soil, the drainage can travel with greater ea.se,

and, finally, in those cases, where the soil forms an im-
permeable layer, the water beneath that layer, for instance,

would be protected, in a large measure, from pollution in

the layers above.

2. The permeability of soil to gases is also of great
interest, seeing that this bears .specially upon the question of

ground air, and the admission of that ground air to

dwelling houses. The more permeable the soil to gases,

the greater will be the amount cf ground air drawn into
the house, under ordinary circum.stances. In view of the
composition of ground air, and the desirability of excluding
such from duellings, this question of permeability is of

importance.

Intimately associated with this permeability is the ques-
tion of composition of the --oils, in so far as it concerns tbe
gases in the soil, e.g., d-caying vegetable matter ami such
like, affecting the ground air in its own peculiar fashion.

See also reference to "made land" under Final Disposal
of Dry Refuse, Section 9,
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3. The water holding capacity of soils. From a health
point of view, this can be put in plain language, namely,
is the soil damp, or not ? That is, is it capable of holding
water in its interstices ? As will be seen from the apparatus,
and tables, the soils are arranged in the order of their water
holding capacity.

It may be briefly noted that all these three points, the
permeability of soil to water, and gas, and also its water
holding capacity, depend entirely upon the size of the
grains, i>nd also the interstices. It is obvious that the
more open the soil is, the more permeable will it be to both
water and gas. As regards t!ie water holding capacity,

this, too, depends upon the size of the grains, and as it

depends entirely upon the question of capillarity, the
smaller the grains, the greater the capillarity. This water
holding capacity is not to be confounded with that of the
quantity of water that one is able to pack in the interstices

of a soil, it is essentially the quantity of water that the soil

is able to suck up, and hold, in its interstices bv capillary

action, which is quite a different matter.
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4.91 Samples of Soil.

4.911 Rock.

4.912 Gravel.

4.913 Sand.

4.914 Clay.

4.915 Loam, or Humus.
4.916 Sandy Loam.
4.917 Peat.

4.918 Made Soils, i.e., Soils containing House Refuse

4.92 Analytical Apparatus.

4.921 Klutkiatok,

or apparatus, for separating a sample of soil into its various
parts, by a process of washing and sedimentation.
An idea of the compo.sition of the soil may be obtained

by the use of this apparatus, and depends upon the fact
that the heavier particles sink more apidly than the finer
particles

;
so that, on settling, the .«,uil separates out in its

different layers, e.g., rock (gravel) below, then sand then
clay, and finally humus on top. By the use of the foot
rule, a rough percentage composition is thus obtained.

4.93 Permeability of Soil.

4.931 Appakatvs K-xhihiting the Permkahilitv ok Son,
TO AlK.

I
This exhibit shows very well how permeable an ordinary

sandy soil is e.g., to air, very slight pressure indeed Injing
sufficient to force the air through a couple of feet of the
soil. The closer the texture, the more pressure will be
required, and, in this connection, it may Ijc noted that if

the interstices of the soil be occupied by water, the whole
mass practically becomes impervious to air ; but the inter-
stices unoccupied by water are always occupied by air or gas.
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.932 Tables Showing the Order of Permeability
Gases in the various kinds of soils.

TO

4.933 Table Showing Composition of a Specimen of
Ground Air.

The special points to be noted are the large percentage
of CO. and of moisture (H._,0.)

4.934 Table Showing Permeability of Soils to Water.
This table simply shows the rate at which water, or

sewage, can run through a given sample of soil ; it is impor-
tant from the point of view of polluting materials travelling
through the soil and contaminating water supplies.

4.935

/

Table Showing the Water Holding Capacity of
Various Soils.

ylAs has already been noted, the water holding capacity
depends entirely upon the capillary attraction.

4
.
936 Model exhibiting the different powers which various soils

possess of drawing up water, and holding it in its inter-

stices, in other words its capillarity. It shows very well
that the smaller the grains, and the interstices of the soil,

the more marked the capillary attraction.

1 1

f- !

II



SECTION V.-VENTILATION AND
METEOROLOGY.

VENTILATION.

The object to be attained in practical ventilation is a
rapid and efficient removal of the vitiated air, and the intro-
duction of good fresh air to replace it. It is important at
the outset to have a clear idea of the position assumed by
the foul air in an inhabited room. The products of respira-
tion in rooms vitiate the air, and render it hot, and this
heated air ascends and lies in a layer against the ceiling.
This can easily be proved by simply putting one's hands
next the ceiling in any inhabited room, when a layer of
warm air can readily be felt.

It might be as well to note that the inmates of a room
occupy the lower half of the room space ; such being the
natural conditions, any arrangement for effecting ventila-
tion must obviously consist of an outlet, placed at the very
top of the room, so as to provide the speediest exit for the foul
air, and an inlet at the bottom to permit the entry of the
fresh air in the lower part of the room, where it is most
wanted bv the inmates, and where it is least liable to
become mixed with the foul air. The incoming fresh air
is always cooler than the vitiated air

The schemes of ventilation are di .ded into two classes-
natural, and arti6cial.

NATURAiJ^EimLA^ioN depends for its working upon
natural agencies, or forces. These comprise movement due to
fiifference of density, and the action of vrind :—siirtin» and
P^tfiatira, ' ~ -^
(l)Movement due to a difiFerence of density depends up-

on certain physical laws which are explained as follows

:

Take two boxes, each exactly measuring one cubic foot,
and open at the top

; then fill each with air at O'C. Next
heat one of them to 20<'C. ; we shall then find that the airm this box will expand

ii'.^ ai its volume, the pressure



remaining the same. Hypothetically we may look upon this
gas as expanded upwards, as it cannot expand laterally, or
downwa-ds, and the gas would rise out of the box to the
height of ,-.'., of 1 foot, as the box is 1 foot cube. If
we could imagine this expanded part of the gas, which
hypothetically projects from the box, to be sliced off, leav-
ing the box still full of air at '20°C., we should .see on
weighing the gas that it had lo.st _--', of its weight. If now
we placed these two boxes of air on the arms of a friction-

less balance, the air at 0°C would be heavier than that at
'20°C., and the heavier side would force the lighter one
upwards.

Next take a cylinder ten feet high, divided exactly into
two halves by a partition running down the centre, with
an opening governed by a stop-stock at the bottom ; let

this cylinder be filled with air at 0°C. and let one-half be
heated to 20°C., the other half remaining at 0°C.
The air in the heated section will expand upwards to the

height of 2-V':,rds. of ten feet.

This is theoretical of course, for in actual practice the
expanded part would flow away ; if now the stop-stock be
opened, the air at 0°C. will flow through the openiiig to the
warmer side, and force the heated air upwards until the
balance is restored. In fact we have a repetition of the
conditions in the preceding experiment. If it be arranged
that the cold air, as it flows into the warmer section, shall be
immediately raised to the temperature of 20°C., we shall
have a continuous current set up—this is well exemplified
by Exhibit No. .").ll.

The rate of flow can be determined by the well known
physical law of falling bodies, V i 2g h.

V - velocity in feet per second, g - gravity, a constant
32, and h height through which the body has fallen.

As g is a constant 32, we can write the formula V ^ .Si h.
It will be the same as if a body were allowed to fall in

vacuo through a distance corresponding to the height of
the expanded part, which air at 0°C. would assume if heated
to the same temperature as that of the warmer air, in this
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case, 20<'C.; we have already seen that this theoretical
height measures

.>V',y of ten feet.

H in this case
./V:.,

of ten feet, and this was ascertained
as we have seen from two factors—(1) rise of temperature,
20°C., (2) the height of cylinder which ten feet ; so that
we may now write the value of h in the preceding formula
to suit all cases as follows :

—

. g 'I'fferfiice of Tenii.. x Height l.fIween Inlgt anil Outlet

\' 273 for deR. C. or 4yi for (leg. K.

\J

This is the well known Montgolfier's formula, and is im-
portant, not so much as showing rates of flow of air in
ventilation schemes, as to explain why, under certain con-
ditions, we get no flow of air at all ; for obviously if either
of the factors under the square root sign be reduced to zero,
the value of V becomes zero. These physical considerations
form the key-note to the whole of natural ventilation, for if

we now substitute the wall of a room for the cylinder, we
practically get a repetition of our experiment.

If we have the same temperature outside and inside, or,
if there be no difference in level between the inlet and the
outlet, we get no movement of air, because we have re-
duced one of our available factors to zero, and the result
of this is pointed out under Montgolfier's formula.

(2) Action of Winds—Perflation and Suction. If we
have windows, or other openings, on opposite sides of
a room, and the wind be favorable, we shall get a very
forcible draught of air through the room. This is known as
Perflation. Under certain conditions, it is a veiy favourite
means to natural ventilation, for it enables us to sweep out
the air contents of a room in a few minutes.

Suction is caused by the wind when it blows at right
angles over an air opening. In actual practice it would be
rather rare that the wind would blow across the opening
at this precise angle, and in order to utilize the suction
force of the wind, when directed towards the opening at any
angle. Cowls are used. These are mechanical contrivances
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which will not admit of a down draught, no matter which
way the wind may be blowing.
Specimens of these are seen in Exhibits Nos. 5.41 to 5.44.
As a practical point, the best made cowls always offer a

certain amount of resistance to the free exit of air ; due
allowance therefore should be made for this by increasing
the outlet opening, on which the cowl is placed, by about 15
to 20% of its sectional area.

Having dealt with the forces employed to effect an inter-
change of air, we next proceed to discuss openings—Outlets
and Inlets.

Outlets are for the most part simple openings com-
municating with the outside, either directly, or indirectly by
means of some form of conduit. On occasion this flue may
be warmed, thus causing a slight exhaust in the shaft, and
so aiding the exit of the foul air.

Inlets on the other hand are mechanical devices which
are always intended to impart an upward tendency to the
incoming fresh air. Various forms are on-^he market,
but all have this common characteristic. (See Exhibits
Nos. 5.21 to 5.27.)

This upward direction is given to the incoming air, because
it is cooler than the air inside the room. If it were allowed
to enter through a plain opening, it would simply flow over
the floor like so much water. By sending it upwards, we
deliver it in the room at a height more suitable to the
inmates who have to breathe it. The height at which the
internal openings of inlets are fixed in the wall is about
four feet above floor level, to obviate-draughts directly on
the inmates. -^

If placed higher we should be bringing it nearer to our
outlet level, thus diminishing the height of our column of
air, which we have seen tends to lessen the velocity of in-
flow. (Vide Montgolfier's formula.)
Many ventilation schemes have been rendered useless for

this very reason, having been installed by people who do
not understand the principles of natural ventilation, and
who thoight that any two openings into a room would be
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quite sufficient to act as inlet and outlet, irrespective of
their relative heights.

The Amoint ok Fresh Air Reqvired per Individuai..

Experiment has shown that the average individual gives
off by respiration .« of a cubic foot of CO.. per hour.
By experience also it has been found that if this expired

CO. exists beyond the extent of .02'/, in the atmosphere
of a room, that it is accompanied by a foetid odour, due to
certain organic matters in the expired air. As the amounts
of these two chemical constituents go hand in hand, the
amount of expired CO. is always taken as a measure, when
testing the condition of the air in a room for ventilation
purposes.

If we now take the .6 of a cubic foot of expired CO

.

and dilute it down with pure fresh air, .so that it shall not
exceed .02% in the mixture, we shall find that we require
3000 cubic feet of fresh air to accomplish this. This is

taken as a basis of good ventilation, so that each person
ou^t to be supplied with at least 3000 cubic feet of fresh
air per hour.

Size of Inlets and Oitlets.—The amount of fresh
air to be supplied per hour, is necessarily governed by the
number of inmates in a room, each one needing 3000
cubic feet. In practice we find that a rate not exceedingJL
feet per second is the most suitable to allow the inconiing
fresh air to enter through the inlet ; otherwise sensible
draughts are caused. The area of the inlet can therefore
easily be calculated by the following formula :

\J

Sectional area
Volume

Velocity

We should require an opening, or an inlet, 24 square
inches in area, in order to permit 3000 cubic feet of air to
pass through it in one hour, (or .833 cubic feet per second ).

travelling at a rate of 5 feet per second.



In practice it is better to distribute the incoming air
through several inlets, than to bring it all through one, as
better interchange is caused thereby

; but it should be no-
ticed that the cross-sectional area of these inlets should
total up the same as that calculated for the single opening.

Outlets are openings very simple in character, no me-
chanical devices being required at all : they are simply to
provide exhaust for the foul air ; they should, like the
inlets, be able to allow of the passage of the necessary
amount of air per hour required for ventilation.
With reference to relative size of inlets and outlets, it has

been found by experience to be good practice to increase
the size of the inlets over the outlets by about 15 to 20'/, •

especially is this the case where we have to deal with open
fireplaces, for the chimney always acts as a powerful ex-
haust, drawing air from the room ; necessarily an extra
amount of fresh air from the outside must be brought in to
supply their needs. If such provision be not made and
inlets and outlets balance one another in area, it commonly
happens that some of the openings which are intended to
act as outlets become converted into inlets. This is shown
very well in workir model Exhibit No. 5.51, which de-
monstrates the conditions for carrying out natural ventila-
tion in a room.

Artificiai. Ventilation Schemes.

The contrast between Natural and Artificial ventilation
schemes is very sharply defined. In the former we were
absolutely dependent upon natural agencies, or forces, for
our working power, that is to say, to cause an interchange
of fresh and foul air

; in the latter we are qrite independ-
ent of natural forces. Under these artificial schemes the
air can be either forced into a room, or sucked out of a
room, or we may have a combination of the two. The
motive power in nearly all instances is some form of fan or
blower. The commonest type of fan is shown in Exhibit
No. 5.61, and this is c-jpable of producing a pressure of about
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three;,oriquHnchesjKai(Br. A more modern type, known as
the Sirocco fan (Exhibit No. .").(;3) works on the centrifugal
principle, and is capable of giving a much higher pressure-
eight to ten inches of water, or more. Where very high
pressures are needed, as in the case of blowing air down a
mine, and such like, regular blowing machines have to be
employed

; however, as we have to deal mostly with houses
and institutions, we employ fans for such purposes exclu-
sively.—Nearly all fans now-a-days are driven by electric
motors.

Under natural ventilation schemes, it will be remembered
that we had to utilize the air which was available at the
external openings of the inlet. We can readily understand
that under certain circumstances the air might not be of
very good quality—for instance, if the inlet opens on to
a dusty strte', or near any collection of refuse. In all

cases the incoming fresh air is admitted into the lower part
of the room, and the foul air escapes from the top part of
the room.

In artificial ventilation schemes on the other hand, by
the aid of these fans we can draw in our fresh air from any
point we choose, and we can likewise make it enter the
room, either at the top, or at the bottom, wherever we
wish

;
we do not depend on such things as difference of

temperature, action of wind, etc. Another point of con-
trast is that we are enabled to treat the incoming air in
many ways— it can be washed ; it can be heated ; warmed ;

or cooled, etc.
; all these processes necessarily involving

a great amount of obstruction to the free entry of air,
which in the case of natural ventilation would, in most in-
stances, entirely prevent its entrance. Having treated the
air, it is then distributed to the various rooms of the house,
or institutions, by means of suitable conduits. There are
three systems practically in artifical ventilation :

(1) Extraction method; (2) Propulsion method (Plenum
System); (3) Combination of Propulsion and Extraction.
The names indicate quite clearly the mechanical prin-

ciples involved. In he first method the air is sucked out



of the room through a conduit opening, which communi-
cates with the general extraction shaft, at the end of which
IS placed a fan

; the fresh air is permitted to enter the room
from a fresh air conduit, so replacing the foul air which
has been extracted.

Under the Propulsion, or Plenum System, the fresh air i»
driven under pressure into the room, the foul air making
wp;- for it by escaping into the foul air conduit, which
communicates with the outside. In both of these systems
only one fan is utilized either for extraction, or propulsion
purposes.

In the Combined system two fans are employed, one to
extract the foul air, and the other to force in the fresh air.
This system has proved to be the most satisfactory, because
where only one fan is employed, the friction entailed in a
long ramifying system of conduits is decidedly appreciable
and as one proceeds further and further from the fan along
the conduits, the current of air gets less and less percep-
tible according to the distance

; briefly put, the rooms
nearest to the fan, no matter whether Extraction or Pro-
pulsion, are acted upon more powerfully than th rocn;*
further away. From experience it seems to le quite \rx
possible to balance things by means of register openings.

If the combined system be now considered in this light,
it will be seen that a very good balance is struck in the air
supply to all rooms, for if we consider the Propulsion fan,
we find that the rooms nearest the fan are the best sup-
plied, and that the rooms furthest away are the worst off in
this respect; but as the Extraction fan is situated on the
other end of the system, so to speak, the room, which was
the worst supplied by the Propulsion fan, would be the one
most affected by the Extraction fan ; so we can say that
what is lost on the Propulsion side is made up on the
Extraction side, and an even balance is struck throughout.
As regards the Inlets and Outlets in artificial ventilation

systems, as remarked above, they can be placed in any part
of a room we may choose. Fashion seems to have decreed
that outlets shall be placed in the lower part, and inlets iu
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the upper part of the room. This seems to be flying in the
face of natural conditions, for it was pointed out previously
that foul air. by a natural tendency, accumulates in the
upper part of a room. It appears, therefore, almost a physi-
cal impossibility to introduce fresh air through an oi)ening
in the upper part of a ro<jni, and bring it down to the level
of the occupants, without producing a considerable admix-
ture of the fresh air with the foul air. It is claimed by
some people that owing to the l<:xtraction openings Ijeing

placed in the lower part of the room, the foul air given
off by respiration would be drawn d«nvn towards these
openings.

As a matter of fact this rea.soning is very fallacious, for
the moment the expired air leaves the body, owing to its

markedly heated condition, it rises very rapidly to the ceil-

ing, and if one de.sired to draw it downwards, in the face of
its upward tendency, a current of air of almost hurricane
violence would be required to accomplish this. By revers-
ing the order of inlets and outlets, and placing in artificial

ventilation schemes inlets at the bottom, outlets at the
top, it is more reasonable to suppose that the incoming
fresh air would have a much better chance of reaching the
occupants of the room in a pure state, that is, without ad-
mixture with foul air, than when it is admitted at the top.

There is apparently some reason for this unnatural reversal
in the order of openings ; we can easily understand that
where a given temperature is to be maintained in a room,
(say 66°), the incoming air, when fed from the inlet situated
in the lower part of the room, must of necessity possess the
same temperature

; whereas if admitted through the open-
ings placed near the ceiling, it could be a degree or two
less, because in its passage downwards through the hotter
layers of air near the ceiling, its temperature would be
raised. If this point be taken into consideration, the whole
question resolves itself into one of econuray, and perfect
ventilation becomes of secondary importance.
The economic aspect naturally demands attention, for

when dealing with large schemes, the raising of the tem-
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perature of the incominK fresh air through two or three
degrees, entails a perceptible addition to the coal bill, when
the year's expenditure is being discussed. However, I do
not think that the economic aspect should outweigh per.
feet ventilation.

One or two points of practical interest in connection with
artificial ventilation schemes should be noticed in those in
stallations where the incoming fresh air is washed, warmed,
and moistened. The washed air pa.ssing through the spray-
ing machine must lie warmed beforehand, and during the
cold weather, in order to avoid heating up large quantities
of water for this purpose, a small quantity of hot water
is used over and over again. Under these circumstances the
wash water becomes extremely dirty; it then has to be
changed

; but it surely cannot be hygienic under any cir-

cumstances, to wash the air with dirty water :—but here
again in practice the economic question obtrudes itself.

The second point deals with the system of conduits. Unless
the shafts are efficiently and frequently inspected they
are apt to be covered on the inside with large accum-
ulations of dust and dirt. Frequent cleaning is very
necessary therefore, but one not infrequently comes across
installations affording very little, if any, means of access to
the conduits for this purpose.

Cubic Spack.

Closely connected with the rates at which air is supplied
to a room, is the important matter of cubic space. Experi-
ence has shown that the air in any room can be changed
completely three times within the hour, without causing
perceptible draughts ; in practical ventilation we have to
pay particular attention to creation of draughts, because the
average person will not tolerate them for a moment, and
would promptly close up any ventilation opening from
which the draughts issue. Taking as our basis, or standard,
the changing of the air in a room three times per hour, and
having established that it is necessary to supply each indi-
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vidual with 30(W) cubic feet of fresh air per hou?, it obvioiLsly
follow* that the cubic capacity, or cubic space as it is called,
allotted to eath individual iu a room should Ijc 100<» cubic
feet

;
bj' chaugiug the air in this lOfX) cubic feet of space

three times in th. hour, we should pass through that space
the necesv.ry 'MHi cubic feet of frrsii air. If this ideal
spacing l)e not allotted to each individual, we then have a
condittuti known as 'overcrowding," that is, too many
people within a given space. In such circumstances we
get serious interference with our ventilation sclieines. Let
us take an instance where an individual has only .">(¥) cubic
feet of space in.stea ' of the regulation HMNi in order to
8up|)ly .'««>() cubic leet of fresh air in an hour, we mast
change th< air in the 50() cubic feet of space, .six times in
an hour. This would give ri^e to very sen i))le draughts
and it is very certain the average person woi ;<1 shut otj the
incoming fresh air, which would result in \erv deficient
ventilation.

Overcrowding is seen most frequently in tiie poorer parts
of towns and cities, particularly the slum districts, and
the deficiency, or lack of ventilation, in these d\\ ellings,
consequent upon overcrowding, exerts a very deleterious
effect upon the health of the inmates, particularly young
children. In gootl class residential property the cubic
space more often than not exceeds the regulation standard.
In such institutions as hospitals, where ventilation is an
extremely important factor, the amount of cubic .space per
individual is never less than loOO cubic feet, and in Infec-
tious Diseases Hospitals frequently exceeds 2000 cubic feet.
The measurement of the cubic capacity of any room is

an easy matter to perform, involving merely a simple
knowledge of mensuration. All rooms can be divided up
into rectangular, triangular, conical, spherical, or cylindri-
cal figures. In practice most rooms are found to be of a
rectangular nature, and it is rare to come across dome, or
gable ceilings, or any extension of rooms involving the
columnar, triangular, or spherical figure. Exhibit No.
5.15 is a series of models which not only demonstrate
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the methods of calculating cubic capacity, but show the
relationship which these various geometrical Bgures bear
to one another.

ExTERNAi. Ventilation.

Having dealt with the ways and means of introducing
fresh air to buildings, the subject would be incomplete
without reference to conditions immediately outside the
buildings, which might seriously detract from the good
quality of the air to be taken into the houses for ventilation
purposes.

The external air is at times rendered stagnant through
faulty arrangement of contiguous buildings

; for instance,
a large light and air well, situated in the centre of a block
of flats—a narrow street bordered by tall buildings, and
more particulary if such a street ends blindly, that is, a
"cul-de-sac"—are common conditions leading to the stag-
nation of the atmosphere, partly because the sun cannot
get at it to warm it up, and partly because the wind cannot
gain proper access to stir it up. Again there may be con-
ditions like ccrllections of filth and dust, the air in these
cases becoming laden with noxious gases, germs from the
filth, and dust particles. All these unfavorable conditions
affecting the outside air, influence ni.tural ventilation
schemes more than the artificial class, because under the
former we have to take the air as it exists immediately out-
side the external openings of our inlets, whereas under the
artificial schemes we can draw the air from any point we
like

;
we can take it from a point above the roof, if we are

so minded
; we may also wash and filter the air under the

artificial methods, whereas such a thing is not possible in
any form of natural ventilation, because the obstruction of-
fered to the flow of the air will be so great, and the natural
moving forces are so very weak even at the best, that it

would result in stoppage of the incoming fresh air. As re-
gards elimination of dust, the installation of fine gauze
screens in such a position that all the incoming fresh air
passes through them, will frequently produce good results.
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Ofiensivk and Dancerois Trades.
These are trades, or processes, giving off gases or particles

which may lie either dangerous or offensive, or both com-
bined—they can l)e classified very conveniently as follows:—

(1) Offensive trades deal more particularly with the
handling of animal organic matter, such as bone boilers,
glue makers, tallow chandlers, tripe boilers, leather dress-
ers, fellmongers, etc.,—all of them giving rise to very
offensive fumes

; they do not seem to be poisonous however,
or to be in any way definitely dangerous to health. The
general principle of the apparatus designed to mitigate the
nuisance is practically the same in all cases ; the noxious
fumes emitted from the cauldron, or boiler, in which the
animal matter is being treated, are carried away by means
of a draught flue, communicating with the hood covering
in the boiler

; but before the fumes are allowed to escape
into the open air, they are passed through a fire which
effectually cremates the ga.ses causing the nuisance.

(2) Dangerous trades relate chiefly to occupations in
which particulate matters are given off mostly in the form
of dust

;
but such trades as are carried on in chemical

works, occa.sionally give rise to gases like Chlorine, Hydro-
chloric Acid, Ammonia, etc., which are highly irritating to
the respiratory passages of the workmen.
The suspended particles are conveniently divided again

into classes
; firstly, those which are irritating to the lungs,

and respiratory passages, but not actually poisonous in
themselves; the second division comprises all dust particles
of a poisonous nature, which may, or may not, be irritating.

O'^cupations giving rise to dust particles, comprised in the
first division, are exemplified by the following:—Stone
Masons, Wooil Workers, Knife Grinders, Millers, Coal
Miners, etc., the effect produced by these irritating, but
non-poisonous particles, is a chronic irritation to the mu-
cous membranes lining the respiratory pas.sages and lungs,
which, if continued for any length of time, eventually leads
to Fibrosis of the iungs, a condition extremely favorable
for the grafting on of tuberculasis.
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Examples of trades producing poisonous particles, are
Plumbers, Glaziers, Workers in White Lead, Karthenware
Manufacturers—all liable to lead poisoning; Brass Work-
ers, and Copper Workers, are prone to copper poisoning:
Gilders, and Mirror Makers, may suffer from mercurial
poisoning.

All ventilation schemes, designed to safeguard the work-
ers in these various dangerous trades, follow one general
principle; they are artificial ventilation schemes, worked
on the extraction plan, the idea being to forcibly abstract
the air containing the dangerous gases, or particles, and
thus to prevent the workpeople from inhaling them.

'

Ob-
viously, in mo.st instances, the dangerous gases, or parti-
cles, should not be allowed to escape freely outside the
building, for there they may be a source of danger to other
people, and therefore, in these schemes, one generally finds
some suitable arrangement for abstracting the dangerous
substances from the exhaust air—dust particles are u.sually
washed out of the air; dangerous gases are absorbed by
passing them over some suitable chemical, which will com-
bine with them, and fix them.

if

OCCUPATION

Normal Mortality for England and Wale*.

Tanners, Fellmongers
Corn Millers

Coal Miners

Stone Masons
Plumbers, Painters, and Glaziers
Copper Workers
Cotton Workers
Dyers

Tin Miners

File, Needle, and Saw Makers
Innkeepers

Potters. Eathenware, etc.. Manufacturers

Comparative
.Mortality Figure.
V*ar« i8<yo.9j.

1000

756

845

935

1001

1120

112.3

117e

1370

1400

1412

1642

1706
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5.1 Physical Apparatus.

5.11 Api'AKATis Showino thk Effect of Duferf.nt
Dknsitie.:

on two columns of air. exactly the same size.

6.12 Ankmomktkk Rkcordinc; the Vki.ocity of an Air
Cl'RRKN'T.

5.13 Cylinder for Coi.ukcting Sami'lks of Air, with
KxHAr.sT, and Gai-oe.

The cyhnder is first of all exhausted of air, the taps are
then clo.sed, and the cylinder can be transported to any
point where a sample of air is desired.

One of the stop-cocks is then opened, the air ru.shes in,
and so the sample is taken.

When it is desired to analyze the sample, the air is dis-
placed from the cylinder by water, and collected.

5.14 WoRKiNC. MoDHi. Showing Porosity of an Ordinary
Brick.

It is astonishing what an amount of air will pass through
an ordinary brick, under slight pressure.

5.15 Mensuration Models.

E I

5.2 Air Inlets.

5.21 Model of Tobins Tube, on Stand,

the wooden partition representing the wall of the house.
The long curved-up portion is the inside. Inside the

tube is a small valve for regulating the amount of air.

5.22 Model of Tobin's Tibe, Detached.

This posses-ses a small screen, othcrwi.se the same in all
respects as 5.21.
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6 24

6.25

5.26

5.27
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MODKL OF TOBIN'S TuBE, SHORT VARIETY.

The valve and dust screen are the same as in the pre
ceding variety.

Model of Cooper's Louvre.
This slotted window is usually placed at the top of the

room, the slots are so arranged as to give the incoming air
an upward direction towards the ceiling. From its position
with reference to the other parts of the room, experience
has shown that, more often than not. it acts as an outlet,
and not as an inlet.

Model of HmcKS-BrRo Window.
This simple arrangement, whereby the lower sash of an

ordinary window is raised by means of a plug of wood is
eminently suitable for poor property, where expensive ven-
tilators cannot be afiForded. The incoming air finds its way
into the room between the two sashes, and by virtue of the
arrangement, is given an upward tendency.

Working Model of Ellison's Brick.
This apparatus is very useful for ventilation below floors,

and in some instances for common living rooms.
It consists of a brick of ordinary size, in the centre of

which, one or two holes are bored.
The holes are of conical shape, the smaller end is the

outside, and the larger end is the inside.

This conical opening prevents the incoming air from im-
pinging upon any object in the room with too great a force
or velocity, for, when the model is worked, it can be seen
how beautifully diffused the current of air is, and also, how
much less is the velocity of tlie air at the inner opening than
it is at the outer opening.

Working Model of Sherringh.am's Valve.
This apparatus is usually fixed in the upper part of the

room, and is intended to act as an inlet, but, by virtue of
its position near the ceiling, more often than not acts as an
outlet.
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5.3 Air Outlets.

5.81 Model of Mica-Flap Valve.

This is placed in the upper part of the room, and allows
communication from the room to the chimney, but not vice-
versa. The apparatus when new acts very well, but after
it has been used for a time, the hinges of the flaps begin to
rust, and become fixed, so that the valve no longer works.

5.4 Extraction Apparatus.

fi.41 Model of Simple Bi-valve Cowl.

fi.42 Boyle's Air Pump Ventilating Cowl.
The working principle of this is the same as 5.41- the

chief object for which it is used being more of an extraction
shaft than to prevent back drafts.

fi.43 Boyle's Improved Air Pump Ventilating Cowl.
The working principle is precisely the same as 5.42.

fi.44 Model of Boyle's Air Pump Ventilating Cowl.

a.46 Diagram Showing Plans of Boyle's Apparatus
as applied to school rooms, houses, etc.

6.46 Full Sized Cowl Tilk for Chimney Stack.

I

5.5 General Apparatus for Ventilation.

«.51 Working Model, Built to Scale,

showing rectangular room with fire-place, chimney, inlets
and outlets.

It illustrates the principles of ventilation as carried out
by natural forces, and shows very beautifully the relation-
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ship that ought to exist between inlets and outlets viz
that the inlets ought to be. in total area, rather larger than
the outlets.

If this be not the case, as shown by the model, some of
the outlets will be converted into inlets.

5.6 Artificial Ventilation Apparatus.

fi.61 Si'ECiMEN OF Ordinary Fan.

5.62 Specimen of Rotary Blower.

a.63 Specimen of Sirrocco Fan.

5.64 Plan ok an Artificial Ventil.\tion Scheme,
showing different apparatus incorporated.

5.9 Meteorological Instruments.

5.91 Wind Gauge.

This records in miles, and fifths of miles, up to a total
of 50<). It shows the movement of the air in a given time,
and from this the velocity is calculated.

5.92 Ordinary Rain Gauge.

This reads down to ^^^ of an inch.

5.93 THERM(ntETKRS.

6.931 Maximum and Minimum Thermometer (Six's).

5.932 Radiation Thermometer.

This instrument is used for recording the direct heat of

I

the sun's rays
;
it consists of an ordinary thermometer the

I
bulb of which is blackened, placed in.side a vacuum tube

;

I

the latter is used so as to prevent any error by conduction,'
due to the temperature of the surrounding air.
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4.93S Rkcording Thbrmomhter or Thermograph
(7 days).

This instrument requires to be standardized by means of
a good mercurial thermometer. The record is fairly accurate
to within about a half a degree.

5.94 Barometers.

5.941 FoRTiN's Sta.ndard Barometer.

This is an excellent instrument, where exceedingly ac-
curate observations are reqtiired. It is very necessary
always to see that the surface of the mercury, in the cup
below, just touches the ivory point.

The ivory point records zero on the side scale. By means
of the vernier, readings can be taken to ,i^ of an inch, or
I'ff of a m/m.
In very accurate observations, corrections for tempera-

ture, altitude, and expansion of brass casing must be made
;

in ordinary work, the co-efficient of expansion of metal can
be ignored.

Corrections for altitude may be roughly taken as an inch
of mercury to one thousand feet in height.

For temperature ^^i^^ part of an inch of mercury for
every degree F.

5.942 Recording Barometer or Barograph (7 days).

This instrument has to be standardized by means of a
mercurial barometer, and works fairly accurately to about
iV of an inch.

5.95 Sun-Shine Recorders.

5.951 Campbell-Stokes' Sun-Shine Recorder.
This instrument records the amount of actual sunshine,

not day-light. The instrument must be carefully adjusted-
the lower end must point due south, and the angle of de-
cimation must correspond to the latitude of the place.

i\

«:
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The glass ball acts as a perfect lens with 1{ inch focus •

the sun's rays are thus brought to a point on the paper'
where a hole is burnt, and as the earth moves, this focal
point moves, leaving a burnt track along the paper, in-
djcatmg the actual time that the sun is not obscured in
any way.

5.98 HVGROMETKRS.

5.981 Daniel's Hvgromktkr, direct method.

This instrument records the actual temperature at which
the dew is deposited.

6.982 Hair Hygrometer.

This instrument is by no means accurate.

5.983 Wet and Dry Bulb Thermometers.
This is the indirect method of calculating the dew point,

and is the one most commonly used.
It depends upon the fact that the drier the air the faster

will be the evaporation, and as the evaporation causes
lowering of temperature, so will the wet bulb differ from
the dry.

By a series of tables, the dew point is calculated from
these differences of temperature.

5.984 Sling Wet and Dry Bulb Thermometer.
This is the most accurate instrument for determining the

dew point, which can be put to practical use.
By the rapid movement of the bulbs through the atmos-

phere, the maximum amount of evaporation is secured
; in

this respect it differs radically from the ordinary stationary
wet and dry bulb apparatus, as exemplified by exhibit 5.963.

5.985 Hygrodeik Pattern.

This instrument is virtually the same as 6.963, except
that calculation tables are attached to the instrument.



SECTION VI.-FOOD STUFFS.

Food stuffs are necessary to the body, for the purposes of
growth and repair, and also to supply heat, and energy.

In order to deal scientifically with all articles of diet,
they must be reduced to a water-free condition, because the
amount of water in fresh food materials is never a constant
factor—all remarks, therefore, will apply to food stuffs in a
water-free state. By many forms of experimentation, it

has been ascertained that, to the average person, a certain
amount of Proteid, Carbohydrate, Fat, and Salts must be
furnished each day for the bodily requirements above men-
tioned.

DIE T TABLE.

Subsistence

Uiet.

Ordtrisry

Work.

I,ahoriuuA

Work.

Proteid*

Ois.

2.0

0.5

12.0

0..5

Ozs.

4.6

3. .5

14.0

1.0

Ozs.

tt.6

F«t«

Carbo-hydrates

4.0

17.0

1.3
Salts

Total water-free food . l.-i.O 23.0 28.8

AH stuffs are, therefore, conveniently described as con-
taining a definite proportion of the.se components; a perusal
of the analytical tables in the Diagram Exhibits will convey
an idea of the percentage composition of all articles used as
food stuffs.

In order to maintain the body in a perfect condition of
health, the daily diet must contain the minimum require-
ment of Proteid, Fat. Carbohydrate, and Salts. The an

%
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of constructing a proper dietary is founded upou this know-
ledge

;
any combination of the ordinary articles of food may

be chosen, so lon^ as th«'y are palatable, and contain the
necessary components.

Before proceedit)^ to consider any danRer-, to health,
which may be connected with foods, the deleterious influ'
ences of over-eatinK, and under-feeding, sho Id l)e taken
into account

;
the former over taxing the healthy Ixxlily

functions, particularly those of digcstiuii and excretion
eventually leading to disease, if ()ersi^te<l in ; t '-w nffect of
the latter will h, patent to everybodv, absenci ,r scarcity
of food. lead to wasting of the tis.sues, thr< i . li lack of
nourishment, and when carried ti) extremes, en-l in death.
When considering actual tran.smi.ssion. or production, of

disease by foot! stuffs, in practice, it will i« found that
there are a few princijial foo<l stuffs chiefly concerned, and
that it is unnect-ssary to wade through the possibilities con-
nected with each separate article of diet, in every d ly use •

for instance, vegetables, as a class, are not in this way re-
sponsible for any particular troubles; perhaps the only
danger connected with them, is the germs in water with
which they may have been sprinkled, to keep them fresh.

Cereals, again, are not of great practical moment, except
perhaps it be noted that in the case of rye. wheat, and
barley, ergotism occurs occasionally in some countries.

Flesh meats, and fi.sh. are very important articles of c*:. t
in regard to the transmission of disease. They may be the
means of conveying definite diseases, from whicli the
animals or fish actually suffered whilst alive ; or they uiay
cause disease by some process of contamination, or putre-
faction, which has taken place -subsequent to the killing of
the animals.

FI.K.SH MKAT.s.~The prevention of disea.se carried, or
transmitted, by flesh meats, oi>ens up the important question
of in.spection of these ft^d stuffs in all phases of handling,
from the time when the animal is brought to the slaughter
house, to the time -.vlien it reaches the consumer—in other
words, the sanitary control of all places where animals are
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slaughtered, and where flesh meats are exhibited for sale.
The diseases from which the living animal suffers, and
which may be transmitted to man, when the meat derived
from such animals is consumetl, are as follows :—Tulwr-
culosis. Actinomycosis, and various parasitic worms ; the
auimal may likewise suffer froni such diseases as blood
poisoning, various forms of cattle plague, abscesses, etc.,
and the meat may be answerable directly for violent dis-
turbances in the health of the people consuming it, but
these illnesses are more of the nature of what we may term
ptomaine poisoning, as distinguished from the actual repro-
duction of the disease from which the animals suffered.
Again, meats may be contaminated during the process of
slaughter, and while expo.sed for sale, by the people who
conduct these operations; or from unsanitary surroundings,
to which the meat is exposed during these phases; the meat
in these cases may be considered as a simple carrier of the
disease, it may have been healthy and sound enough to
begin with, but by being exposed to these sources of in-

fect. ,^.j, it may be answerable, indirectly, for the trans-
mission thereof. For instance, it is conceivable that butchers
suffering from some disease as Tuberculosis, or Typhoid,
may contaminate the meat by introducing the respective
germs; again, in insanitary surroundings, germs derived
fron. defective drains, or putrefactive germs from filthy
surroundings, may be introduced to the meat,—or bad con-
ditions of ke;;ping such articles, as want of proper refriger-
ation,—all of these being conditions favouring putrefaction
of meat, and answerable directly for such di.seases as
Ptomaine poisoning.

Specimens of diseased meats will be found in Exhibits
Nos. 7 1 1 to 7. 20.

Tuberculosis is, perhaps, the one disease affecting meat,
which lends itself, more than any other, to fraudulent
practice; because diseased carcases can frequently be
"doctored up," so as to make the detection of the pre-
sence of disease very difficult.
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Often the Tuberculous lesions are limited to lymphatic
glands, and the serous membranes, more particularly the
serous lining to the thoracic cavity. In such cases, by ex-
cising the affected glands, or stripping off the diseased
pleural membrane, ("stripped meat"), all evidence as to
the unfitness of the meat is gone. All carcases, which
show signs of having been manipulated in this fashion
should be looked upon with grave suspicion. Again, it is
only in places where no inspection is carried out during the
process of slaughter, that such practices are possible.

Actinomycosis, a disease also connected with cows and
oxen, IS generally known as "lumpy jaw."

Diseases, like blood poisoning, and various forms of cattle
plague, are found amongst all kinds of animals used for
food, e.g., cattle, calves, sheep, and pigs.
As regards the parasitic worms, different varieties infest

different animals
; Liver Fluke, in the livers of sheep -

Tenia Medtocanellata is usually associated with cows •

Trichina Spiralis infests pigs, likewise does Tenia Medio-
canellata.

In the Tenia (tape worm), the embryos are found
scattered through the carcases of the animals, and give rise
to what is technically known as "measly beef," or "measly
pork, • • the appearances presented by the meat being sugges-
tive of these terms, the embryos existing in little white
cysts, dotted throughout the meat.

Another important member of the tape worm class, con-
nected with meat, is Tenia Ecchinococcus ; this is a parasite
answerable for hydatid cysts, a disease occurring both in
man and animals.

All these tape worms go through a regular cycle of
phases in their life history, and it is important that these
phases should be well understood, in order to comprehend
the results. The host in which the worm resides may be
either man, or animal

; the eggs from the adult tape worm
find their way out with the intestinal discharges, and start
upon an extra-corporeal existence; they are then introduced
to a fresh human or animal body, by the mouth, and enter-
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ing into the Gastro- Intestinal tract, begin to develop into
the embryo stage

; these embryos pent.rate the intestinal
wall, and find their way into the various tissues throughout
the body; there they become encysted, this is known as the
"cystic stage "—in most cases these cysts are small, as in
"measly beef," or " measly pork," but with Tenia Ecchin-
ococcus, the cysts are large—"hydatid cysts." When flesh,
containing these cysts, is eaten by man, or animals, the en-
cysted embryos are set free in the intestinal canal of the
new host, there developing into the adult tape worm ; so
the cycle of the life history of the tape worm is completed.

In the case of Tenia Mediocanellata, Tenia Solium, and
Tenia Bothriocephalus Latus (found in fish), the cyst-x
stage is in the animal body, the flesh of which, being con-
sumed by man, gives rise to tape worm in the human
body.

In the case of Tenia Ecchinococcus, the tape worm stage
IS in the dog, and the ova voided in the dog's intestinal dis-
charges; obcasionally flesh becomes contaminated with these
discharges, and so the ova may be conveyed on the meat to
the intestinal tract of man, where, developing into the
embryo stage, they bore their way into the tissues of the
human body, giving rise to the "cystic .stage "—known as
"hydatid disease"; on account of these facts, relating to
Tenia Ecchinococcus, dogs ought never to be allowed in
slaughter houses and butcher shops.
Such being the nature of the diseases which may be com-

municated by flesh meat, we must consider the means by
which they may be prevented from affecting human beings.
Obviously this can only be accomplished by rigid inspection
of all animals before slaughter, and of the carcases immedi-
ately after slaughtering, together with strict supervision of
the sanitary condition of slaughter houses, stores, and places
where the meat is sold. The range of this inspection work
is great, and requires a large inspection staff to carry it out
efficiently, even under the most favourable circumstances.
The best means would consist of having one large slaughter
house, or abattoir, to which all animals, to be used for food,
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must be brought
; and wherein the inspection can be made

by a minimum number of inspectors.
As frequently happens, in many places, a large number

of small private slaughter houses are permitted, instead of
one large sanitary abattoir

; under these circumstances a
much larger staff of inspectors would be required to super-
vise the animals, before and after slaughter; such an
arrangement would be so fearfully expensive as to render
It impracticable, and, as a matter of fact, in those pieces
where the small slaughter houses exist, the inspection of
them IS painfully inadequate, the result being, that loads of
undesirable meat are allowed to pass, and to be sold to the
public. The sanitary conditions in these small slaughter
houses are, more often than not, defective, thus leadi.ig to
increased risk of contamination.
The foregoing statements comprise the arguments on

which the contention for central sanitary abattoirs, under
municipal control, is based.

Fish.—Amongst the various kinds of fish, used for food,
there is really only one disease from which they suffer that
IS directly communicable to man ; it is a species of tape
worm known as Tenia Bothriocephalus Latus. It occurs
more frequently in some countries than in others, par-
ticularly m those bordering on the Baltic Sea

Fish are known to suffer from Tuberculosis, but there is
no evidence to indicate that it is transmissible to man.
As regards disease germs, which may become tacked on

to wholesome fish, there are several of importance It is
popular knowledge that fish are prone to rapid decomposi-
tion, unless very carefully stored.

Mackerel seems to hold the premier place in this respect •

however whatever the type of fish may be. putrefaction
entails the formation of Ptomaines, and when ingested by
consumers, give rise to Ptomaine poisoning, a very common
ailment.

Amongst shell fish the oyster has. within recent years
attained great notoriety as being a carrier of typhoid germs •

this arises from the fact that where oyster beds are con-
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taminaied by sewage, the bi-valves are able to catch and
retain typhoid bacilli, which may be in the sewage, and
preserve the organisms in their virulent condition for a
lengthy period. When such infected oysters ave consumed
in their raw state, the disease is communicated to the con-
sumer. Sanitary supervision of the .shell fish industry is
therefore very necessary.

Milk.—Milk, as an article of diet, is probably more
extensively used than any other ; besides being consumed
in fairly large quantities by all adults, it forms the staple
article of diet for infants, and young children. These
younger members of the community are very susceptible to
illnesses of all kinds, and it is of paramount importance to
insure the purity, and quality, of their main food supply.
Milk contains the natural food constituents, Proteids,

Carbohydrates, Fats, and Salts ; therefore, it constitutes a
complete natural diet in itself. If by any process of
adulteration, or sophistication, the proper quantity of one,
or more, of these components of milk be deficient in value,'
as a diet the milk is greatly impaired ; it is for this reason
that the Chemical purity of milk supplies is insisted upon
by all municipal authorities, with a view to prevent such
practices as skimming and watering of the milk, both of
which would upset the proper relative proportions of the
nutritive components, so rendering it of less value as an
article of diet.

In dealing with the Bacteriological condition of milk, we
have the same problems confronting us as in the case of
meats, that is to say, we may have germs derived directly
from the cow, which would give us a milk contaminated
from the very outset ; again, we may commence with a
good milk and have germs introduced at some period sub-
quent to its being drawn from the cow ; these Bacteria

may be actually disease germs, or simply putrefactive.
The sources from which they may be derived are very
varied,—from the milkers, or from the insanitary .state of
the cow sheds and dairies, or from polluted water supplies,
conditions pertaining to the farm. After leaving the farm^

r.
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the milk is transported into towns and cities, where it is
handled, stored, and sold by milk dealers, in large and
small ways of business. During this stage, the milk is
open to contamination from the people who handl it from
insanitary conditions pertaining to dairies and shops, and

Sn 1'™^''°^'' ^'"'^^^ ^"°'*'^ °^ Bacterial multiplication.
Milk being a fine natural growing medium for germs, it is
extremely im; Mant to prevent them gaining access to it
at any stage, but in practice this is found to be extremely
hard to accomplish.

The disease germs, which may be derived from the cow
are those of Tuberculosis. Many observers maintain that
the cow IS capable of suffering from Scarlet Fever, and of
trar cnitting the germs directly to the milk ; others, again
have claimed that cows may harbour the Diphtheria Bacillus •

of these two disea.^ there seems to be some doubt, but there
IS no question whatever about Tuberculosus Bacilli finding
their way into the milk in many instances, where the cow
IS suffering from that disease, particularly when it affects
the udder. The cow may also suffer from other diseases,
like Septicemia, or suppurative conditions of the udder
both of which may render the milk unfit for food, not that
these two diseases are transmitted to the consumers, but
the milk causes serious disturbances in their digestive tract
As regards the milkers, and all those people who handle
the milk at any stage, these people may be afflicted with
any of the following diseases :-Typhoid Fever, Tuber-
culosis, Scarlet Fever, and Diphtheria, and they may di-
rectly introduce the germs of these diseases into the milk •

epidemics have frequently been due to infections of this
nature

;
thus people should not only be free from diseases,

but should handle the milk in a cleanly fashion, otherwise
they may be the means of introducing germs of a putre-
fact.ve nature, that is. Bacteria associated with ordinary
dur,t and dirt. The sanitary conditions of the cow sheds,
the farm, town dairy, and the various milk shops, are ex-
treme'y important to note, for if defective in any of these
places, germs associated with filth, refuse, sewage, etc
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have easy access to the milk. It is for these reasotis that
all places wl- -re milk is handled or stored, should be
scrupulously clean, and in perfect sanitary condition, and
capable of being easily disinfected. The water supply
connected with these places, should also be perfectly good,
and wholesome, otherwise disease germs associated with
water supplies may be introduced in the process of washing
of cans, etc. The proper storage of milk exerts a profound
influence upon the Bacterial content : all milks contain a
certam number of germs, some more, some less, and if the
temperature be favourable, rapid multiplication of these
Bacteria takes place.

By keeping the milk at an uniform temperature (;J6 to
42 Fahrenheit), growth of the germs is inhibited. Cold
storage of such a i iture is demanded, therefore, and
applies not only to the dairies wher» the milk is stored
previous to sale, but also to private houses where milk
must be kept for a certain time prior to consumption. In
the poorer parts of the town, this application of cold storage
IS frequently neglected, not only in the shops, but in the
private house, with the result that the milk putrefies, or
turns sour. Milks which have undergone such Bacterial
processes of decomposition, produce violent gastro-intestinal
disturbances when ingested

; this, probably, is the most
fruitful cau.se of those intestinal complaints so prevalent
amongst infants and young children, especially during the
summer months, for, during the hot weather, the aksence
of proper refrigeration permits of a terrific multiplication
of germs, with the attendant results.

Owing to the extreme difficulty of procuring a milk rou-
taining only a moderate number of germs, the practices
of Pasteurizing, and Sterilizing milk, have been greatly
adopted during the last few years. This operation is usu-
ally carried out in large dairies, located in towns • these
places being the centres to which the mil^ is sent in from
one or more farms in the country.
From the remarks previously made concerning the

conditions of the cow sheds, etc., usually found on the
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averaRe farm, it will lie gathered that the Bacterial content
IS rather high by the time it reaches the central city dairy —
anywhere from 50,000 to 2,000,000 germs per c.c. The
object of the Pasteurization, or Sterilization, is to either
eliminate, or, at all events, vastly reduce the number of the
germs in the milk before it is bottled and delivered to the
consumer. As a preventive measure, there is no doubt
about It accomplishing a certain amount of good, but the
very fact that Pasteurization, or Sterilization, is called for
IS, so to speak, a tacit acknowledgment of the dirty con-
dition of the milk when it reaches the central dairy, md is
good proof that the general sanitary conditions at the laim
(that is, cow sheds, milkers, etc

, ) are distinctly bad. Ob-
viously the proper course is to commence with a clean milk
and it is not impossible to obtain a milk of moderate purity
say—something less than 10,000 organisms per c.c. If we
start with a milk of .such a quality, and it is properly
cooled, and kept cool during transportation, the treatments
of Pasteurization, or Sterilization, are no longer called for
and everybody admits that a clean, fresh milk, is superior
to a dirty milk, which has been cleaned up by the Steril-
•zation processes. Milk, after it has been subjected to
Pasteurization, and Sterilization, not uncommonly dis-
agrees with people, and more particularly children, who.se
digestive systems are delicate. However, so long as dirty
milk is sent into towns, and cities, from the dairy farms, so
long will these processes of treatment, in the central town
dairy, be required. Proper inspection, and supervision, of
all dairy farms, together with suitable ed'ication of the
farmers, are the only possible means of obtaining clean
milk from these sources.

Another means of enhancing the keeping qualities of
milk, IS the addition of Preservatives, the substances com-
monly used for this purpose being—Formaldehyde, Boracic
Acid, Borax, Salicylic Acid, Benzoic Acid, and Carbonate
of Soda. The first five are decidedly Germicidal in their
action, and they are added in small proportions, just enough
to inhibit the growth of Bacteria. Great discus.sions have
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always taken place over th» - aisal.ility of allowing Pre-servat.ves to l.e ..scd
; those in fa^ot.r contending tlm t the..ua„tu,es e„.ployed are not snfficient to canse anv seriotrouble to the persons consnnnns the milk : hnt it seen s af these people lose sight of the fact that there is Ire-nons ohjectmn, namely, that hy the use of these asepfcs. .n,lk of inferior quality, that is. of high liactei^l

moreover, the contention that sn.all amounts of these I^e'servatu-es do not injure the consu„,er. is hardlv tenaMe i ,the case of .nfants, because their digestive svs^en.sare
ver3- dehcate that they will react ,„ small d'oses of teesubstances, if they are daily repeated

re^^son'^Mn^' '."'^ '^ ""'""-^-^"^ ^^ ^ -^^ '"^erestingreason. M.Iks which are deteriorating, that is n.niine«our possess the we.]-known odour and taste of sour^'lk

Su'es ::„'r"'° w i
'^"'^ ^^'^^ ^'^-^ o-i-tioHibt

Carbonate of Soda, sufficient to neutralise the acid Thisproces.s enables unscrupulous milk dealers to fo ter m'
the^^^^^^^^^^^

Bi-TTKR.-There are practically no definite diseases
t ansmitted by this article of diet, but in practice we findt,ur.ty of butter is frequently called into qu stit

of at more easily digested than any other kind there oeany adulterating practice, which may substitute some othlr

'

tTeVubXted7t°'
'"• ^^""" "^ -"-enanced luC;

and km. u
""'- °°' '''''' ""y disturbance to healthand u may even have a fairly good nutritive value Such

iTnll ":f
"' "'' ^"'•'^^''"^^^ '^^^ -^ '^— a!.-

•

'
Matgannes, or, as some people term them, "Oleomargarines "

fi
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The fats most commonly employed for this purpose are
the various fo. ms of tallow, and certain veRetahle oils like
" Cotton Seed Oil " and " Cwoa Hutter."
Another fraudulent practice is the introduction of an un-

due (jnantity of water into the hutter : (luite a large amount
of water can l>e "worked up" witli butter, so increasing
the weight; but the buyer is \irtually being robbed of a
certain amount of buUir fat, for obviously, a given weight
of this " worked up " butter will contain a less percentage
of butter fat than a corresponding weight of good ordinary
butter. A similar practice has been resorted to, using milk
in the place of water, and, within the p.ist year or two, a
process has been foistered on the public, by which 1 lb. of
butter coidd be converted into .'] lbs., by the addition of
about one pint of milk. Butters containing more than
about IV/ of ,ater will not keep, but rapidly turn rancid.
The use of Preservatives is not much practised in the

butter trade
; the addition of •_'% to o'/ common salt being

mostly quite sufficient to impart keeping qi ilities to the
butter. However, one comes acro.ss other Preservatives
occasionally

, -nd the remarks made concerning tlie.se sub-
stances, under the heading of milk, apply equallv as
re-ards butter. The addition of Sodium Fluoride, for the
purpose of preserving the butter, was practised to a limited
extent about a year cr two ago, but happily the fashion w?
very short lived; the Fluoride is miquestionably a germicide,
but it is a villanous substance to add to butter, or any
other food stuff.

CoN-i-ECTiONKRV.—In this particular branch of food
stuffs, the principal dangers to health are concerned with
the use of colouring matters, and adulterations

; an examin-
ation of the numerous specimens comprised within the
series Kxhibit Xos. t>.1321, etc., will reveal the extent to
which these practices are carried in the confectionery line.
It IS true that soine of the adulterations are harmless as re-
gards the consumer, but occasionally one comes across some
dangerous colouring matters, particularly in the manufac-
ture of sweets.



PicKr Ks, Saucks. AN-n Cun»,mknts are articles whicliare nu,ch subjectc.l to adulterations. Here. a«ain ,evast „K,orUy of cases, tl. adulterants are not ^ois-.Z!^^a"> ua>
,
for instance, the use of sawdust, as a d.luent to

afftct the health ot people consuming then,; the list of

the extensive use of these a.lulterants, in the case of spicesand peppers. With reference to Pickles and Sauces o,koccasionally comes across specimens purporting, to heparticuL.r article (for instance, tomato .auce,. wterei, he

at all. 1 he use of colourinR matters in such cases is vervcommon and some of them may he of a poisonous nature^^Tinned goods, particularly if they are of an acid naturenay occasionally show signs of contamination hv 1^1th s ,s derived from the .solder used i„ .sealing the th,

'

BEVKRAGK.s.-Amongst the non-alcoholic beverages tea

interest centres around adulterations practicalis- in con-nection with these articles
; in the case if teas, tle'addi ,of iron filings, to lend weight, and the substitution of u edea leaves, or the dried leaves of other plants, in place ofhe real art,cle. are the frauds most frequenth perp t ated(See Exhibit Xo. 6. 1382,. Coffee is sold either in he ea,7

No ^r"' '''''' ^'^'^'^ ^°^- '^--^ (- ICxhibitNo. fi.lS.L -re extremely common nowadavs. and aren^'xed. in c m proportions, with the true coffee beanThe.se artihual cofTee berries usually contain no col ewhatever, and are largely composed of substit Ucs f- !burnt bread. The ground coffee may be adultera 'd wi^l'ground root.s which have been roasted
; Chicory althJugsometimes added in large quantities, caa hardh be looked

btu: ch"
"''""' '^'^^"^^ '"^">- p-p'^ p-^- to h':'

wIc f it

'' '" '"' '''''''' °" ^^'^°""' °' the fine colourwhich it imparts to the beverage
Cocoa is adulterated wif sugar and starches

; pure cocoacannot be eaten by itself, i, has to be diluted down, in order
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to make it palatable, hut on occasion, tins dilution is carried
to such an alnrminK extent, that there is precious little of
the pure cocoa to l)e foiuul in the finished proiluct ; such
instances must l>e considered as adulterations.

All these adulterants affecting tea, coffee, and cocoa,
cannot l)e looked upon as likely to cauv. uarnifnl elTects,'
but they are none the less fraudulent, and impair the
purity of the beverage.

The other non-alcoholic beverages comprise the aerated
waters. There is very little to be said concerning these, as
regards the possil-,le dangers to the health of the public

;

one occasionally comes across cases of illness caused by the
ingestion of certain chemicals, which are used to lend
characteristic flavours, as in Ginger Beer, Lemonade, etc.
Lead poisoning has t)een traced, in a few rare instances, to
the solvent action of certain aerated waters upon the lead
fittings of the syphons.

Alcoholic Bevkk.\gks.—Without entering into a dis-
ci-ssion as to the use, or abuse, of alcohol, we must concern
ourselves with the ailments, or diseases, which may be
directly protluced by the consumption of adulterated
alcoholic liquors.

These beverages come under three heads—Beers, Wines,
and Spirits.

Beer is supposed t > be made from malt and hops, but
in r.iany countries other substances are frequently used to
replace these well known ingredients— starches taking
the place of malt, and some powerful bitters used instead
of hops. These substituted articles may not necessarily
be dangerous, but in the ca.se of the substituted starch,
the process of converting this .starch into sugar may be
productive of dangerous results ; common Sulphuric Acid
is most often used bring about this conversion of starch,
and as this :cid i.,ay contain large quantities of Arsenic]
epidemics of poi.soning by this metal have been met with,
caused by the consumption of beer .so contaminated during
Its manufacture

; occasionally Sulphuric Acid is added to
the beer in small quantities, to give it a sharp taste.
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Some authorities claim that thev nave met with instances
of the addition of common salt, apparently with a view to
the production of a greater thirst for the beverage amongst
the consumers.

Spirits.—There is nothing to he .said regarding spirits
as I know of no definite disease, o ailment, attributable
directly to any substances which are used in their prepara-
tion, or even in their adulteration.

Wines seem to offer more attractions to the practxe
of adulteration than the other l)everages

; Carlyle truly
said: "Wines seem to }^ made from everything except
the juice of the grape." As Hygienists. we are not vitally
concerned with rV substitution of other fruit juices for
that of the gra^.

, provided the substituted juice is a
natural fruit product

; but there are certain cheap wines
particularly Ports and Clarets, which are made up witli
chemicals, and contain no natural j. -ce of any fruit what-
ever. In the general mixing process, it so happens that
a harmful product may be formed, and a description of itmay not be out of place.

As natural wines like Port. etc.. contain a fair amount
of Tartrate (Crusty Pori), the deposit of crust must be
imitated in the manufactured articles, and this •

, done In
adding Cream of Tartar (Sodium Potassium rtrate)
Now, as the artificial mixture contaiuiuc; the i edients
of the wine, results in a muddy liquor, u h.-, to undergo
a process of clarification

; for this purpo... Piaster of Paris
(Calcium Sulphate) is added ^nd a dou. • 'ecomposition
takes place between the Plast. • •/ Paris anu Cream of Tar-
tar, with the formation of Potassium Sulphate, a rather
powerful poison, and a marked depres.sant. The consump-
tion of such attractive looking beverages, by enterprising
youths, accounts for the uncomfortable, and sometimes
painful, symptoms which super\-ene the next i^.orning

I
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6.1 Food Stuffs.

6.11 TABI.E Showing CoMmsirioN of Various Kinds of
Food.

These percentage compositions represent water- free solids.

6. 12 Box Containing Si-kcimkns of am. Common Starches.
Accompanying this exhibit is a series of slides showing

the microscopic characteristics of the various starches.

6- 13 Skries of KxHiniTs,

showing all mineral and vegetable substances used for food
adulterations.

6.131 Brkad and Flour Adulterations.

6.1311 Alum, adulterant for bread, flour, and baking
powder.

6. 1312 Magnesium carbonate, adulterant for flour
6 1313 Plaster of Paris, adulterant for bread and sugar
e 1314 Indian corn flour, adulterant for flour.
6.1315 Barley meal, adulterant for oatmeal.
6.1316 Bran, adulterant for oatmeal.

6.132 Adulterants for Sugar Confectionery.

tllll !;'""' '^^^'' ^'^"''^'•^"t for peppermint lozenge.s
8.1322 Harytes, adulterant for sugar
6.1323 Verditer.

6.1324 lunerald green.

6.1325 Vellow chromate of lead.

6.1325a Carbonate of lead.

6.1326 Gluco.se, adulterant for sugar, honey, etr
6.1327 Ultramarine.

6.1328 Prussian blue.

6.1329 Indigo.

6.1320 Raw umber.
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6.133 ADri.TKKAXTS lOK Pi:i'I-ERS.

6.1330 Tnnneric.

6.1331 Linseed meal.

6.1332 firomid rice.

6.1333 Cinnabar.

6.1334 Red lead.

6.1335 Orpiiiient.

6.1336 True Brunswick ^reen.

6.1337 Poivrette.

6.1338 Pepper .shells.

6.1339 Artificial pepper mixture.
6.1339a Artificial Cayenne i)epper.

6.134 Adii.tkk.xnt.s kok Mi.stakd.s.

6.1341 Ground rape .seed.

6 1342 Ground oil cake.

6.1343 Potato .starch.

6.1344 Mu.stard husks.

6.1345 Artificial mustard mixture.

6.135 Anri.TEKANT.s ior Simck.s,

6.1350

6.1350a

6.1351

6.1352

6.1353

6.1354

6.1355

6.1356

6.1357

6.1357a

6.1358

6.1358a

6.1359

6.1359a

Mustard husks, for all.spice.

Ground cocoanut shells, for a]!.sj)ice.

Cas.sia, for cinnamon.

Artificial clove mixture.

Artificial allspice mixture.

.Vrtificial ginsrer mixture.

Artificial nutmeg mixture.

Artificial mace mixture.

Kxhausted cloves.

Clove stems.

Ground olive pijis.

Almond shells.

Sawdust

Wild mace.
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6.136 AnrLTKRANTs kor Aixohouc Beveragks.
6.1361 Boracic acid, for beer.
6.1362 Aniline violet, for wines.
6. 1382a Aniline red.

6.1363 Magenta, for red wine.s.

Tannin.

Cocculus indicH.s, for hops.
Catechu.

Red sandal wood.
6.1367a Yellow .sandal wood.
6.1369 Brazil wood.

Logwood.

Caramel, for brandy, etc.

6.1364

6.1365

6.1366

6.1337

6.1369

6.1360

S.\rCES, ETC.
6.137 Adulterants for Picki.ks.

6.1371 Venetian red.

Blue vitriol.

Yellow ochre.

Cochineal.

Verdigris.

Sample of tomato catsup, with artificial colouring
matter. °

Sample of silk dyed with artificial catsup
Sample of silk treated with home-made catsup.

6.138 Adilteraxt.s for Teas.

6.1381 Sample of pure tea

6.1372

6.1373

6.1374

6.1375

6.1376

6.1377

6.1378

6.1382

6.1383

6.1384

6.1385

6.1386

6.1388

Sample of exhau.sted tea leaves, dried
Burnt umber.

Bichromate of potash.
Black lead.

Green vitriol.

Iron filings.

6.139 Adulterants for Cofffh.

6.1391 Pure coffee berry.

6.1392 Artificial cotfee berry, or " Process coffee."
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6.139 Adulterants for Qovvn^-Conlinued.

6.1393 Coffee pellets.

6.1394 Roasted peas.

6.1395 Dandelion root.

6.1396 Chicory.

6.130 Adulterants for Butter and Cheese.
6.1301 Oleomargarine.
6.1302 Renovated butter.

Saffron—colouring matter for butter.
Spanish annatto, colouring matter for chee<=e and

butter.

Fulwood's annatto, colouring matter for cheese.

6.1303

6.1304

6.1305

6.14 Adulterants for Milk.

6.141 Formaldehyde.
6.142 Boracic Acid.

6.143 Borax.

6.144 Salicylic Acid.
6.145 Benzoic Acid.
6. 146 Carbonate of Soda.



SECTION VII.-PATHOLOGICAL AND
BACTERIOLOGICAL.

The pathological specimens contained in this collection
relate to diseased meats, and should be studied in conjunc-

!;°".'I'*V'^
"^'''' ""'' ^^'^ '"^^^'' ""^>^'- Section VI..

Food Stuffs.

The specimens were obtained from diseased animals
whicn had been slaughtered in public abattoirs. But for
the fact that careful inspection was made of all carcases
these diseased meats might have been passed off on the
public.

The remainder of this pathological collection consists of
specimens intended to exhibit the actual causative agentsm certain diseases-such as some specimens of intestinal
parasites, like thread worms, and pin worms

; also the series
of bac^ei.d exhibits,-for. although the diseases associated
with these specimens are sometimes conveyed by di.seased
meats, nevertheless, it is well to remember there are other
channels of communication.

7.1 Tuberculosis.

All these specimens of tuberculosis are of bovine origin
and show how this disease may occur in all parts of the
animal body.

7.11 TURERCILOSLS OK THE LlNG—BOVINE.

7.12 Tuberculosis ok the Pleur.i;—Bovine.

7.13 Tuberculosis of the Diaphragm—Bovine.

7.14 Tuberculosis of the Peritoneu.m-Bovine.

7.16 Tuberculosis of the Lv.mphatic Glands-Bovine.



7.2 Intestinal Parasites.
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7.21 Specimen of Sheep's Liver,

showing the Liver Fluke in position.

7.22 LiVKR FLrKE.s (Female). Moi-nted.

7.23 Specimen of Pig's Liver,

showing cysts of Taenia Ecchinococcus.

7.24 Specimen of Cvsticerccs Celmlosa,
cccuring in the cystic stage in the heart muscle.

7.25 Specimen of Mu.scle,

showing Trichina Spiralis. The cysts, in which the tinyworm hes coiled up, are very small, and appear as little
white dots in the muscle tissue ; they are best seen in the
muscle near the tendon.

7.26 Specimen of Tape Worm-T^nia Mediocanellata.

7.27 Pin Worm.

7.28 Threadworms: /^scaris Duodenale, and Taenia
Despar.

7.29 Common Round Worm.

7.3 Other General Diseases.

7.31 Specimen taken from P -, sr
Plagl'e.

FFERTNG FROM SwiNE

7.32 Specimen of Liver, taken from Cow
with Actinomycosis.

affected

7.33 Specimen of Gland, from Necx of Cow suffering
FROM Actinomycosis.
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7.4 Bacteria.
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7.41 SkriES ok TlBES. CONTAINING GROWTHS OF VariOIS
Micro-organisms,

some of them pathogenic, some of them non-pathogenic

7.42 Series of Sudes, showing most of the Common
Organisms,

stained, and mounted.

7.43 Chart.

Coloured drawings executed from shades, exhibiting vari-ous pathogenic micro-organisms, stained.

7.44 Series of Models,

illustrating on a large scale the structure, and stages of de-
velopment, of some micro-organisms repre.sentative of themore important groups.



SECTION VIII-CLOTHING.

The various metabolic processes, taking place in the
body, generate a large amount of heat, far more than suffi-
cient to maintain the l>ocly at a normal temperature of !I8.4°
K.; the excess, above this temperature, is very largely got
rid of by evaporation of perspiration. When the water
vapour, produced by this evaporation, leaves the body, it

carries with it a great amount of her.t, in the form of latent
heat. If, however, this water vapour be condensed, th**
latent heat is again given up ; and should this process of
condensation take place in any article of clothing next the
skin, the latent heat, thus rendered available, is imparted to
the clothing, and so a sensation of warmth is experienced.
An ideal clothing, therefore, should be capable of per-

mitting a great loss of heat whenever required, and should
be able to prevent an under loss of heat under a different
set of conditions. Take, for instance, the case of an indi-
vidual undergoing hard exercise :—in the first place the
excessive heat, produced by this performance, must be got
nd of by an increased production of perspiration, in other
words, latent heat is taken up by the water vapour. The
Ideal clothing must, therefore, permit of a free escape of
the water vapour thus produced in excess, and this can
only take place if the article of clothing be suitably porous.
On the other hand, at the end of a period of great exer-

tion, the production of heat in the body rapidly diminishes,
and unless some means exist of preventing the rapid loss of
heat by evaporation, which might take place in the moist
clothing, too much heat would be abstracted from the body
and a chill result. The ideal article of clothing must be
able to carry out this function also ; it must possess so
much absorbtive power as to enable it to retain a su^lcient
quantity of condensed water vapour, which will render
available enough latent heat to keep the body warm, and
prevent chills.
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The conditions imposed on an ideal clothing are obviously
v-ery chfficult to fulfi,

; in fact, one may go !o far as lo sa -

that there >s no .deal clothing in this respect; but still a
•study ot the various attributes possessed by the different
materials used, will demonstrate how much more closely
•some of them approach this ideal than others. It involves
a knowledge as to how far each material of clothing
possesses, under widely varying conditions, physical factors
necessary to produce the ideal : and this may only begathered by ascertaining their behaviour under the follow-
ing physical headings :

—

1.

2_

3.

4.

5.

Heat Conductivity.

Porosity.

Absorbtion of Moisture.

Reflection of Heat.

Weight.

Heat Conductivity.-The ideal material should be abad conductor. An examination of the Tables of Con-
ductivity, relating to various materials used for clothing
see Exhibit Xo. 8.3), will show that animal fibres co„

duct heat far less than vegetable fibres, and are consequently
to be preferred in this respect. They are not onlj' better
adapted to prevent undue loss of heat from the body butare likewise more efficacious in checking the effects of ab-normal external temperatures.
Porosity of an article of clothing directly governs the

rate of transmission of water vapour from the body and
likewise the admission of air. It has been pointed oui pre-
viously that the ideal material must admit of the free escapeof water vapour from the body, under conditions where the
production of heat is great, due to exerci.se. etc The admission of air is also necessary, because a certain amount
of ventilation of the skin is e.ssential, to allow of the escapeof effluvia, etc. arising therefrom. The presence of a^in the meshes of the dothing is beneficial too, because it
is in it.self a bad conductor of heat.
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AiisoKHTioN OF MoisTi'RK.-Tliis characteristic is very
essentia! in an ideal clothing,', for it is on this property tha^
the capacity to retain heat larRcIy depends. As we have
seen already, any condensed moisture j)resent sives up a
very a])precial)le amount of hitent heat ; hut if in turn the
material is of such a texture as to allow this condensed
moisture to he rapidly evaporated, a good deal of heat is
required for vaporization (latent heat taken up), and this
heat must be supplied from the bodv, which would thus he
rapidly chilled.

This property, coupled with suitable porosity to allow of
a free escape of water vapour when e.xcessivelv produced
forms the crucial requirement of a good article of clothing.'
A perusal of experimental data (Exhibit No. 8.;J), shows

that animal fibres (clothes made of wool) possess this char-
acteristic to a much greate- degree than vegetable fibres
(clothes made of cotton, linen, etc.).

RKII.KCTIO.V OF Hkat.—The power pos.sessed bv cloth-
ing to reflect heat depends largely upon the colour light
shades being able to reflect the heat much better than dark
ones. This physical attribute is only useful where the heat
from the sun's rays is exce.s.sive.

\Vkigiit.—The element of weight, as regards clothing
is of .some importance, because where the load to be carried
by the body is excessive, fatigue neces.sarilv results.

In all well designed clothing the maximum of warmth
and protection to the body, should be combined with the
minimum of weight

; in this respect the stockinet woollen
goods are superior to most others.

Besides the.se physical properties relating to materials
used for clothing, there are one or two other points, con-
nected with garments generally, which are of hygienic
interest.

Occasionally some articles of clothing are made which
are injurious to the body, not on account of actual material
l.ut of certain dye stuffs which have been used in their
manufacture. Irritations of the skin, of a .somewhat
serious nature, h.-ive been known to arise from this cause
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some forms of black clothing, when xvorn next the skin
.-seen, to have given rise to this trouble more than any other
colour. Nowadays, however, cases of this kind are very
rare-ma„„fact«rers having almost entirely discarded theuse of dyes which are apt to cau.se irritation

Correct form, or fit. of garments, or other articles of
c oth.ng. ,s of great importance. Anything i„ this line
u.i.ch constricts any part of the body, or limbs, or which
n erferes wUh the natural bodily functions, must 1^ con-
Mderec as t.nhygienic. Tight lacing is probablv the com-
monest condition met with under this heading: Marked
chsplacetnem of the AWominal and Thoracic viscera havefrequent y been obse.ved. due to this cause. The result!produced >n extreme cases of tight lacing, are well shown
in the skiagrams and diagrams in Kxhibit No 8 •'

Garters^hats. boots, and certain forms of dress' sleeveshave at different times given rise to trouble, owing to r

;rir irbodT"'
^°"^"'"^°" °^ ''' ""''-' °^ -•'"

arSof \'^:J.^^^«^^"-«^'°"
or .so. some manufactured

"ed bv the n m'
'"^ '"" '''^''' P^°^""^' -d patron-ised b> the public, which, owing to their texture areh^hly inflammable

: certain forms of cheap flanne et"posse.ss.ng a highly fluffy surface, .seem to be iheZltdangerous materials. Numerous cases have been recorded

a cidtut^r
^^'"^'"^" 1° '''''• -'"« ^° »^e ma^rSaccidentally taking 6re. Endeavours have been made toovercome this danger by dressing the materiaU-ith chen^cals. which renders the fabrics less inflammable

; Phosphate

trr-^T''' ""' ^'""•^"•^- «"^ Tungsiate oSaare the chemical agents most frequently employed the lastnamed being the best of all.



8.0 Raw Materials.

This series of exhibits show, the natural ..riKin .,f the-w matc-rul. and also the various stages through which

Xt'

i

TT" ""' '-""f-^"-. -'i' tl,e finish..:
product is reached.

The collection is a arkat.ly interesting one.

8.00 Silk.

8.001 I'KomcTio.v (ii- Sii.K ; .\I,,ths, ktc.
The e.xhibit contains beautiful .specimens of all the moths

t .re of .s.lk goods. The diiTerent stages in the life history
of each moth are shown. The exhibit also contains a Z-plete series of spec,r.^ns exen.pliS-ing the manufacture ofthe different k.nds of .silk, fron, the raw cocoon to tl^finished silk cloth.

As the beautiful colours of the moths fade und.r strong

alter viewing the exhibit.

8.002 ARTiiiciAr, Siik.

The .specimens show to what a pitch of perfection thennitation o the genuine article has been carried herenot a particle of pure silk in any article in the case.

8.01 LiNKN.

8.010 Linen.

8.02 Wools.

The value of a wool, for manufacturing purposes depends

length. The exhibit contains a complete collection of allknown wools produced the world over, and it is inte es ineto note the difference in the length, and wavine^,
"

hewool fibre derived from sheep bred under different cHmatcconditions. The number of scales i„ the structure oT the
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fibre is also of great inijiortance—in the hiRhest grade
wools the scales are very close together. Merino, of all
known wools, combines in the highest degree these two
important factors—maximunj nnml>er of scales and wavi-
ness.

8.020

8.021

8.022

8.023

8.024

8.025

8.026

IJnglish wools.

Wools of varying length.

Relation lietween waves j)er inch, and diameter of
fibres.

Stages in manufacture of woollen fabrics.

Manufacture of dyed and undyed silver grey.
Mixture of white and brown wool.
Manufacture of worsted fabrics.

8.03 MOHAIH.

Mohair is particularly useful where a smooth fabric of
high lustre is required. For weaving purposes it 's not so
good as wool, Ijecause there is not much natural A-avme.ss
in the hair.

8.030 Mohair.

8.04 Camki, Hair.

The special points about camel's hair are its durability,
extreme lightness, and bad conductivity. For blankets,
and outer garments, it is probably the best material of all!

8.040 Camel Hair Material.

8.03 Li.AMA, Ar.i'ACA, and Guanaco.

These are very much like camel's hair.

8.050 Llama, Alpaca, and Guanaco.

8.08 Casiimerk Goat, Vici-na. and Angora Rabbit.

These materials are very valuable, and produce cloths of
extreme softness. The high price of these goods is due to
the limited supply of the n^.tendl.

8.060 Cashmere Goat, Vicuna, and Angora Rabbit.



8.07 Yarns.

8.070 Woollen Yarns. Xo. I.

8.071 Woollen Yarns, No. II.

8.078 Wool and Cotton.

8.08 RA.MIK. AM) Othkr Fimkk.s.

are use-l more or le».s as st.bslitntes for linen.

8.09 Cf^TTON.

The cotton plant i.s cultivated in many part.s of the world.The fineness, and .naximum nnmber of twists in each in-

n> which the value of cotton is judged.

8.090 Cotton, from seed to finished material
Typical cotton fibres, in order of leuRth.
Cotton: Stages in manufacture of "Xon-Flam "

No. I.
"'•

Stages in " Non-Flam ' Cotton, No. II.

The manufacture of this "Non-Flam" is designed toovercome the danger from fire, which cotton goods .'11 afluffy surface (like flannelette) po.sses.s.

8.091

8.092

8.093

8.1 Manufacturini{ Processes.

8.11 Types of Weave.

8.12 Porosity.

8.13 Manif.\cture of Feui.

This exhibit shows the stages in the manufacture of felt

and c:trrs"
""' '^ ^'^ '"^ '''''''' ''^^ ^^b'^^' ^^-es.'

8.14 Manufacture of Felt Hats.
Real felt is only used in the best grade hats-the cheaperkmd of so-called felt hats are made of wool, or cotton
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8.15 Lkathkr Goons.

8. 151 Gloves.—This shows the diflferent stages in the manu-
facture of gloves.

8
.
152 This exhibit shows the different stages in the manufac-
ture of leather.

8.153 Here arc seen the diiTerent stages in the making of
ladies' hoots.

8.154 Ventilation of boots.—This exhibit shows how hoots
are provided with a scheme for ventilating the inside of the
sole. It is claimed by .some that such ventilation is bene-
ficial to the feet, and that there should be a reasonable
access of air to the skin of the feet, as to the .skin over the
rest of the body. The complaint known as " tender feet."
is, in the majority of cases, due to excessive perspiration,
and the inability to free the .skin of this effete product,'
owing to its being inca.sed in a leather boot, which is more
or less impervious. Ventilation of the interior of the boot
ought certainly to facilitate the removal of the moisture :

and there is no question that sufferers from this complaint
have derived great benefit and relief from the use of such
ventilated boots.

8.2 Skiagrams and Diagrams.

These exhibits relate to Deformities due to misfitting
articles of clothing.

8.3 Essential Properties of Clothing.

This exhibit is designed to bring out different character-
istics, and properties, of the different materials used for
clothing. The requirements of an ideal mateiial have pre-
viously been set forth, and a careful perusal of the data,
and tables, contained in this exhibit, should enable any
individual to decide which article, or articles, in the col-
lection come nearest to that ideal .standard.



8.4 Evolution of Clothing.
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Thi. col ect.on of drawings indicates the various stages
•n the evolution of clothing, from the earliest times owluch any record is available, down to the present day ItIS very interesting to see the process by which such gar-"ents as trousers, coats, etc.. were gradually evolved fromthe primitive flowing robes.

8.5 Clothing.

In this case are exhibited specimens of most of the ordin-ary articles of clothing, some of them made of the b tmaterials, and others cheap, shoddy, etc. The cheap atcles al hough to all appearances rea.sonable looking articlesof clothing, are nevertheless very unsuitable for .such purposes, because they do not pos.se.ss the requisite properSie.s.

8.6 Exhibits.

This draw cabinet contains specimens of all the finished
products used for clothing purpo.ses. In ad.lition UiTreare some very interesting specimens showing manufactur-ing processes through which the finished article has passed.

8.7 Physical Apparatus connected with the Test-
ing of Clothing Materials.

8.71 POROU.S Pot for Testing Conouctivitv. ktc.
Place water at a temperature of 105° F. in the cylindrical

porous, earthenware pot, which should be .so arranged hat
practically all the heat lost is via its carved surface' covethe exterior with a jacket of the material to be tested Put

tne temperature to drop from 105° F. to }»r,= F, The ex
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periment records both tlie absorptive and conductive pro-
perties, under conditions which approximate to those of the
body. The time taken for the tem{5erature to fall may be
looked upon as an index to the heat-retaining power of an
undergarment made of a specified fabric.

API'ARATr.S KOR SHOWING COMPAK.VTIVK CONDrCTIVITY
OF Fahkics.

The apparatus is ba.sed on the principle that air, when
heated, expands. Turn the tap at right angles to the tube
Heat one of the bulbs by grasping it in the hand

; the
coloured liquid moves toward tlie cooler bulb. Before try-
ing comparative tests, .see that the hands are at the same
temperature. Gri.p the bulbs with the bare hands, the
tap being at right angles to the tube : if no movement of
the liquid takes place, the hands are at the same temper-
ature.

In order to test the comparative value of two pieces of
clothing, place one of the.se on each bulb, turn the tap
grasp the bulbs in hands. The material in the bulb to-
wards wliich the liquid moves, is best suited for keeping
the body at its normal temperature.
N.B.—Always place the tap at right angles to the tube

when testing, and always place the tap in line with tube
when no' ;i u.se.

Do not allow the coloured liquid to rise into the small
bulbs when testing.

Should the liquid thread split up, turn the tap at right
angles, and force the liquid into one of the small bulbs by
placing the hand on the large bulb on the other side, then
remove hand and place tap in line with the tube.

8.73 Bo.x OF Slides, Showing Appearance of Different
Fibres under Microscope.

8.74 TE.XTII.E Fibres (Diagrams and Descriptions).



SECTION ix.-sf:wage and refuse
DISPOSAL.

DRY REFUSE DISPOSAL
is portion of the refuse derived from 1

Th
of the contents of the faniil

the sw

bottles, etc. From its nat

iar ash hii

louses, consists

It i>

eepings of the house, scraps, ashes, st

compost-d of

raw, papers,
"^' part of it is decomposable

o «an.c matter, and. therefore, .hen placed under lavour-
able condu.ons, that is, access of warnuh, and n.oisture aprocess of decomposition will ensue

In respect to storage on the premises, between the visitsof the scavenger, provision must be n.ade to prevent scat-
tering of th.s dry refuse around the vard or back area •

against bemg blown about by the wind, and protecting itrom ram, for the addition of rain gives the requisite mtis-
ture for permuting decomposition,-likewise slops of any
des-cription. should not be permitted to enter the ash bin
If dry refuse be allowed to spread over the ground or tocome into contact with any brick work, or wood workthose materials must inevitably become foul with the or-ganic matter contained in the refuse, and r.nilt in a de-cided nuisance.

Moreover, any attempt at cleaning and disinfecting such

;:;[:z.:r^^''''
"-""^ ^^•^^^'' -•• ''-^ "-^. -L

The whole question re.solves itself, therefore, into pro-viding non-ab.sorbeut, well-covered, moveable r.cep.aiesThe mo.st suitable material, for this purpose, is galvanised
.ron. aiid for ordinary households, a si.J of the etipacitv

2. i'.OU
"'" '" '""" ""^^ "^^''^^^•"- '^-"•'i^

A receptacle of such a sixe is not too large for the scav-enger to handle
;

if of larger capacity, the tnen are una eto unload ,t into the cart, ami frequently deposit some of
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the contents in the back lane, in order to render it light
enough for then, to lift

; this ohvionslv results in fouling
the surface of the lane. An ash bin of two cubic feet ca-
pacity IS quite large enough to acconnnodate thedrv refuse
from an ordinary house, over a period of two, or three
days. In cases where this is not sufficient, it is better to
provide two, or more, similar bins, and not to attempt to
have one large one, for the reason given above. It would
be as well to note that the pre.sence of a good tight-fitting
cover not only prevents access of wind and rain, but also
effectually .stops the entry of marauding animals, like cats
and dogs

;
for the.>^e animals, when looking forsavourv bits

in an open ash bin, can cause considerable .scattering of the
contents during their search.

The re.sponsibility of efficient removal of this dry refu.se
fiom the house premi.ses, rests with the municipal author-
ties, and It IS taken for granted, that this part of the work
is carried out properly.

The final disposal of it is of decided hygienic importance
Municipal authoriff usually adopt one of two methods •

either "dun.pir or. "incineration."
By "dum; ...g" is meant the dispo.val of the refuse by de-

po.siting it in some chosen place, usually a field on the
growing edge of the city. Although a very economical
method of getting rid of the hou.se refuse, it is nevertheless
a very .tndesirable one, owing to the fact that the area of
land, comprising the dump, is always utilized, in the course
of a short time, as a building site.

From the nature of this house refuse, these uumps or
"made land," are veritable reeking decompo.sing masses'
and are certainly unliygienic building sites. Apart from
the gases of decompo.sition, which emanate from such
dumps, the material of this "made land" is naturally very
rich in micro-organisms, and .= f this soil be worked up, and
blown about, the germ-laden dust inevitably finds its way
into the hou,se, contaminating food stuffs, particularly milk
Kxperience has shown, that amongst the dwellers in houses
built on such areas, gastro-intestinal di.sorders, especially
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during the summer time, are far more prevalent than in
other parts of the town amidst healthv surroundinRs
Ihe process of "incineration" is the most rational and

sanitary method of disposing of this house refuse. Britflv
the whole of it is burnt up. From the composition of this
refuse, ,t will have been noticed that a considerable portion
of .t >s combustible, .so much .so, that under certain con-
ditions no fuel need be added to bring about complete com-
bustion. There are two tjpes of Incinerators in use vi/
the low, and high temjierature plants.
The Uow Temperature Incinerator (Exhibit Xo <) i)r»

simply consists of a suitable furnace, into which the refuse
IS deposited in proper quantities from time to time As
the name implies, the temperature of the furnace is notvery high, the process of incineration is, therefore neces-
sarily slow, and fuel must be added to the refu.se. in order
to make ,t burn. A proce.ss of di.stillation «oes on before
the .stage of .ictual combustion is reached, and the products
derued from the distillation of the various organic materials
in the dry refuse are extremely foul smelling, and give rise
to a grave nuisance, if allowed to escape into the open air

Before the.se ga.ses are allowed to escape bvthe chimney'
they ought to be passed through a .second fi're, where they
undergo an efficient form of cremation. The necessitv of a
second fire, and the slow rate of combustion of the r'efuse
(two to four tons per day per cell) have led to the intro-
diict.on of a High Temperature System. This consists ofa fire >ox, or furnace, in which the fire is kept going at full
blast, by means of forced draught, thus creating an intense
heat; so great is this heat that the refuse needs no added
fud, the combustible components of the refuse being caiite
sufficient for this purpose. So complete is the combustion
that even such articles as tin cans go up in a shower of
sparks.

It will be seen (Ivxhibit Xos. !).0;; and !).0-l) that the
outlet flue is placed immediately bove the fire, which is
situated in the fr nt part of the fire grate ; the refu.se being
put into the cell at the back, moves forward -lowly on the

K
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hearth to the fire bars, and as this refuse approaches the
very hoc fire, it undergoes a marke.l distiilation process •

the only ..utlet for the gases produced being through the
Hue which commences immediately above the hottest part
of the fire

;
the intense heat from the blast furt.ace beating

directly into the first portion of the flt-.e, renders the fire-bnck hning white hot, so that the gaseous products of
distillation have to run the gauntlet of this wliite-hot sec-
tion and, during their passage, are completely cremated,
huch a High Temperature Incinerator is capable of hand-
ling about seven tons of refuse per dav per cell ; this fact
together with the saving of extra fuel, and the absence of
a second fire, gives it a marked advantage over the Low
lemperature System.

,u
'^»'^"'^ """'' ''''°""""''^' contrivances connected with

the High Temperature Incinerator, which recommend if
for instance, the tremendous heat generated is not allowed
o go to wa.ste. but is utilized by being converted into some
form of energy, a favourite one being the driving of an elec-
tric light installation. In some ca.ses. the power derive^' be-
ing sufficient to serve for the street lighting of the town
Again there is a certain amount of hard clinker, whichwhen crushed, and mixed with a suitable proportion of
cement, makes excellent concrete.

DRAINAGE.

Trai>s.-A trap is a sanitary appliance, designed to form
a barrier between the interior of the drain, and the interior
o the house. The water which is contained in the trap
blocks the lumen of the pipe, and .so prevents drain ai^
finding Its way into the house.

For practical purposes, we may divide traps into two
c]as.ses—Simple and Complex.
Simple traps are virtually bends in the drain pipe, which

enable water to lodge therein, so forming the water seal.The shapes of these bends are various, and are usually named
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from their likeness to some letter of the alphabet, e gU, P, S. (See Exhibits N'os. '.Mil to 117
)

In construction, traps must fulfil certain requiremeMts
and tins w.Il be best nnderstood by indicating points or
conditions, which ouKnt to be found in a «ood trap

(1) Even bore throughout; i2) no corners, or places
to furnish lodgment for solid materials

; (3) to be made inone piece, that is, no joints providing opportunities for
leakage

: (4) accessibility for cleaning purposes, both in-
side and out

; (5; efficient water seal.
The water seal in the trap is an extremely important

factor, It should not be too deep, nor yet too shallow •

if
too deep, too much obstruction is offered to the flow of the
contents of the fixture to which the trap is attached, and
results in the trap being not self-cleansing. Solid materials
in the liquid refuse settle down in the trap, and clinging to
the sides, eventually block it up altogethei.

If, on the other hand, the water seal be too shallow it
does not act as sufficient barrier against the passage 'of
drain air from the house drain into the room. It is found
that the air inside the house drains is constantly undergo-
ing changes of pressure, sometimes negative, and some-
times positive. There is thus a tendency for the water in
the trap to be either sucked out, or blown out. and when
once either of these things has occurred, the drain air has
free access to the house

: a very dangerous state of affairs
for. as we have already seen, it may contain both poison-
ous gases and dangerous germs.

In practice a depth of water from two to three inches is
the most suitable to form a water .seal, for such a depth of
.^ater ,s capable of withstanding the ordinary variations of
air pressure within the drain, and it is not too great to
form any appreciable obstruction to the flow of liquids
througa the trap.

The depth of the water seal means the height of the
colu.nn of water in the trap, which has to be moved before
the free pas,sage of air can be obtained. This is indicated

'

by the painted portion of Exhibit Xo. 9. 1 1 1

.

I 'J
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As a further safeguard against ...e breakage of the water
seal in these simple traps, vent pipes (puff pipes) ought to
be installed

: these are connected with the drain r-' ,.

mediately on the drain side of the trap, and c- .cate
freely with the outside air. With such a provis. .. .narked
alterations it, the air pressure within the drain can occur
without interfering with the stability of the water seal in
the case of positive pressure, the air is driven up the vent
pi:)e, where there is no obstruction, and so the pressure is
relieved

;
likewise in the case of negative pressure, instead

of the water .seal being sucked out. air from the outside is
simply drawn down the vent pipe to restore the balance of
pressure.

These vent pipes then furnish an efficient safe-guard to
the water seals, and at the same time thev serve another
useful purpose, for they assist in the ventilation of the
drains. (q.v.J

Complex traps comprise all those varieties which are
more complicated in construction than simple traps. They
are usually made in several parts, thus necessitating one or
more joints. The lumen is always irregular, varying in
size, so offering facilities for the collection of solids in the
liquid waste

;
various specimens of these are on the market.

The two types most patronized are shown in Exhibits Nos.
9.1)1 and 9.1o2. wherein the characteristics above men-
tioned, relating to complex traps, are well shown. These
complex traps were invented chiefly with a view to prevent
Syphonage of the water seal, and to do away with the ne-
cessity of a vent pipe. To attain this end, extra obstruction
IS introduced to render more difficult the sucking out of the
water seal, and so withstanding larger ranges of negative
pressure within the drain pipes.

An examination of these complex traps will reveal imme-
diately the sacrifice of several of the essentials of a good
trap. From their very construction, leaks and blockages
are the two common faults most commonly met with in
this class of appliances. (See Exhibits Nos 9 151 and
9.152).
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Another faulty sanitary arrangement frec-iently se.-n is
he Mercury Seal Vent. This is designed to allow of air
heiuK drawn fro.n a room into the .Irain pipe, when the air
.nsKle the latter indicates a negative pressure-thus pre-
ventuiK SyphonaRe of the water seal in the trap It is
lutended as a substitute for a vent pipe ( Ivxhibit No. !. IS.))"
I obv.ates the trouble and expense of installiuR long lengths
of vent p,pe

; theoretically it allows a-r to be drawn into thedram, but not the passage of drain air outwards into theroom,-any positive pressure ten.is to force the aluminum
cap tight down on the merciir-
As a matter of fact, in practice, we find that b,.th themercury and the aluminn.i. are terriblj corroded hv the

drain gases, and the mercury seal soon becomes defective
allowing the drain air to escajK into the house. For this
reason they are not to be recommended.
There are other special forms of traps designed to meet

special re(iuirements.

Oulley traps (ICxhibits Xos. !».121 to 1U2;{), are really
s-n:p.e traps with an enlarged head, being u.sed in such
places as basement floors, stables and backvards, and are
..able to receive gravel and sand. The enlarged head allows
these snks^ances to be caught before entering the drain
and also affords facilities for cleaning these materials out

'

Grease traps ( Ivxhibit Xo. !.. 14 1 ), are again modifications
of a simple trap. The first part for headj, is verv much
enlarged, allowing a large quantity of water to remain inhe trap

;
the idea is to cau.se any liquid grease entering

the trap to be congealed when it enters that large volume
of cold water lying in the first part of the trap. A sub-
sequent flush comes along, the congealed fat is broken upand washed through the trap into the drain pipe, where it
IS earned along as .solid pieces. The idea of this arrange-
ment .sounded on the fact that solid pieces of fat are much
ess liable to stick to the .sides of the trap, or drain pipe
than If the fat existed in the liquid .state, for liquid fatwhen U strikes the cold sides of the pipe .t once congeal^
and sticks there, thus tending to block the drain
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Intercepting traps are lar«e forms of simple running
traps, usually of a diameter four inches and upwards. (See
Exhibits Nos. U.IM to 9.134).

They are intended to !« used as a 'cut off" between the
house and the public sewers, to prevent the sewer gas enter-
ing the house drains. They are always equipped, as the
hxhil):ts show, with an opening for ventilation on the house-
drain side, allowing the entry of fresh air into the house
drain.

A raking arm is provided, to give access, in case of
blockage, to the length of pipe between the trap and the
sewer. Those forms of intercepting traps used in conjunc-
tion with manhole cl ambers are not furnished with an open-
ing for ventilation, but only a cleaning eye on the far side
of the trap

;
the ventilation opening is unneces.sary, for in

the manhole itself free ventilation is always provided.
Drain Puk.s and Drainagk Schemks.—As in the case

of all sanitary fittings, so in dealing with pipes and drains,
we still have our ideal in front of us, viz., to remove quickly
and efficiently all sewage matters; not to permit the retention
of any part

;
not to allow the escape of either sewage, or

sewer gas
;
and also to provide full command over the

drains, insuring complete accessibility to the interio- of
them.

Commencing with the materials for pipes and drains
lead and galvanised iron are u.sed for the small ones up to
two inches in diameter; both metals are about equally
good, each possessing little advantage, or disadvantage as
compared with the other. In larger drains inside the
house, iron pipes (.'5 to G inches in diameter) are used

;

these should be of a strong, heavy type (Exhibit No. 9.212)
and not too light in weight (Exhibit No. 9.231). In times
gone by, it used to be the practice to utilise stone-ware, and
tile-ware pipes, for the main house drain, lying beneath the
basement floor, and continuing out to the public sewer. As
these tile drains cannot withstand any pressure, and are
very liable to be leaky at the joints, strong iron pipes are
nowadays necessarily used in their stead, up to a point

III 'i
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outside t::. foundation wall of the I,ou.e. From that ,,«i„tto the pul.hc sewers, tile drains are used
Ren.arkiuK upon the co.nparative valu. of these variousmateria s used as pip.s, -i„ the case of leaden pi .IT^

•shoul.l he of a solid drawn variety (Kxhil.it Xo !••.;;,
a.ul not of a sean.e.l type , ICxhiL . X,,. U.27:l, because tlu'
l^auKj. lead pip. always corrode, and «ive :;;::: ^
1

of seam. The «reat advantage of lea.l li.s in its pli-abd.ty. he.UK easily aceonunodate.l to l.u.ds and angles It

and th'

*""' ^"^••^"•^«^ "f '-i"« v-y easily p.rLatecand this is a drawback.
There is little to say re«ardi„« galvanised iron pipe beyond the f u t that it is hard and durable, and no e^siTvperforated but the durability i., not so pronoun: iTthe case of very heavy iron. The latter is the onlv kindof p.pe that can be used for vertical stacks, and le «th ^

P.l>e wh,ch have to bear their own weight they e
"

Lead p,pes would sa« in their own weight, and'sc lest'ro

y

he eveness of bore. Tile-ware, and stone-ware ph^s(hxhdm Xos. !..->I and U.222) have In-en Psed larLlv ^.'^
account of cheapness, and are practically li i df ,°

"

portion of the drain lyi„« well outside ,1 e housV lead neunderground to the public .sewer
: in this positio.rthey eno s. t to heavy weights, like passin, Ll.r th'f^u, ^

at on of a house, or a basement floor, both of which havea tendency to .settle, and would sn.ash anv tile pipe 1 i ,^.beneath then.. As a wearing „,aterial, tile and to^'e wa tare nuxlerately good, but it is surprising how quick v Zlwear o,t «,Kler the scouring action of grit and'sand v L ,may be contained in the sewage
It is important to note a few things regarding the jointsof these various kinds of pipes; lead pi,L J^Ul a wa lbe joined to one another with -wiped- joints (KxhH

'

No
. -54). never with a "bitted" joint (Exhibit Xo.9.-'i). because the.se "bitted" joints are .so liable to beonie corroded, and eventually leaky. Where lead .s L

t

oined to iron pipes, or stone ware, this must be donethrough the medium of a brass coi' ;r hcr.u t ." i-uiiar, .)e>.au.>-e lead cannot
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I

ioldercd to iron, or stone work
; nt-itlicr can it fje

.rewed or tan.,H-(l
; but lead can In.- sol.lercd to brass

(Ivxhibit No. '.•.•2.{.'). and a screw tbrea.l can be pnt on
brass

;
also the brass is strong enonxh t.. withstand the

pressnre of puckinK. or tanipinj? ; in this fashion can the
joint Ik.- madu between iron or stone ware pii,es. The joints
in all iron pijn-s are one of two kinds, either screw joints
which are nstd in smaller pi,H.-s np to three inches in dia-
meter, or caulked lead joints, in pi,K-s of diameter larger
than three inclus (ICxhibit No. i».2.;i ). It re.|uires a Rood
strong iron pipe to withstand this canlkiiiR prwess, the
collar on a light pipe is very apt to split.

The joints l)etween stone-ware, or tile pipes, ought always
to be made with good cement. Various tricks are sometimes
resorted to, to save cement, b> unscrupulous workmen (for-
tunately not common), clay often being substituted some-
times clay with a thin facing ,.f cement

; and on occasion
the jointing material being left out altogether, the stwage
being allowed to escape freely through the open joints into
the ground surrounding the pipe.

All drain pipes should l)e laid so that the inside bore, or
lumen, should l)e perfectly even and straight, of course
with the u'-cessary grading to enable the sewage to flow •

any sagging of the pii)e allovv.s a port, i of the sewage to
be retained, there to undergo decomposition. Bends and
angles should lie avoided as far as possible, and where the
direction of a line of pipe is to be changed, either laterally.
or from horizontal to vertical, pipes having nicely curved
bends, and not sharp angles, should be employed. In all
drains for houses, the .smaller pipes for sanitary fixtures on
the various floors are made to converge on each floor to
one. or r,ore. vertical stacks of main drain i)ipe ; the.se
stack pipes are never less than four inches diameter, be-
cause they have to receive not only the small drain pipes
but must take in all the pipes from water closets, which we
have already seen have a mini: .um diameter of four inches
Continuing upwards, this soil stack, as it is sometimes
called, ri.ses in a straight line above the top floor and

In- .!
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ar.i... <.„v.) K.,„o„.u ...:»;:i:;^';r;::;- . r;',.;!,::the lower storey, wt- conu- to the l.asenient f.. r '""f

about deprecating the nra.t ce ,

'^. '^.'" '^*^. "" "i"e.st.o„

»ur,ng complete acce»il,ility i„ case of „e„ T,

case of blockage
interior of the dram in

-He ,»in, „,e„ ,ae JilTLirirtrH^^^.r-'*

Diagram Exhihif n j
"• -'-^.J, and by reference to the

pipes.yingtU^t:rSr'ofTb' "' """'"'"^

' '""°'"«^ '" « straight line between the

s|
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"Manhole Cliaiiiher" and the fixture, is thus completely at
the command of anyone standing inside the "Manhole
Chamber"; so l)einK fully accessible in case of blockage.
Compare this with the system of indiscriminate branch-

ing of the drain pipe beneath the cement floor ; in this
case, a blockage taking place on any of the branch drains,
access to the pipe is impossible, unless by tearing up the
concret* floor, and breaking into the drain.

In those systems where no "Manhole Chambers" are
provided, the only means of access to that portion of the
pipes lying beneath the basement floor, is an "Inspection
ICye," i)laced on the main drain just before it leaves the
house. These "Inspection ICyes" can be obviously an
apology only, in the way of accessibility to the drain.
People who have to work with drains, cleaning, or testing,
find it cpiite impos.sible to conunand the .system of pipes
through such an inadequate opening. The u.se of raking
rods is precluded.

As regards testing drains, there is no comparison between
the sy.stem of .straight drains and "Manhole Chambers," on
the one hand, and the .system of indiscriminate branching
on the other. In the first, each pipe, as it enters a "Man-
hole Chamber," can be tested separately; a leak can he
located with the greatest amount of ease, antl the least
amount of trouble.

In the second case, where the only means of entrance to
the main drain is an "In.spection Kye," tlie whole drain,
and its several branches lying beneath the floor, must be
tested all together. Under the.se conditions it is quite im-
possible to locate a leak, not knowing whether it exists in
the main drain, or in one of its branches ; and any attempt
to fi.x a definite point, involves a tearing up of the concrete
floor.

Ventilation of drains is neces.sary, to rid them of the
drain air, or sewer gas, which, as we have seen, is a dan-
gerous concomitant of sewage in the drain. We endeavour,
by a rapid and efficient removal of the sewage from the
drains, to prevent the formation of noxious gasies therein.
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At this point, we must consider "Intercepting Traps."
These are large traps placed on the main drain just as it

leaves the private premises on its way to the public sewer
;

and were designed to prevent the entry of sewer gas from
the public sewer into the private house drain.

Knowing, as we do, the dangers contained in this sewer
gas, except in the case where the public sewers are so
beautifully kept, and the ventilation so perfect, that the
air therein is as good as the fresh air outside ; knowing,
as we do, that the state of the public sewer is generally
very far from this ideal, there can be no question as to the
soundness of the contention that it is better not to allow
the bad sewer gas in the public sewers to pass into the
house drain, if it can be prevented by the "intercepting
trap. " In spite of this, many city engineers inveigh against
the use of these traps, and do so on two grounds; first,

that they afford an obstruction to the free flow of the house
sewage, and are liable to become blocked ; secondly, they
prevent ventilation of the public sewers through the house
drains

;
and they claim that, if all the numerous soil pipes

in the houses, connected with the public sewers, could be
utilised as outlet shafts, fresh air will have to be drawn in
to the sewers to replace this foul air, and so good ventila-
tion of the public sewers would result. No one would
contend that this would not be so, but most householders,
naturally, would object to any part of their private property
being utilised as a foul air shaft for public concerns, and
are partly justified in maintaining that, if the city author-
ities want their sewers ventilated, they should devise some
system of their own whereby it could be accomplished, and
not intrench upon the private rights of the householders.
Again, there is another thing in the householder's favour,
when he has his house drain full of foul gas from the
public sewer, and any leak occurs in his private drainage
scheme, he then gets the full benefit of this foul air in his
house, whereas if he had his own drain well ventilated and
cut off from the public sewer, he is not so badly off in the
case of a leak.

;;/
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Rockets are decidedly inferior to machines, because the
output of smoke cannot be regulated, or controlled ; and,
moreover, the machines give a continuous supply, whereas
the smoke from a rocket is disengaged within the space of
a few moments.

The smoke test is very useful when applied to drain
pipes exposed -bove the ground, for any escape of smoke
from leaks is detected at once ; in underground drains,
however, escaping smoke may take a long time to reach
the surface, and become evident ; tliis applies more especi-
ally to drains lying beneath a basement floor made of
concrete.

The Air test consists of driving air, under pressure, into
the drains, and noting, by means of a gauge attached to
the pump, whether the pressure is maintcined constant.
Of course the ends of the drain are securely plugged, pre-
vious to the air being forced in. The pipe, conducting the
compressed air from the pump, connects with a special
plug, which has a tube in the centre, communicating with
the interior of the drain (.see ICxhibit No. 1).2«1). This
test is rather a .severe one, I)ecause the slightest pin-hole
leak permits the compre.s.sed air to escape, with a cor-
responding drop of the pressure gauge. For this reason it

is only rarely adopted.

The Chemical test is made by introducing some chemical
substance, po.s.sessing a powerful odour, into the drain; and
then noting whether the characteristic smell can be detected
inside the house,--if so, a leak in the drain pipe exists.
The commonest sub.stances used for this purpose are, Oil

of Peppermint, As.safrttida, and Phosphorus.
As an efficient te.st, it cannot be strongly recommended,

because we possess in the preceding tests much better
means of detecting leaks.

A -awback to the use of these chemicals is, that their
pungent odour practically exchiues their introduction in-
side the house, or building

; they should, for this reason,
be inserted into the drain pipe at .some point outside the
building, e.g., the vent-pipe of the main drain.
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It is practically impossible to put these substances into^e dra.us .usuie the building, without having the d .rpermeate the atmosphere therein
; and wla-n this a 4P ace, the whole test is rendered useless, for tl e la

'
othe test hes n, the detection of the characteristic sn.elAr,s,ng out of the f.-regoing remc ks concerning' the

Drainage schemes n,ay be very simplv constituted orthey n.ay cons.st of a vast nun.ber of drain pipes con erg

an case, dran, testing cannot be e«=cientlv carried ounless the p.pes are accessible for such purpases
Here.ul.es one of the most important points connectedw. h the proper designing of drainage scLemes.-: ^^I'l.ty should be secured throughout. More, ver it sobv,ous that only certain sections can be propev handleat any one t.me

;
it is impossible to conduct a sa i actoest upon the whole of a large syste.n at ouce. Tl e o

,'

siderat,ons lead to the advisability of so designing d" "eschemes that they can be sectionised, so as t- enable an .neconducng a test to handle small sections one afte an 1

'

con\er^e ni straight hnes upon one point, this point is tl,.Manhole Chamber; (see refere.uJ t. ,
'

.P°"'' ''' ^he

""cier Drainage Schemed S::^": " ""'^"^'""^

elsl' H
'"1"^ °^ '^'"''"^ exemplifies, n.ore than anvthu..e s

.
the advantages of the Manhole Chamber. The ^P ete command over the whole drainage .system gi^X vsuch an arrangement is patent enough

espidain"^" '" ^'"^ ''"«" °' '^«'"='«'^ -'— "'-e

F es to the *"".^^"^'r"^'
'-^ ^>-' installation of InspectionMes to the vanous dra.n pipes, of such a nature as toeffect. vely p.ohil it the introduction of suitable ph^ f^dram te.stmg purpo.ses. F .nstance, one fre.,ue, tK co„ sacross an .nspectiou eye, ;; or 4 inches in dia ,e

^'
"""

access to a G-,nch drain pipe
; how in,pos,ib!e is i to introd«ce a o-G iuch plug through a ;^-4 inch opening
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We now come to the most important sanitary fix cures to
be found in houses.

W.\ti:r Closets.

They are most important, l)ecause the>- Iiave to deal with
the most dangerous component of sevvaRe, namely, human
e.xcremenlJ matters. \\\. have seen already that these
matters contain large numbers of dangerous germs capable
of causing diseases. It is eminently neces.sarv, therefore
that these appliances should re.iiovc the dangerous materials
quickly and efficiently. In passing judgment on any water
closets, these recpiirements should always be kept in mind
and any structural arrangement in the water closet, which
will permit of the retention of the contents of the bowl is
quite sufficient to condemn it as an efficient sanitary
apparatus.

The dangers attendant upon retention of excremental
matter in any part of the bowl of the closet cannot be over-
estimated, because the germs lurking therein are given the
opportunity to be carried away, and find lodgment in a
healthy person, thus setting up di.sease. The two methods of
dissemination, under the.se conditions, are personal contact
with the dangerous matter, and also transportation i)y flies.

In the study of water clo.sets, it will probably be better
to consider them in the order in which they appeared before
the public.

The first variety was the old-fashioned Pan Closet (see
E-xhibit Xo. 9.4 11). Next came the Long- Hopper, and
Shon variety of the same. (See Exhibits Nos. 9.421 to
'>.42.;). These two classes are now entirely out-of-date
and no longer sanctioned by Municipal authorities.
An examination of the exhibits will soon demonstrate

that both the.se types of closets are a long way from being
self-cleansing. By their shape and general con.struction
and inefficient flushing, they offer every facility for the
retention of excremental matters.
Next in order of invention, are the simple Wash-down

varieties
;
they have stood the test of time, are much
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patronised at the present day. and it is very doubtful if

The bowl and trap are built in „„e piece, thus offering"o jonus wh.ch are hable to becon.e leakv. Ha '.'^-a^

snrtace or the reception of the excreinental matter anda ce.sMb,hty to the trap is thus fully assured. Th ^hape

".sure thorough washing of all parts of the bow and thevartofs streams from the ri„, converge to the o t erap. the contents of the bowl thus being eiTectivelv forced

ond'^'sil/r 'r
''' '''"' p*p' i"-edSeiv

:

>oml Snnphcty of construction, self-cleansing efficiencvof flush, and complete accessibility to all parts ofVhK,and trap, are the characteristics of^hisl p^fofdo ^Closely following the Wash-down, ca.ne the Wash o„tvariety of closet fExhibit Xo. U 4in This w.« I
to be an improvement over preceding tvpellrLptS:
presented. The idea being, of course, to insure the aonliance being more perfect as regards self-cleansing p openi'

"

The trap is placed beneath the bowl, and is buiH inone piece without joints. On©the whole it is 1 mod rati vgood type of closet, but has drawbacks elathVtol s se f

ihrb^o^.rr- '?t
''- ^--^^ '- '- -^*-' ^^<^^^

Compare these with the Wash-down
^'

firs1'par"t oTthtV"'' °' ''"' '""^ ''' --P' -'° thenrst par of the trap, it passes over the lip, or edge formn^ the ront part of the bowl, and solid matters'aVven-apt to stick on the under .crfnce of that lip. The flush

H
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water peneially passes over that particular spot after tlie
manner of a cascade

; tlie only power therefore to force the
contents of the bowl through the trap is the actual weight
of water, no force from the flushing rim being availabl.
and for this reason the state of the trap is not as clean as
in Wash-down types.

Within the last ten years or so, a new tvpe of closet has
come into use, the Syphon Jet, and the Syphon-like closets.
The earliest specimens of this class were truly Syphonic in
their action. They constitute a good tyj^e of bowl, with
trap all in one piece, very much after the style of the Wash-
down closet, but different from the latter in having a second
trap set below and a little beyond the first trap ; a vertical
length of pipe, about 18 inches, connecting the two (See
Exhibit Xo. !).4')1).

At the top of this vertical portion of pipe, a jet of water
is thrown down the centre, falling into the second traj..

This generates negative pressure in the pipe lying between
the two traps, by exhausting some of the air contained
therein. An ingenious arrangement connected with the
flushing apparatus, allows of this jet to come into action a
short time before the main flush appears in the flushing
rim of the bowl, so that the contents of the bowl are carried
away under the action of two forces—the driving i)ower of
the flush in the bowl, forcing it through the first trap, and
the suction action on the far side, tending to drag it through
the same trap.

The liquid flows down the vertical part of the pipe, and
then pas.ses through the second trap, and so on into the
drain. There is no question aJwut the self-clean.sing power
of this type of closet, the contents of the bowl are swept
away with, great force. It has never been verv populrr
however, becau.se the flushing operation is such' a terribly
noisy performance, and resounds through the house where
one of the.se closets is installed.

A modification of this Syphon Jet very soon followed •

it
IS known as the Syphon-!ike closet. The second trap in the
Syphon Jet type was quickly realised to be a drawback
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both on account of offering a certain amount of obstructionand .ts ,„acces.s,b,lity. In the Syphon-like type, the se ondrap ,s done away with: the jet had likewise to h; di carXd

e:rt::;!r
"^ ^^^^" ^^^^ -"-—pp^ait

The bowl and trap, all in one piece nre^^nt fj,

appearance of the Wash-down clor^nirprintforr
t placed at the bottom of the tran just within the bowh. comes ,nto play just before the main flush .. th^

ot the bowl, as they are forced through the tran bv tho

TeTl '"%""'" '"'"'- ^"^ -tents then pa down hepipe leading from the trap to the house drain thisX ll

suppo^d by i \:eieh; to
'°"""

V''''
'^'"^ ^''^' >' '^

In actual practice it is found that this suction action is of

uu«H. in tact. It IS a question whether the rn„vo uted section of pipe immediately follow nghtrr isnot a disadvantage, as compared with a straiglu ng h ^dram p,pe^vh,ch exists in the U'ash-down varltv for undoubte ly this bent section, being smaller in c amet ^t anhe orU,„,,, ,,,,„ j^.p^ ^^^^ ,^^^ ^ .^^^^^ ^^ several bndthen.Mi, nmst uUerpose resistance to the free flow of i.uidsAgan. m case of blockage, it is very inaccessible for t

Fi rsH Yanks.-As these tanks form part of the generalconstruction of a water closet, it will be best to conside

urem'e. t
%'""' '''^^ ''' ^^'^^^ ^° fulfil t^re^quirements-first. to provide storage and delivery of therequisite amount of water to flush the bowl, and econdhto prevent unnecessary waste of the water; on theT^ e;account they are called " wate^ waste preventers
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When dealinff with the average person, it must be realised

that they recjuire some apparatus involvin« the minimum
amount of care and attention, and that people will not take
the trouble to hol.l the valve open while the necessary
amount of water passes, so leading to want of cleanliness.
On this account, ther.fore, all flush tanks, now-a-days
work on the automatic principle, that is to say, the n.omeni
the Cham is pulled, the flush starts ofT and is co-.Hnued
automatically, although the chain is released.
The various exhibits of water clo.sets show their attached

Hush tanks placed about six feet al«ve the bowl
; they are

placed there in order to give the water a certain amount of
pre.ssure, or "head." The amount of water required to
lush an ordinary closet bowl, is usually about .'5 gallons •

less than two is found to be inefficient, and, of course amaximum limit must be fixed, otherwise there would be an
undue consumption of water, and this is of vital importance
in towns and cities, where the water supplv is not over
abundant. The average capacity of these tanks runs about
" *o "j gallons.

.uiotlier type of flush tank, which is in general use is
situated low down, just above the back of the clo«et seatm this kind, there is obviously very little pre.ssure, or
head, available, to impart force to the water for flushing

purposes
;
to overcome this difficulty, what advantage is

lost in regard to force, is made up by additional volume of
water delivered through the wide pipe : the attraction of
this arrangement is an absence of noise, but we must take
note of the fact that this type of tank requires a much
arger volume of water

; the average tank giving from 6 to
10 gallons per flush ( Ivxhibit No. !».4.-)L').

In places where water has to be carefully conserved such
apparatus, consuming as they do large quantities of water
are not looked upon with very great favour.

La.stly, the Flushometer. This ingenious device was in-
tended by the inventor to replace to a certain extent the
flush tank, the original idea being to install these appli-
ances ,n places where batteries of closets had to be arranged
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Which wouu. £ ";::;L ': r;^:;^ -7'>- ^->

inp parts.
•"'"^ '''" '^''o^^' the .-ork-

The -pjjliancf can Ik- reeiilatL-d to ,u i;..

special tank.
'"hicad ot to a

- b. sucked bact fI T HaLr p"«; 1""' ""'" "»'=

the end, should always ,ermipa,e a few inches above
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IukIi water mark in the tank, so that tliere will exi;t an

air space between the water in the flush tank and the end

of the feed pipe; thus any suction takiuR place in the water

pipe, only air, not the tank water, can be drawn into the

pipe. It is for this reason that one views, with a little

doubt and suspicion, the increasing practice of connecting

flushometers directly with the water pijies conveying drink-

ing water.

Lastly, a word must l)e said about ov "r-llow ])ipes, in con-

nection with Hush tanks. In fact, the remarks to be made

apply to all over-flows, and, more especially on this continent

where water and drain pipes are usually installed inside the

house for climatic reasons, over-flow pii)es frotn any tank

^'e nearly always connected up directly with a drain pipe.

Under such circumstances, the existence of a trap on this

over-flow pipe is regarded as an adequate safeguard against

the entry of drain air. or drain gas, into the house along

the over-flow pipe. The security thus afforded is seen to

be very doubtful, unfortunately, if it be realised that such

a trap can only be a safeguard when it contains its proper

amount of water, that is, wate*- seal ; and if it is also real-

ised that over-flow pipes are only called into service very

occasionally, because they are not over-flowing all the

time.

It can be readily understood, thot in the long intervals

occurring between the tinu s of water actually flowing

down the pipe, the water seal in the trap will naturally dry

up, and the moment this occurs, the drain ga.ses have just

as much opportunity of entering freely into the house, as

if no trap existed on the pipe at all.

In regard to the installation of over-flow pipes, the sound-

est and safest practice, therefore, is to make them open

directly through the wall of the house, and let them ter-

minate there in the open air, so that, whenever the tank

does over-flow, the water can escape freely into the outside

air, and there is no possibility of any drain air, or drain

gas, returning along such a pipe ; an arrangement which

has the further advantage of indicating, at the earliest
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tnoiiiciit, to the inmates of the house that there is M,me-
thiuR wroiiK with the hall cock, ami reiinires attenti.)ii.

Ttuler the common prevailing system, the valve may l)e

leaking for weeks, or months, and none of the inmates he
any the wiser, t)ecause the overflow of water fin.ls its way
directly into the drain, where they cannot possibly see it.

In order to complete the subject of flush tanks, their con-
struction may \ briefly noted. I'xhibit No. UAS-', shows
a very cheap, ii..crior, kind of tank : this style is to he
avoided, becau.se they are very iiielTicient, and (piickly be-
come defective through their flimsy con.struction. ICxhibit
No. 'ir.'A .chows, what we might term, a moderately good
tank, but in comparison with such samples as H.xhibit N'o.
it. i4l

,
the superiority of the latter will Ije readily observed.

The substitution of porcelain ware, tor wood and copjHjr
work, is ? great advance in this section of .sanitary fittings

:

tlie extra cost is very trifling, and their durability and gen-
eral cleanliness more than amply rei)ay this expenditure.

These remarks concerning durability and soundne.ss of
construction, relating to water closets and flush-tanks,
apply equally well to all other kinds of sanitary fi.. aires!
There seems to be a growing tendency, in the present age,
to make all fixtures and pipes extremely light, with the
result that they are not capable of withstanding prolonged
wear and tear, to which such appliances are neces.sarily
subjected

;
and there is no question that the average house-

holder, when installing sanitary fixtures, appreciates
something that will last a good few years, far more than
fixtures that wear out rapidly and require repairs very
soon.

Baths, Lavatory Basins, Sinks, ktc—All these fix-
tures are judged by the .same standards as the preceding
appliances, viz. : do they offer any facilities for »iie re-
tention of waste materials (e.g., fat or soap), which would
either be dangerous to health, or be a nuisance.

In all three classes, the appliances now-a-days found on
the market, are usually .so simply constructed and well
made, that little opportunity is afforded for retaining waste
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matters. The interiors of these fixtures present no corners

or crevices where decomposible matters might lodge. The
only place, where such a lodgment might come about, is in

the overflow. All these sanitary fittings have to be pro-

vided with an overflow, and it is chiefly in the design of

this adjunct that any shortcoming arises.

Briefly put, the whole matter resolves itself into the

question whether or no the overflow is so complicated in

construction as to be inaccessible, and therefore incapable

of being easily cleaned.

Kitchen sinks, by virtue of the culinary refuse which
they dispose of, are very liable to have their attached traps

blocked with grea.se. It is under these fixtures that grea.se

traps are frequently installed, with the intention of pre-

venting greasy substances entering the drains, and blocking

them up.

Baths have a little hygienic interest attached to them all

their own. Under certain peculiar conditions, ^..^., where
they are used by Scarlet Fever or Typhoid patients,—the

waste waters from them may be distinctly infectious, and
special precautions should be taken to deal with the wastes.

Some Sanitary Authorities have recommended that these

fixtare.s, when used for such purposes, sho-'d have special

drain pipes leading directly to the main outlet, and in no
way communicating with the rest of the pipes of the ordin-

ary drainage scheme
; with the idea of preventing any

possible return flow, vid the other fixtures on the system,
to other parts of the building. In any case, it is worth
while remembering the possibility of infection being spread

by this channel, and it should serve to accentuate the ad-

visability of rendering such infectious waste waters sterile

by the addition of some suitable disinfectant, before they
are released into the ordinary drains.

DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE.
As the sewage leaves the house drains and passes along

the public sewers to their outfall, there is nothing very
particular for us to note, beyond the fact that it is taken
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for granted that the pul,lic sewers are kept i„ ^ood orderand well vent.lated. At the outfall the Lwage is finallydisposed of in one of several ways :—

^

(1) Pouring into the sea! rivers, or lakes
(-') Disposal on land.

('5) Ch mical Precipitation, Septic Tanks,
dinientation.

(4) Biological Treatment on Artificial Beds
Sea \\.XTEK.-bi.sposal of the sewage into the sea in itscrude state .s quite legitin.ate and .sound, where.e t e

there shall he no fouhng of the fore-shore. If the latteroccurs, then some forn, of treatment is called for Thepresence o shell fish indu.stry should al.so he noted. forTl eshell fish have been .shown to he capable of picking updisease germs from .sewage, and so transmitting them oonsumers of the.se shell fish. Several epidemics of T^ , o dhave been traced to this .source
'

FRE.SH W.VTER.-The dispcsal of .sewage in its crude orjnnreated state into bodies of fresh wate'r like rive s andlakes, especially if these are the .sources of drinkingupphe.s ,s strongly to be deprecated. It mav be that hebodies of water are vast enough to dispose of the chemicalorganic constituents of the sewage, but the sewage gn^can and do. retain their vitality in such waters for a longtmie aud are earned great distances by the various currentsexisting in such bodies of water. Disinfection of t L-wage efnuent in this case in an ideal to be aimed at
If the ciuantity of sewage be so large, compared withthe volume of fre.sh water into which it empties as tomake its presence patent to the ordinarv sens s of sth^

taste, or smell, obviously such a body of' water, so defi^^

'

cannot be utilised for drinking purposes, quite apartSthe presence of sewage germs
: for even though we couldkill every germ contained therein, we should still be leftwith a noxious fluid quite unfit for potable purposes • suchconditions would demand treatment of the crud .sewage soas to produce a clear effluent, free from all odour and fa^te
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Sewac.k Tricatment.

In order to fully appreciate the difTeretit modes of sewage
treatment, it is essential to obtain a clear idea of the com-
ponent parts of ordinary sewage, and to see what can be

done in the way of treating these constituents. The
following scheme will show clearly and briefly the com-
position of sewage, as we have to deal with it in sewage
treatment.

Organic matter in solution

Organic matter in suspension

Salts

Water
Sewage

Food
for

Germs

Inanimate
Part

Living Germs
(

Animate
Part

The inanimate part is really an aggregation of chemical

^anic materials

; • demonstrated

. Considering

the first place,

some process of

compounds, organic and inorganic. Tht

serve as a food for germs, and this is

when raw sewage undergoes decompr .t.

the organic materials only, we ma
eliminate the solid suspended matter

filtration, or precipitation. The organic matter in .solution

in either of those processes, remains practically unaltered.

Now, as all popular forms of sewage treatment virtually

depend upon the powers possessed by germs to digest, or

dispose of, organic matter, it follows that we may feed to

these germs either the crude sewage containing organic

matter in .suspension, and in solution ; or the sewage from

which the solids in suspension have been removed, and so

containing only the organic matter in solution.

Germs may be conveniently divided for our purpose into

two groups—The .^Erobic and Anaerobic. Briefly ex-

pressed, the iBrobic digest organic matters, both .solid and

in solution, and convert them into final, simple, stable, end

products.

The Anaerobic, on the other hand, only partially digest

solids in suspension, converting them into slightly less

complex organic compounds, of the nature of Peptones

and Albumoses.
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Another point of importance is the fact that the ^^robes,

being able to dispose of the major part of the solids in sus-

pension, leave a sludge; this sludge would tend to block up
the interstices of any soil, or bed, in which these germs lay.

Seeing that, however we may employ germs in the treat-

ment of sewage, we always obtain a certain amount of

solids remaining (virtually irreducible), it is a question of

choice as to whether we have our sludge formed in the

beginning of the treatment, or at the end.

In the chemical precipitation process, we get our .sludge

at the beginning ; in all forms of treatment where artificial

-Erobic beds are employed to deal with either crude sew-

age, or Septic tank effluent, we get the sludge formed at

the end of the process.

We are now in a jiosition to consider more in detail the

performance of the different systems of .sewage treatment.

I,.\ND Tke.\tment depends upon the Bacteria contained

in the superficial portion of the .soil ; these Bacteria are

•Brobic in character, and require free access of air

(Oxygen) to them. They virtually digest the organic

matter contained in the sewage, and give an effluent very

clear, and non-decomposable ; the soil by itself acts as a

mechanical filter, which accounts for the remarkable clear-

ness of this effluent, and, at the same time, it certainly

filters off a good percentage of the germs contained in the

original .sewage ; but it does not, however, filter off all of

them, by any means : the proportion eliminated depends

largely upon the fineness of the soil material, and the

rapidity with which the fluid passes through it.

There are two main types of Land Treatment—Broad
Irrigation, and Intermittent Downward Filteration.

Broad Irrigation virtually consists of a simple appli-

cation of crude .sewage to the land, without any preliminary

treatment beyond rough screening ; it resembles, in many
respects, the .simple manuring of land adopted by farmers.

The germs on the soil can only negotiate a certain amount
of the original solid organic matter in the sewage, and, if

over-dosed, the solid materials accumulate on the surface
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0«-ing to the limited amount of sewage, ^vhich can he

mipracfcable. This process is sometimes erm , "e .f nning-
;
and, speaking generally, an acre o groJm

it: rt::.::r"^^°"^°^«-^'--'S^^

n pervious to water. A good san.ly loam is the^'est o^a I
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Such installations are suitable only to private houses,

and small institutions. If volumes of sewage more than
two or three thousand gallons have to he handled, the
scheme is unsuitable, because it would entail such a long

length of pipe, and imperfect distribution results. Where
practicable, the effluent from this sy.stem is an excellent

one.

Artij-iciai, Sew.\ge Beds.—The various styles of

artificial .sewage beds are really nothing more than an im-

provement upon Nature's bed, viz., the soil; in this respect,

that, whereas soil contains only a given number of --Erobic

germs in its upper layers, and that owing to the fine texture
of the earth, it only allows the liquids to percolate through
it at a moderate speed, artificial beds are constructed of

materials affording large interstices (like coke and clinker);

therefore, not only the surfaces of the coke, or clinker, are

covered with a thick layer of germs, but air is freely ad-

mitted. Briefly put, an artificial sewage bed is an arrange-

ment whereby the maximum number of germs is crowded
into a minimum of space. These germs, of course, owing
to the free access of air, are necessarily .Krobic. These
artificial beds accomplish the same results as land, that is,

the germs therein break up all the organic matter into

stable end products. Seeing that these beds are .^robic,

we can serve to them either the crude sewage, or a clarified

effluent, exactly as in the case of land treatment. If crude
sewage be applied to these beds, the solids tend to collect,

and finally block up the bed ; but if a clarified effluent be
u.sed, they can go on working almost indefinitely. As was
pointed out before, their great advantage is that an enor-

mous volume of liquid can be dealt with, in some cases as

much as five million galloiiS of liquid can be treated per
acre per day. Compare this with land treatment.

In actual practice, the.se artificial sewage beds take one
of two forms, either the Contact Bed (Exhibit No. '152),

or the Trickling Kilter (Exhibit No. 9.59).

In Contact Beds, the li(|uid is allowed to lie in contact

with the germs, clinging to the material composing the
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bed. for two hours; whereas. i„ a Trickling Kilter the li.niicl-sprayed on the surface of the bed. and diowe 1 to tikethrouKh ,t coming into close contact with the g rl ipassage In the latter case, the time taken for the h „Ho pass through a bed about eight feet deep is. on a„age. three nunutes, an.l it is a most astouLnng f." 1 at
^mg«j^shc^ati„:e.thegermsareab,etotc::^^^^^^^

;?! , u
.'°"' ^°'""' °^ apparat.is for spreading theiKju.d on the surface of these trickling filters are i, ,^"o..les, sprays, rotatory sprinklers, and revol "ng d >,;;;

age Treatment, it will be m™::e-r°:rr;S!r:;
UNO methods of disposing of excreniental matters virtuallvdepend upon the very san.e agencies for their"^ k

"
sare employed in ''land treatn.enf and sewage b«,sf,;^hrob.c germs. Both earth closets and latrines are n ie

earth closets being used in houses where there is no sc-werage system and latrines in connection with camps I^"th
ganic 1^:;.";^'""^' '''^°'"' ^^'™^ ^-^ appnei to t;:tgame matter

.
these germs accomplish their work preci^elv;^tl.^^me manner as described before under^ew^S

One or two points, regarding the practical working „fthese wo installations, may not be out of place thecase of earth closets, slop water should never'^be allow <, to

1 uT m T- "' '"'^'^'' '''^^^"^^ ^'- -'- would up

to the T T" " ^'" '^"'' "'^ ""^ P--"^ "-'— ofair o the I.robic germs, which are in the earth contained
>" the bucket. Once being deprived of air. the Xsstop working, and the Ana-robes presentlv begin tc', thrive

nhich they produce. If anything should go wroiu^ withhe working of an earth clo.set. giving ri.se to a nuisa" ethe proper thing is to have the whole bucket thoroughlycleaned out. and start afresh; never, under any cZKr-
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ation, should stroiiR disinfectants he nsed to mitigate the
nuisance, because, by the addition of these disinfectants,
all the Rerms are destroyed, and seeing that these are our
workmen, we get no purification whatever carried on when
they are destroyed.

Regarding latrines, these are simply trenches dug in the
earth, and seeing that the .Ivrobic germs exist in largest
number in the first twelve inches of the soil (rapidly dimin-
ishing below that depth i, it is obvious these trenches
should never be deeper than twelve inches, otherwise we
are introducing the organic matter to that portion of the soil

where the .l-^obic germs practically do not exist.

These last remarks apply with e(|ual force to the well
known Privy, commonly seen attached to country dwellings,
and it is merely nothing but a deep hole in the ground.

D/SPOS.IL OF DRV A'/SFfS/:.

9.0 Apparatus for Disposal of Dry Refuse.

9.01 Fui.i. SizKi) G.\i.v.\xizKD Iron- in-.sT-BiN

for house refuse : capacity of two cubic feet.

Experience has taught that this is the most useful size.

With an ordinary household, this bin will hold nearly a
week's refuse, and under the ordinary municipal manage-
ment, dust-l)ins are usually cleared twice a week.
The other important points about the bin to be noted are:

1 Quite air-tight, preventing access of rain, and the
dust from blowing about the yard.

It is moveable.

It is impervious, so that no liquid matter can soak
into it.

It can be thoroughly sterilized.

Its convenient size enables it to be easily handled.

9.02 Domestic Garb.\c;k Destructor.

The apparatus is fixed in the flue just above the kitchen
range. This is a useful little arrangement and obviates the
necessity of putting deconiposible matter into the dust-bin.

2

;5

4

5
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9.03

^Uoot It tlien comes into contact first of all u it], th-'Jry.ng hearth
;
fron, there it is pushed along t e fi 1 „a""t.l.t comes into contact with\he actnal t 'hie ,

"
s. uated near to the front door of the fnrnace PrJ io :

of d.st.llat.on
:
the ga.es produced thereby are verv ahox.ous, and ave to be thoroughly dealt with T fi

The lire it«l( i,w ,,y ,l,e ,ef„se „„lv. and ,hfs i, fom,rtto be quite ,„fiidem tor this arrangeme,,,
It mil be Km tliat the ga«», produced bv distillationhave t„ pass through the outlet. Lug the whUe "frebe ore reachiug the chnuuey , during tiLr pal^ |I, g^"

the flue they are completely burnt
As regards the refuse, nothing remains but fine ash anda httle chnker. The ash collects in the space belowThe fi ebars, and ,s very useful, when mixed wit^. cement or hmfor makmg concrete or mortar. Ustly there is a fVrtr'economy

:
a series of boiler tubes can be pi ced i , tl e "e""near tH „•„,„,,, -'-- ^'^ ^eat is .uite'suffici: g 'n^:

rha:iX.;r ^
°^ ''-'-' '-'''' - '- -^-^ ^^r

9.04 HkEXAN and FroUDK DE.STRUCTOR.

9.09 Moir.E'.s Patent Karth Closet.
This appliance is particularly useful for country houses •

Ln.^r't/' t^' ^r
'''' ^'^--' P--^^inemselves. TJ.c- thing to be noted about it is that the
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contents of the bucket must always he kept dry. Slops
and the like must be carefully excluded, otherwise when a
large aniouui of moisture is present, decomposition sets in
and a nuisance results.

9.1 Traps.
SEWAGE D/SPOS.IL.

9.11 .Sl.Ml'I.K TrAI'S.

9.111 Simple S-trap. showing depth of water seal, cleaning
eye, etc.

9.112 Modified S-trap.

9.113 Simpler-trap.

9.114 Simple P-trap.

9.118 Model of 4-inch iron P-trap.

9.116 Simple syphon trap.

9.117 Model of dip.stone trap (old fashioned, not used
now-a-days).

9.12 GvLLEV Traps.

9. 121 Simple gulley trap.

9.122 Sediment gulley trap.

9.123 Head for gulley trap.

9.13 Intercei'Tinc; Tr.^ks.

9.131 Buchan's intercepting trap (mod'
9.132 Full sized sectional model of ' r m's intercepting

9.133 Running trap with central inspection eye, 6-inch
tile drain.

9.134 Weaver's intercepting trap (model).

9.14 Grease Traps.

9. 141 Section of a grease trap, full sized.

9.15 Complex Traps.

I 51 Sanitas Trap.

9.152 Ideal Trap.

9.153 Simple P-trap with mercury air-seal.
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9.2 Drain Pipes, etc.

155

9 21 Ikon I'lpics.

9.211 Specimen of i-inch iron pipe, Kalvani.ed.».Z12 SfKcmen of Uuch plain iron pipe.

9 •
214 Iron manhole cover with double water seal.

9.22 TiLK AM) Stonkware I>ii.,.s

''l^t;L:- I'^r,"^ ""r
^'''*^- --p'^ j-"^ with

^-c.t.i;t-,:;-::^:tt-t.r

with Portland Cen.^t ' ^°'"' '' 'ompl^t.d

9 223 Full sixe .;.i„ch tile drain pipe.
^^* Two .specimens of tile i.iv,rts for sewers.

9-23 JOINT.S, Pl.f.MHINc;, FTC

This shows the

lead cam; ing for joint.

9.232 Sjjecimen of wiped .solder joint
junction of lead pipe to bra.ss collar

F oi iron pipe. The bright iron is coated with a thin

lead >o ta.1 , ,?t ,Ui,„^' «?""
*" "'"'"' <" i-""?

9.235 Patent solder joint
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8 J3T Specimen of Yarrow joint.

9. v'38 Specimen of Hainstead joint.

9.;".. )• TIO.V I'll'KS, RKurciNf. Skctions, ktc

f.i4l !• ,11 si/e G-incli tile drain with linch V junction.

''< 'i-^'i I ill si/e <)-inch tile drain pii^e witli ' inch T jnnc-

'J ?.4') '. 1-inch .roll t)iiK- with tiiich V junction.

9 ' 1 .A J U.V.: '. , y inm drain pipe, with triple junction.
' Ml '! • 'ipp . surface i.s a holttd casing to form insj)ection

chani')*!

9.245 I- .
' 11^ section of tile drain pipe, from < iuchts to

t inches

9.248 Expanding section of tile drain pipe, fn.in I inches to

6 inches.

9.247 A t>-iuch tile drain pipe, curve icnd.

9.25 Drainage Systems, ktc.

9.251 Model showing simple house drain
; tile pijies laid on

cement bed
; manhole with intercepting trap at the far end

of the drain. The upper end of the drain is where the soil-

pipe enters.

9
.
252 Working model of a system of house drainage, showing
the different methods by which the water seals in the traps
may be broken.

It also illustrates the disconnection of the drain from the
sewer, and the ventilation of the whole sy.stem.

The four methods in which a water seal may be broken
are as follows

:

1 Evaporation,

2 Suction,

3 Back pressure,

i Momentum.



9.243 .MAMtOl.li CHAMHKK.

9.26 Dkain Th.sTKKs, i.rc

9.261 HiKNs- Hci.ii'SK Dkain Tksti:k

witl. coniHTtinK pipes. This is a sin.ple smoke testine
machine SmonldtriiiR cotton waste is placed in the in
tenor of the copper cban.l)er, the .over is placed over it
am! a l.itle water poured .' vn the s,de of the cover to
form a water seal. On w,.r;.i « the bellows, the smoke
will Ik. seei, to issue from the connecting pinr.. and if this
be connecte.3 to the drain, the sn.oke, of con'rse. will enter
the drain pipe, and any crack or hole in the drain will U-
at once evidenred by the escape of smokf therefrom.

9.262 Burns' CiKcrr.AR Drain Pi.ir.s.

»i inch, 5 inch and 4 inch.

9.263 BiRN.s- Syi-ARB Gri.r.i v I'l.ir, with Ci.am...

9.264 Blrns' K.\!'Andahi,k r.ri.i.Kv Pwn,
canvas covered, with air pump to expand the same, also
pressure gauge for testin,^ pressure inside the drain

This IS a very useful plug, and one to be strongly recom-
tnended

;
it will f^t any drain fr. ,u 1 to !. inches wide.

9.265 Ravenok's Patknt Drain Ti stek

The machine is for testin- drain., bv mean, of
smoke, or air pressure, and has for its object the
arrangement and construction of an apparatus with
which Smoke Rocket., can ,e u.sed very eflectivelv, in
drains of considerable len^.th without danger of explosion
of unconsumed gases emitt.,.J from the previous Rocket
and. further, ready adaptability is secured for testing with
air and smoke, separately or combined, at high or low
pre.ssure, as desired, viz., from ' ay to 10 lbs -^r n- -e
Rockets can be fired succ* ,ively without disturbing the
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connection with the drain, and witliout fear of explosion
At the bottom of the Smoke Chaml)er. Fij;. G, will be found
a small receptacle. Fig. I, for containing water, which will
catch ami extinguish any sparks, or incandescent material
that may be emitted by the Rocket during combustion

'

also fresh Rockets may be inserted, by simply removing
the brass cap, Fig. J, at the top of the cylinder.

TO TKST INDKK LOW I'KKSSrRi:.

Before using the machine, remove the cap J from top of
cylinder, and pour in water, until it can just be seen in the
lower part of gauge R.

After .stopping all ventilating pijies, connect the out-
et K with the drain, by means of a length of hose, and
leaving both stop cocks (Figs. S & F) open, proceed to
work the bellows. This will create a pressure on the water
!!• the annular channel O, and cause the water to rise in the
gauge glass R. The stop cock F must theu be clo.sed, and
If the column

, water in the gauge glass be maintained, it
proves the drain is .sound, but if the colut ,i of water falls
the drain is unsound. In such case, and to locate the leak-
age, remove the cap J. in.sert a lighted smoke rocket, replace
the cap J, and work bellows.

TO TE.ST UNDI-R HIC.H PRESSIKE.

Simply shut ofT the small .stop cock S and proceed as be-
fore. When the bellows are worked, the pressure will be
indicated on the pre.ssure gauge T, and on obtaining the
desired pressure, quickly close the stop cock F, and if the
pointer in the pre.ssure gauge maintains its position the
drain is sound, but if it falls towards zero the drain is
unsound. The bellows will give a pre.ssure or 4 lbs., equal
to a column of water s feet high. If a higher pressure is
required, an ordinary cyclist's inflator may be attached to
the valve fitted in the cap J, but 8 lbs., equal to a column
of water 16 feet high, should be the maximum.
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9.27 Deiective Drainage, Pu-mbing, etc.
9

.
271 Portion of trap from beneath a bath. The trap is made
of seamed lead pipe and shows ero.sion along the line of
seam. It also illustrates a hole, where the pipe has been
eaten away by rats.

9.272 SpecimenofP-trap made of seamed lead piping. Cracks
and erosions can be seen all along the line of seam. It also
shows too great depth of water seal ; this is liable to prevent
self cleansing of the trap.

9.273 Specimen of old lead P-trap with two overflows enter-
ing—one near the side of the trap, and the other at the
lower part of it. The overflows most probably came from
watSr tanks and safe-trays, and it can readily be seen how
ga.ses from the trap could find their way into the rooms,
where these overflows took their origin.

9.274 Specimen of old fa.shioned D-trap with overflow pipe
entering into the lower part. The.se D-traps are now-a-days
condemned, and no longer allowed to be used. From their
construction it is quite impossible for them to be .self-cleans-

ing, and hence they were always very foul, as this exhibit
shows. In nearly every instance, the overflow from a water
tank (such tank being very commonly used for drinking
purposes), was always connected up with the D-trap, and
it is obvious to everyone, seeing how filthy these traps
were, that it was quite an easy matter to have large volumes
of gases of decomposition entering the living rooms.

9.3 Baths and Sinks.

9.31 Full Size Bath.

Enamelled iron, fittings complex, vertical plunger, with
overflow in same. Enamelled iron has of late years come
much to the front, as a rival of porcelain for baths and
sinks. In comparison, one may note that iron is slightly
cheaper than porcelain, and is not so liable to breakage.
On the other hand, enamelled iron is liable to chip, and
once the enamel is off the iron rusts. This drawback has
been reduced to a minimum in modern enamelling.



8-32 Lavatory .Sink.

Ivnamelled iron, f.ttings complete, vertical plunder with

uall. and has no supports underneath. This arrangement

9-33 Lavatory Sink.

flo'riat';.""'"^'
""""" ""-' """•=" "itl. over-

9.34 Urinai..

Stalls and floor of high grade porcelain. The whole is'des gned to avoid corners, and crevices, and has th n imumo jointing between slabs. The automatic flush aZZrattached to the fixture, provides an extremely good flu hover all parts of the surface of the stall.

^

9-36 Kitchen Sink.

8.36 Slop Sink.

Enamelled irr
,

fittings complete. S-trap with antisyphonage ven; ^ ^""'

Slop sinks are, in every re.spect, to be treated preciselym the same way as water closets. They are very u^fuTinhotels, hospitals, and very big hou.ses.

9.41 Pan Closets.

9-411 Old Fashio.nkd Pan- Ci.oski

9.42 Hopper Closets.

9.421 Oi.u Fashioxki. Long [Ioitkr.
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9.422 Short Vakikty oi- IIoi-i-kr Ci.oskt.

9.423 IIviiKii) \'akiktv,

to illustrate a had type of closet.

9.43 Wash-out Closets.

9.431 Wasii-oi't Ci.osi.;t.

9.44 Wash-down Closets.

9.441 SIMI-I.K WASH-now.v Ci.o.skt.

9.442 A Fti.r. Si.k Skctioxa,. Mon,:,. or WA.si.-nowx
Cl.OSKT,

showi.,8 construction of n„shi„s ri„,, trap au.l auti-syphonage vent, depth and area „f water seal.

9.443 Si.Mi'i.K Wash-down Clo.skt.

suitahle for .schools.

9.444 SiMPi.K Wash-ooun- Ci.oskt,

with mural attachment, providinir ..reater access forcleaning purposes.
^'caier access for

9.45 Syphonic Closets.

9.451 Svi'HON Ji.:t Ci.o.skt.

Knglish Type.

9.452 Svi'HON-LiKK Cr.osKT.

American Type.

9.453 vSvi>Ho.\-LiKK Cr.o.sKT.

American Ty,H.^ with Flushon.eier in place of Flush Tank.
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9.5 Sewage Disposal.

9.51

9.52

9.53

9.54

9.55

INTER.MITTENT DOWNWARD Kii.TRATiON. -Diagram
This scheme differs from Broad Irrigation in the fact

that It pos.sesses collecting drain tiles placed about 3 feet
below the surface of the ground. In this way a larger
amount of sewage can be applied over a given area of land.

DiBDiN's System.—Diagram.
This scheme is said to l,e purely .Krobic, but in actual

practice a fair amount of Ana-robic action actually takes
place.

Clogging of the first contact bed is the chief drawback
to this system.

ScoTT-MoNCRiEFF Sv.sTEM.—Diagram.
In this system one gets an Anaerobic treatment first, and

secondly, an ^robic.
The first contact bed is very liable to become choked.

Septic Tank Svstkm.—Diagram.
The diagram explains the different components of the

scheme.
After treatment in contact beds, in some ca.ses, the

effluent is applied to land on the Intermittent Downward
Filtration Plan. Under such circumstances, a particularly
fane effluent is the final result.

Sewage Disposal Model
of large size sewage bed with automatic .sewage spreader
The supply being regulated by an automatic valve—Mather
and Piatt's patent.

This process is to be recommended for weak sewage and
for effluents from settling tanks. The great feature is the
continuous process. Unlike the simple contact bed which
requires 8 to 12 hours rest out of 24, this continuous pro-
cess is capable of going on steadily for months without
stopping.
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9.66 Box CONTAININC MODKI.

9.57

of amo,„..t,c valves for supplying sewage sprinklers i„
series. This shows how the automatic gear can \h^ applied
o a series of heds at a sewage farm. The great beauty ofhe whole arrangement is that one man is .,nite capable of
looking after a dozen beds.

Skhtic Tank with Modiiiki, Land Tkkatmh.nt.

9.58 Shonk'.s I'JKCTOR.-Large working model.

This apparatus has proved of great benefit in manipulating
se...age and water as regards promoting the flow of the same
H. the pipes. It is particularly useful in a flat country
where, owing to the depth which sewers, for instance'
must eventually reach in order that the necessary fall ma>'
be given to them, a fresh start has to be given to the pipe
somewhere near the surface, aud this the ejector accom-
plishes automatically, being placed at suitable points wherehe sewers reach such a depth as to Income unmanageable •

he sewage is then raised vertically to a point near the sur-
face, and so begins on a new incline. Thus it goes on andwhen the second incline has reached such a depth as is
thought .sufficient, it is rai.sed again to the surface and
so on.

The model consists of a tank (A) at the top of the .stand
representing a sewer

; the sewage flows into a cylinder ( B)m which It rises gradually, a i when near the top lifts the
upi^r float (C.) This actuates a series of cut off valves (D)which admit compre.ssed air, supplied from a machine. This
compressed air presses on the surface of the liquid in (B)and forces it through the water delivery tube (K) to any
height required. In the model it is simply returned intohe tank (A.) A valve, situated near the inlet, prevents
back flow along the inlet tube. As the sewage descends in
the cylinder (B). it eventually runs clear of the lower float
(F). and the weight of water in the lower float pulls down
the cut-off valves (D) which close the compre.s.sed air taps
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i».58 Shonr's Ejector.
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antl oiKu thf exhaust. Tlie sewasf then Iw^ins to How
again from tlie tank ( A ) and ijradually fills the cylinder
(K), when the whole process is repeated as before.

This .simple arrangement works automatically, as will l)e

seen from the description, and it is only necessary in prac-

tice to supply the compressed air, which is done by a series

of pifK-s laid underground, much in the same fashion as gas
l)ipes are laid. The compres.sed air is supplied from a
central station.

9.59 I'i;rcoi,atin(; Hkd.

(Sometimes termed Streaming or Trickling Filters).

Rectangular, with travelling distributor- on the water
wheel principle. Jones iS: Attwood's Patent. The distri-

bution of the liquid is very uniform.

9.59a Pkkc()I..\tinc. Hko.

Circular variety, with distributor on the same principle -
but the distri!)Ution is not as perfect as on a rectangular bed.
Jones iS: Attwood's Patent.




